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ABSTRACT 
The work reported in this thesis describes the development of the CCO 
instrumentation for the Faint Object Spectrograph on the 2.5m Isaac 
Newton Telescope at the Observatorio del Roque de los Huchachos, more 
commonly known as the La Palma Observatory. 
The Faint Object Spectrograph is a highly efficient, fixed-format CCO 
spectrograph aimed at low resolution spectrophotometry (15-20 A FWHH) 
over a wide spectral range (400-1050 nm); Its high throughput, compared 
with that of more conventional spectrographs, is due to the small number 
of optical surfaces, and the minimum vignetting which results from 
locating the ceo inside the spectrograph camera. 
A CCD camera system is described which was developed primarily to test 
and commission the Faint Obje.ct Spectrograph, but also to assess the 
characteristics of the GEC P8603 CCO used i.n the spect roeraph, and 
optimize its performance for this application. 
The use of CCDs in astronomy is now commonplace but there still remains 
some 
most 
uncertainty as to which aspects of 
criticaily assessed when choosing 
their performance need to be 
a device for a particular 
application. It is argued that it is important to consider not only the 
obvious characteristics such as quantum efficiency, spectral coverage, 
readout noise and geometrical format, but also, and particularly at 
astronomically relevant low-light levels, the consequences of the more 
subtle properties such as charge transfer efficiency, threshold effects 
and chip defects. 
The CCD detector in the Faint Object Spectrograph is located inside the 
spectrograph camera and needs to be positioned to high accuracy within 
the optical path. A microprocessor system is described which enables 
the CCD detector to be aligned remotely from the observer's control 
console. 
Finally, the commissioning of the Faint Object Spectrograph on the Isaac 
Newton Telescope is described, and some of the first results obtained 
during commissioning are presented in order to illustrate its potential 
in the field of faint object spectroscopy. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis reports the author's contribution towards the development of 
the 'Faint Object Spectrograph' (FOS) for the 2.5m Isaac Newton 
Telescope ( INT) at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos, more 
commonly and easily referred to as the La Palma Observatory (LPO). 
FOS is a highly efficient; fixed-format CCD spectrograph aimed at low 
resolution (15-20 A FWHM) spectrophotometry over a wide spectral range 
(400-1050 nm). Its peak efficiency including atmospheric absorption and 
telescope losses is 12% at 700 nm and a zenith distance of 27.5 degrees. 
It is a 'common-user ... instrument and the result of a collaboration 
between the Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO) and the Physics Department 
of Durham University. 
The optical design is based on a Schmidt camera working, without a 
collimator, in the diverging f/ 15 beam from the telescope's Cassegrain 
focus. Dispersion is provided by a transmission grating and a cross-
dispersing prism which together produce a two-order format covering 500-
1050 nm in first order and 400-550 om in second order. The high 
throughput of the system compared with that of more conventional 
spectrographs is due to the small number of optical sur-faces, and the 
minimum vignetting which results from the location of the CCD detector 
inside the camera. 
FOS enables the user to forego most of the tedious alignment and 
calibration procedures that afflict other instruments. The fixed 
spectral format has allowed the development of extensive on-line data 
reduction and analysis software which enables the user to flat-field, 
sky-subtract, flux and wavelength calibrate the data in tandem with 
further observing. 
FOS is not to be regarded simply as a more efficient version of a 
general-purpose spectrograph. It works at a considerably lower 
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dispersion (450 A/mm) and consequently, its spectral resolution in 
first order is a factor of 2 or 3 coarser than the poorest available 
with more conventional spectrographs. FOS is however ideally suited to, 
and indeed primarily inte~ded for, the spectral examination of the 
faintest of astronomical targets; those objects whose spectra could not 
realistically be obtained in a reasonable exposure period with any other 
instrument. The question arises of course as to the purpose of pursuing 
such observations. 
1.2 The Purpose of Faint Object Spectroscopy 
The central problems in astronomical research today are undoubtedly 
those of a cosmological nature involving the large scale structure of 
the universe, its age and its evolution. To resolve these questions, it 
is necessary to study the universe at different .moments in it~ history. 
Inherent in the concept of the big bang is the inference that the most 
distant galaxies appear to us ~s they were when closer to the origin of 
the universe. The measuremerit of their distances is possible by 
accepting Hubble's law- that all galaxies are receding from us, and the 
f~rther away an objecti the greate~ its velocity of recession. 
Redshift, interpreted as a Doppler shift, can be used as a measure of 
velocity and therefore as a distance indicator, thus placing the object 
at its appropriate epoch. The ability to measure the redshifts of the 
faintest ~nd most distant objects is essential in order to probe earlier 
epochs of the universe. 
1.2.1 The Large Scale Structure of the Universe 
The basic question is ~hether the universe is infinite or finite, 
i.e. whether it is open or closed. Both the geometry and the 
dynamics of the universe are an integral part of this problem. 
The geomett:'y can be studied by mapping the 3-D distribution of 
astronomical bodies and looking for deviations from Euclidean laws. 
It may of course be that the objects are not uniformly d:i.stdbuted 
in co-moving volume, in which case the cosmic evolution of the 
population is superimposed on the volume geometry, and both 
geometry and evolution are studied simultaneously. The examination 
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of the most distant objects is paramount to any investigation of 
this type. 
The mass density of. the universe is the essential datum determining 
whether the universe is open or closed. There are two ways in 
which this may be determined more or less directly: through 
observations of the clustering properties of galaxies and the 
motions within clusters, and through observation of deviations from 
a Euclidean Hubble relation. Both approaches demand redshifts for 
faint galaxies in large numbers. 
1.2.2 Age 
Calculations of the age of the universe are dependent on estimates 
of. its rate of expansion. By extrapolating this rate back into the 
past, one arrives at the time the expansion began. Hubble's 
constant (Ho) gives the pr~sent rate of expansion, but widely 
differing estimates of its value lead to inverse Hubble constant 
ages ranging from 10 to 20 billion years. It is certain, however, 
that the mutual gravitational attraction of galaxies, the positive 
mass density of the universe, has slowed the expansion and 
therefore 1/Ho provides only upper limits to the age. It is 
believed that the rate at which the expansion is decelerating is 
latge. A relatively large value for the mass density, an 
appreciable fraction of the closure density as is commonly accepted 
now, would imply that even for the lowest value of Ho the universe 
is only between 10 to 15 billion years old. This value is itself 
uncomfortably low 1vhen compared with ages calculated from globular 
cluster data. Globular clusters are among the oldest objects 
known; st~dies of their colotir and luminosity together with 
stellar evolutionary theory suggest their age to be ~16 ±3 x 109 
years. The age problem is intrinsically linked with the geometry 
problem; the mass density (or deceleration) is crucial in both, and 
makes instruments such as FOS prime observational tools in the 
quest. 
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1.2.3 Evolution and Galaxy For~ation 
Evolutionary trends in the properties of galaxies can be deduced 
from epoch variations in the colotlrs of galaxies and in the optical 
luminosity function. To study the former, deep and complete 
samples are required with red shifts and calibrated spectra. To 
study the latter, the form of the luminosity function, it is 
necessary to obtain number counts of complete samples of very faint 
galaxies, and likewise the redshifts for these samples. In stlrvey 
work of this nature, large numbers of observations are required if 
statistically significant results ~re to be obtained. At the same 
time, radio-surveys at different frequencies, together with 
programmes of optical identification and redshift measurement, 
enable comparisons to be made between optical and radio properties. 
Studies of QSOs and radio galaxies provide the best chance of 
establishing a redshift ctlt-off corresponding to an epoch of galaKy 
formation·, while studies of the complete samples of (optically-
selected) gaiaxies are essential to map the spatial evolution and 
the stellar evolution subsequent to formation. 
1.3 The Desigri of a Faint Object Spectrograph 
The optical system of a conventional spectrograph comprises three main 
sections: the collimator,. the dispersion system and an optical camera 
to focus the spectrum onto a detector. Light losses are incurred, 
however, boi:h from refra'cting and reflecting optical surfaces and so the 
overall eff.iciency of the system diminishes at each s.uccessiv.e air-glass 
interface. High reflectivity mirror surfaces and anti-reflect.ion 
multilayer coatings on transmission elements can be effective over a 
small spectral range, but do not maintain their efficiencies over the 
wide range of wavelengths requited by astronomers (typically, from 
wavelengths of the atmospheric cut-off in the ultraviolet (-300 nm) to 
1000 nm or longer in the infrared). It is therefore desirable that the 
humber of optical surfaces used in the design of a spectrograph intended 
for the spectral examination of the faintest of astronomical targets 
over a , wide spectral range should be kept to a minimum. Wynne (1982a) 
has described ~ow this goal may be approached in a spectrograph using a 
trarismi$sion grating which is replicated on the front face of a cemented 
assembly of a cross-dispersing prism and the aspheric corrector plate of 
a flat-field, wide-aperture, single-mirror camera with a solid-s tate 
detector at its focus. 
The recent availability of solid-state image sensors, CCbs and the like, 
of high quantum efficiency over a wide spectral range and of small 
physical size has allowed the possibility of locating a detector 
directly at the focus of a single-mirror camera of the Schmidt type. In 
contrast, image-tube detectors which have been, and still are, widely 
used for astronomical spectroscopy have large physical bulk in relation 
to their photosensitive area. Such detectors are too large to be 
accommodated inside a single-mirror spectrograph camera and so a second 
optical surtace, with an inevitable further loss of light, has hitherto 
been necessary to divert the beam to an accessible position. 
To make the most efficient use of a detector, the image which it 
receives of the spec~iograph slit should be of the same order of size as 
the detector's resolution. For faint object work, the slit \oJill 
normally be s~t to be about the same width as that of the seeing disc. 
It follows that on a large telescope, a spectrograph camera of large 
numerical aperture is required, increasingly so as detectors with 
smaller pixel size are considered. 
The image spread arising from aberrations within the optical system 
should obviously be smaller than the detector's resolution, but this is 
difficuit to achieve over a wide spectral range in a wide aperture 
camera with few optical surfaces. The conventional Schmidt camera, 
comprising a spherical mirror and an aspheric corrector plate at its 
radius of curvaturei ~rovides good aberration correction over an 
extended field at large numerical aperture, but over a wide spectral 
range, its performance suffers from chromatic difference of spherical 
aberration. It also gives rise to a curved image surface which must be 
corrected if a solid-state detector is to be used. Wynne (1977) has 
described how in a modification of the Schmidt camera, the field 
curvature of the mirror may be corrected by a self-achromatic lens (i.e. 
a lens for which the coefficients of chromatic difference of focus at 
the two surfaces are made equal and opposite) placed some distance in 
front of the crunera focus. While correcting the field curvature, the 
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lens also introduces spherical aberration, coma and astigmatism. The 
spherical aberration may be cancelled, however, by modifying the 
asphericity of the Schmidt plate. The coma and astigmatism are 
corrected by an appropriate choice of the front curvature of the lens 
and by a reduced separation between the mirror and aspheric plate 
compared to a normal Schmidt camera. Chromatic difference of spherical 
aberration from the Schmidt plate is largely offset by that arising from 
the field-flattening lens. 
The design of a spectrograph camera is complicated still further by the 
diffraction grating which sets the effective aperture stop of the 
system. If, as is usual in a spectrograph, the dispersion is provided 
by a reflection grating, its separation from the camera must be 
sufficient to allow the collimator beam to reach the grating without 
obstruction. However, for wide aperture cameras, the aberrations of 
oblique imaging generally increase as the stop distance is increased. 
At low dispersion, the use of a transmissi.on grating instead of a 
reflection grating has the advantages of greater efficiency, and of 
allowing the stop to be positioned immediately in front of the camera. 
Over a wide spectral range in which more than an octave is to be 
recorded simultaneously, cross-dispersion is also required to separate 
the otherwise overlapping first and second orders. These dispersions 
can be provided with minimal loss of light by having a transmission 
grating replicated on the entrance face of a cross-dispersion prism, the 
exit face of which is cemented to the aspheric plate of the camera. 
This, of course, gives rise to a system with a fixed spectral format but 
with high throughput; the grating, cross-disperser and camera aspheric 
have together only two air-glass surfaces. In contrast, a general-
purpose spectrograph usually allows the user to choose from a range of 
gratings and hence dispersions but, inevitably, has lower overali 
efficiency. 
In order to reduce light losses in a spectrograph still further 1 Wynne 
(1982b) has shown that if the collimator optics are dispensed with, then 
the aberrations arising from the grating in a diverging beam from the 
slit may be either corrected or reduced over a wide spectral range (350-
1100 nm) and, for moderate slit widths, by further modification of the 
camera optics. To reduce coma, the aspheric plate has to be displaced 
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in the direction of dispersion ~elative to the axis of the camera mirror 
and field-flattening lens. The compensation for astigmatism depends on 
the angie of incidence of the diverging beam upon the grating, 
necessitating eithe~ the introduction of a cylindrical refracting 
surface within a compound aspheric plate assembly or a tilt of the focal 
surface of the camera. 
In a diverging beam, a single cross-dispersing prism cannot be used 
because the oblique incidence on the prism face introduces serious 
aberrations. However, if a compound prism is used instead (const~ucted 
from two or mo~e prisms made from glasses of approximately the same 
refractive index for a mean wavelength, but with differing dispe~sions 
and with the entrance and e~it faces no~mal to the axis of the diverging 
beam) then the aberrations arising in addition to those produced by a 
plane parallel block of glass in a diverging beam a~e ~eladvely small 
and can be corrected in the following camera system. The disadvantage 
of the compound prism is that it precludes transmission down to the 
atmospheric ultraviolet cut-off because the~e a~e no suitable glasses 
available; a reasonable transmission can however be obtained down to 350 
nm. 
1.4 Background to the RGO-Durham University Collaboration 
The RGQ-Durham University collabo~ation to develop a faint object 
spectrograph for the LPO 2.Sm INT commenced early in 1981. It arose 
from the enthusiasm expressed for the design proposed by Wynne (1982b) 
for the LPO 4.2m telesco-pe. 
The concept of a 'fast' spectrograph aimed specifically at the 
examination of astronomically faint objects created much inte~est 
amongst RGO and Durham University ast~onomers wishing to pursue faint 
object prog~arnmes of a statistical natu~e. At that time, it was clear 
that the demand for 'survey' type programmes on the 4.2m telescope would 
far exceed the observing time available. Thus, early in 1981, the need 
for a similar instrument for the LPO 2.5m INT was discussed. Besides 
the obvious desirability of providing the INT with a spectrograph of 
maximum possible efficiency, it was considered that the INT would offer 
more opportunities for longer-term survey programmes, programmes which 
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t.wuld provide appr()priate reference studies for understanding those 
objects accessible oniy to a 4m class telescope. It was also recognized 
that the expetience gained from operating a FOS on the INT, scheduled to 
be commissioned a few years in advance of the 4 .2m telescope, would be 
invaluable for finalizing the design of the 4.2m FOS. 
An application to the SERC from Durham University and the RGO requesting 
funds to develop the 2 .Sm FOS to common-user' level was partially 
successful; SERC provided half of that requested in an attempt to get 
the project started. The progress from the initial discussions to the 
current working system suffered from financial, mechanical, detector and 
weather frustrations. Nevertheless, the successful outcome of the 
project serves to demonstrate the effectiveness of the collaboration. 
'fhe project was set up with R A E Fosbury (RGO) and J M Breare (Durham) 
as joint project scientists, joined by R S Ellis (Durham) and I G van 
Breda (RGO) as project collaborators. 
general project manager. 
J R Powell ( RGO) was appointed 
C G Wynne (RGO) assisted by S P Worswick (RGO) modified the original 
optical design for operation at the INT's f/15 Cassegrain focus. 
D W Gellatly (RGO) was responsible for the overall mechanical design of 
the instrument and its interface to the INT's existing Cassegrain 
instrumentation. J M Breare and J Webster (Durham) supervised the 
manufacture in Durham University Physics Department workshops. 
The author was responsible for the design and construction of a CCD 
camera and data acquisition system to test CCD chips for FOS, assess 
theit charactet:i..stics and to commission FOS on the INT. He was also 
responsible for the development of drive electronics and their control 
from a microprocessor to enable remote focus adjustment of the CCD 
detector inside the FOS camera. 
G P Martin (Durham) wrote the data acquisition and instrument control 
software. I R Parry (Durham) wrote the extensive on-line data reduction 
and analysis software, assisted latterly by A Purvis (Durham). 
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FOS was assembled and optically tested at the RGO over the winter 
1983/84 under the supervision 6f C M Lowne (RGO). It was shipped to La 
Palma in May 1984 and subsequently commissioned on three separate 
observing runs in July and December 1984 and in ~1ay 1985. 
During the last commissioning run, the Durham University CCD camera 
electronics were exchanged for a standard LPO camera system (developed 
by P R Jorden (RGO) and D J Thorne (RGO)) to facilitate on-site 
maintenance. W F Lupton (RGO) brought about the integration of the FOS 
software with that of the INT's other instrumentation. 
The involvement of ail those mentioned (and many more) was generally 
much broader than the specific roles suggest, partictllarly during 
commissioning, confirming that the project has been very much a team 
effort. 
FOS is now a common-user instrument and in regular use. 
1.5 The. 2.5m Faint Object Spectrograph 
The optical components of the INT's Cassegrain spectrographs, the 
Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph (IDS) and the Faint Object 
Spectrograph (FOS); are shown in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.2 :ls a sketch 
illustrating the mechanical arrangement of the two spectrographs. 
Relevant parameters of FOS are collected in Table 1.1. 
FOS uses the slit, slit shutter and dekker slide within the IDS together 
with the TV acquisition and autogtiider systems, comparison lamps and 
filter slides provided for the IDS in the Acquisition and Guidance Unit. 
A single folding prism beneath the slit assembly has to be removed to 
allow the diverging beam from the slit to enter FOS. Changing operation 
from one spectrograph to the other takes around 30 minutes, and so both 
spectrographs can be used consecutively during the same night. 
Because of the limited clearance between the IDS and the dome observing 
floor, a folding-flat mirror had to be introduced to accommodate the 
long path length of the f/15 beam. An extended blue response silver 
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coating helps to reduce the inevitable loss of light from this 
additional optical surface. The mirror is mounted with a tilt facility 
which, during the initial tilignment procedure, allows some movement of 
the spectrum on the detector ~o that defects inherent in the particular 
CCU chip may be avoided. 
FOS is equipped with its own Hartmann shutters to facilitate focussing 
of the CCD detector (being a late addition to the system, these are not 
shown in Figure 1.1). The shutter blades are pne~matically driven under 
the control of a microprocessor which is operated from the observer's 
console through the INT's instrumentation computer. 
The spectrograph camera, shown in cross-section in Figure 1.3, provides 
a first order dispersion of 450 A/mm and a focal ratio at the detector 
of f/ 1 .4. A transmission grating of 150 lines/mm is replicated on the 
front face of a cemented assembly of three cross-dispersing prisms 
(constructed from Schott SK5 and LF5 glasses) and the aspheric corrector 
plate of the camera (constructed from Schott K10 glass). This is 
mounted off the faceplate of the camera body which houses the camera 
mirror, the field-flattening lens and the CCD detector. 
The CCb is a GEC P8603 of 578 x 385 pixels, each 22 x 22 ~m. A typical 
~ 
device has a quantum efficiency with a peak value of 40% at 740 nm, 
10% points at ~ 460 nm and ~ 930 nm and 1% po:i.nts at ~ 390 nm and ~ 
1020 nm. The advantageous characteristic of the GEC chip is its low 
inherent readout noise; a value in the range 5-10 electrons rms can 
usually be achieved with careful optimization of its operating 
conditions and of the readout electronics. 
The grating and cross-disperser, together, provide dispersion in a two-
order format covering the wavelength ranges 500-1050 nni in first order 
and 400-550 nm in second order with a minimum order separation of 20 
pixels which corresponds to 25 arcsec on the sky. First order 
dispersion is sampled at 10.7 A/pixel. Fig~re 1.4 illustrates the 
fixed-format of the spectrum as projected onto the CCD. 
The small physical size of the GEC CCD has enabled it, and the printed 
circuit board upon which it is mounted, to be located within the central 
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obscuration from the telescope's secondary mirror and so no additional 
vignetting is introduced. 
The CCD is held against a copper block which is cooled front a l.:i..quid 
nitrogen cryostat, appended to the camera body, by conduction through a 
system of 'cold-finger' linkages and copper braid. Servo amplifier 
electronics mounted outside the camera vessel maintain the CCO at a 
nominal operating temperature of 150 K (at which the thermal generation 
of electrons within the CCD is negligible) Hith a stability of better 
than ± 0 .OS K. 
The field-flattening lens·· is supported in the camera by four slender 
fibreglass arms Hhich are attached to an outer annular ring, itself 
spaced off the camera mirror by three invar rods of low thermal 
expansivity. A similar arrangement of f:Lbregiass arms and a second 
annular ring supports the CCD behind the iens. Whereas the lens is held 
in the beam in a position fixed by the optical design, a system of three 
motor driven micrometers (controlled from the previously mentioned 
mictoprocessbr) enable axial and tilt displacement of the CCO Hith 
respect to the lens for precise focus adjust~ent. 
The camera vessel, cryostat, folding-flat mirror and Hartmann shutters 
are held in position in an open-frame structure constructed from 3 mm 
steel plate. Its attachment to the IDS provides additional rigidity. 
Flexure tests of the structure on the INT have shown that the image of a 
spectral line shifts by only 0.03 pixels/hour in the direction of 
dispersion as the telescope tracks through the zenith. 
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Table 1.1 BASIC PARAMETERS OF TllE 2 .5m FAINT OBJECT SPECTROGRAPH 
Image scale at the slit (f/15 Cass.) 
Slit-to-detector reduction factor 
Camera focal ratio at the detector 
GEC P8603 CCD format 
Pixel size 
Wavelength coverage: first order 
second order 
Dispersion: first order 
second order 
Minimum order separation 
First order grating blaze 
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5.4138 arcsec/mm 
10.5 
f/ 1 0 4 
578 X 385 pixels 
12.67 X 8.47 mm 
12.00 X 8.03 arcmin 
2-2 X 22 JJ m 
1.25 X 1.25 arcsec 
500 - 1050 nm 
400 - 550 nm 
10.7 A/pixel 
5.4 A /pixel 
20 pixels 
25.0 arcsec 
700 om 
1.6 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis is concerned primarily with the description of a CCD camera 
system, its use to assess the characteristics of the GEC P8603 type CCD 
image sensor and to commission the 2.5m FOS. 
The use of CCO image sensors for optical astronomy is now commonplace. 
Chapter 2 briefly reviews why they are used and the way in which they 
are operated. The reasons for choosing to use the GEC P8~03 CCD in FOS 
and a description of the chip are also given. 
Chapter 3 is devoted to a technical description of the CCO camera system 
and in particular, the electronics to generate the necessary waveforms 
to drive the CCO and to convey digitized data to a computer. Chapter 4 
concentrates on the all important task of extracting the video signal 
from the CCD, maximizing as far as possible the CCD's output signal-to-
noise ratio, and the tise of analogue signal processing electronics to 
attenuate the readout noise inherent in the CCD's on-chip charge 
detection circuitry. 
The results of laboratory investigations of 
characteristics are presented in Chapter 5. 
the GEC CCO's imaging 
It is argued that in 
selecting a ceo for a particular application, it is imp6rtant to 
consider not only the obvious characteristics of quantum efficiency and 
spectral range, readout noise and 
particularly at astronomically 
geometrical format, 
relevant low-light 
but also, 
levels, 
and 
the 
consequences of the more subtle properties of charge transfer 
efficiency, threshold effects, chip defects and temperature dependence. 
Chapter 6 is devoted to a technical description of the mechanisms 
incorporated in FOS to enable remote focus adjustment of the CCD 
detector, their drive electronics and their control from a 
, microprocessor. 
Chapter 7 turns to the commissioning of FOS on the INT and an assessment 
of its performance. Some of the first astronomical data obtained from 
the instrument are presented in Chapter 8. 
Conclusions from this work and suggestions for the future are collected 
in Chapter 9. 
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IGIIAPTER . 2 
CCD IMAGE SENSORS AND TllliiR USE IN OPTICAL AsTRONOMY 
2.1 Introduction 
The concept of the charge-coupled device (CCD) was proposed by Boyle and 
Smith (1970) and emerged from their research for a silicon-based 
electrical equivalent of magnetic bubble memories. 
In its sLnplest implementation, the CCD structure consists of a series 
of closely spaced electrodes separated from an underlying semiconductor 
substrate by a thin insulating (oxide) iayer. Hhen a bias voltage is 
applied to an electrode, a depletion region is formed in the 
semiconductor immediately beneath it. The depletion region is, in 
effect, a 'potential ~ell' which can store information in the form of an 
electrical charge packet. By pulsing the electrodes in an appropriate 
sequence, the potential well and hence its charge packet, can be 
transferred through the semiconductor. With the addition of a point for 
introducing charge packets, and another for detecting them, a shift 
register or delay line can be realized. 
Although CCDs were originally conceived as devices to store digital 
information, it is in the field of analogue electronics that they have 
made their greatest impact to date. 
because the CCD's potential wells 
It was immediately evident that 
were capable of storing variable 
quantities of charge, they could be used to convey analogue signals. As 
a result, CCDs have been applied to various analogue signal processing 
functions including simple delay lines, transveise filters, multiplexers 
and correlators. It is in their use as solid-state image sensors, 
however, that CCOs have made their greatest contribution. 
There already exist several texts which describe the concepts, physics 
and operation of the basic ceo structure, its variations and its 
numerous applications including that of the solid-state image sensor 
(see for example: S~quin and Tompsett, 1975; Beynon and Lamb, 1980). 
The purpose of this chapter, therefore, is not to attempt to add another 
r~sume tb the literature but instead, to review briefly ~hat a CCD 
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image sensor is, why such devices are invaluable for optical astronomy 
and how they are operated. The reasons for choosing to use a GEC P8603 
CCD in FOS are summarized and a brlef description of the chip is given. 
2.2 CCD Image Sensors 
Electron-beam scanned TV camera tubes have been in existence and 
continuous development for several decades with the result that many 
advances have been made in the quality of broadcast television. A 
solid-state equivalent to match their performance has long been sought 
after by the semiconductor industry, 
advantages usually asso~iated with 
the aim being to exploit the 
solid-state devices, namely, 
compactness, low weight and ruggedness, low voltage operation and low 
power consumption. However, despite much development, it is only with 
the advent of the CCD that realistic means have been available to 
approach the performance of the camera tube (Weimer, 1975). Previous 
work in this field was focussed upon the use of an integrated matrix of 
addressable photodiodes. These devices and variations thereof, however, 
could provide only limited resolution and their performance suffered 
from excessive fixed-pattern picture noise. 
A CCD image sensor basically consists of a mosaic of potential wells 
formed from an array of electrodes running at right angles to a series 
of isolated charge transfer channels. Each potential well serves as a 
collection site or pixel for charge carriers created within the 
semiconductor by incident photons. An image charge pattern is allowed 
to accumulate in the CCD by holding the electrodes at appropriate bias 
potentials. At the end of the integration period, the electrodes are 
clocked so as to transfer the signal from each pixel serially to a low 
capacitance charge sensing circuit. 
The majority of CCD image sensors have been designed to produce a 
pictute format and readout sequence which matches the conventional line-
scanned TV display. An important consideration has been the necessity 
to minimize the optical smearing of an integrated image charge pattern 
as it is read out across illuminated parts of the array. This requires 
that the integration period is long in comparison to the readout time 
and has been achieved by having separate imaging and optically shielded 
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storage areas. A frame of photon-generated charge is allowed to collect 
in the imaging area for a given exposure time and is then transferred 
rapidly into the storage area during the vertical retrace period of the 
TV display system. The image is then retrieved from the storage area, 
line by line, at the standard TV rate while the next frame accumulates 
in the imaging area. The two most successful array organizations to 
have emerged are the frame-transfer array (S~quin et al., 1973) and the 
interline transfer array (Walsh and Dyck, 1973). These are shown 
schematically in Figure 2.1. 
The frame-transfer array's imaging and storage areas are defined by two 
groups of horizontal electrodes formed upon isolated vertical charge 
transfer channels. A horizontal output register at the bottom of the 
array serves for sequential line-by-line readout from the storage area 
t6 a charge sensing circtiit. The direction of charge transfer is 
indicated by arrows. For n~rmal operation, all parts of the array other 
than the imaging area are shielded from incident illumination eithel:" by 
an external mask or l;>y a metal overlay ·deposited upon the chip. 
Following the integration of an image charge pattern, the whole frame is 
moved down into the stor~ge area by applying clocks to both the imaging 
and storage area electrodes. While the next frame is imaged, the 
storage are.a, is read out one line at a time through the output register 
and charge detection amplifier. 
The interl-ine transfer array differs from the frame-transfer array in 
that its storage area charge transfer channels are spaced between the 
imaging area columns. Each imaging column consists of isolated charge 
collection sites defined beneath a single photogate. An integrated 
image charge pattern is transferred horizontally in one step into the 
storage area by clocking the photoga~es. A horizontal output register 
is used for serial readotit of the storage area in a similar manner to 
the frame-transfer array. The advantage of the interline transfer array 
is that image smear is reduced to a minimum. However, the storage areas 
must be shielded by a metal overlay on the chip and this, of course, 
means that imaging area columns have optically insensitive regions 
between them. 
When the concept of the CCD was proposed in 1970, MOS technologies 
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suitable for device fabrication were already well developed, and so the 
progress towards the realization of a CCb image sensor was rapid. (See 
for example: Bertram et al., 1972; Kovac et al., 1973; S~quin et al., 
1974). By 1974, a 320 x 512 pixel frame-transfer array had been 
demonstrated (Rogers, 1974), providing more than an order of magnitude 
increase in the number of pixels that had been achieved with photodiode 
arrays and sufficient image resolution to meet the requirements of the 
USA TV standard. 
CCD fabrication technologies have, of course, undergone continuous 
development and refinement in order to improve performance. Of 
i.mportanc~ has been the develo1jment of thinned, back-illuminated CCDs 
for increased spectral respongivity. To date, most CCDs have employed 
semi-transparent polysilicon electrodes (Bertram et al., 1974) to allow 
front illumination tlirough the electrode structure. Light losses are 
incurred, however, increasingly so with decreasing wavelength, both from 
absorption, and ~tltiplA reflections at the various Si-Si02 interfaces, 
within the electrode structure. To overcome this, a few manufacturers, 
notably RCA, have developed fabrication techniques for thinning the CCD 
substrate to a thickness of ~ 10-20 1-1m to allow illumination through 
the back of the chip rather than through its electrodes. This can 
result in very high responsivity, particularly in the blue, as 
illustrated in Figure 2.2 which shows curves for a front-illuminated GEC 
CCD and a thinned, back-illuminated RCA chip. An unfavourable 
characteristic of thinned CCDs, however, is the occurrence of 
interference fringe effects when illuminated with narrow band light, a 
result of multiple reflections within the thinned silicon (Oke, 1981). 
Several companies have now developed CCD image sensors, mostly of the 
frame-transfer type, for TV imaging applications (examples include 
Fairchild, GEC, Philips, RCA, Sony and Thomson-CSF). Although 
fabrication problems still make it difficult to produce CCDs of 
sufficient cosmetic quality to satisfy the demands of broadcast 
television, the applications of CCDs are many and wide ranging. They 
include surveillance, industrial process control and TV cameras for the 
home video market. Astronomers were among the first to recognize their 
scientific potential. 
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2.3 The Use_ of_£CDs ~~_gptical Astronomy 
The use of CCDs in optical astronomy began in the late 1970s when a 
number of astronomical research groups started development of camera 
systems using the first commercially available CCD TV image sensors from 
Fairchild (Loh, 1977; Marcus et aL, 1979; Leach et aL, 1980). Since 
then, CCOs have gone into use at all major ground-based observatories 
where, for many applications, they are now chosen in preference to 
photographic plates and intensifier tube detectors. CCDs have also been 
applied to space astronomy, being incorporated for example in NASA's 
Galileo-Jupiter Orbiter (Janesick et al., 1981), the Hubble Space 
Telescope (Blouke et al., 1983) and ESA's Giotto probe to Comet Halley. 
A comprehensive review and comparison of detector systems for optical 
astronomy has been given by Timothy (1983) and so will not be repeated 
here. It is, however, important to note the combination of qualities 
which CCbs offer that has led to their increasing use in this field: 
(i) high responsive quantum efficiency (RQE) 
RQE curves reported of a thinned, back-illuminated RCA CCD 
(Geary and Kent, 1981) and a front-illuminated GEC CCO (Thorne 
et al., 1986a) are shown in Figure 2.2. Peak values are: 
86% at 680 nm (RCA CCD) 
46% at 740 nm (GEC CCO) 
(ii) wide spectral coverage 
ranging fro~ ~ 300 nm in the near ultraviolet to ~ 1000 nm in 
the near infrared (Figure 2.2). 
(iii) large dynamic range 
it is convenient to define the dynamic range oE a ceo as the 
ratio of its pixel full well charge capacity to the readout 
noise inherent in the detection of the charge collected within 
a pixel. A ratio of 38,000 has been reported of GEC CCOs 
(Thorne et al., 1986a). 
(iv) linear responsivity (unity gamma) 
the number of electrons created in a CCD is directly 
proportional to the number of absorbed photons. 
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(v) weil defined,. spatially quantized and stable pixel geometry 
the CCU provides stable, spatiallY quantized image 
information, defined by the physical structure of· t:he chip, 
and is therefore well suited as a trai1sducer for optical input 
to a computer-. 
(vi) diiect readout into a computer 
with appropriate drive electronics 
the signal charge collected in 
to read out and digitize 
each CCU pixel, CCDs are 
ideally suited to computer control, enabling immediate on-line 
data display and reduction at the telescope. 
2.4 The Operation of CCDs in Optical Astronomy 
The operation of a CCD in optical astronomy differs from that of TV 
imaging applications in the following aspects: 
(:i.) exposure period. 
Long exposure periods ranging from milliseconds to hours are required 
which necessitates that the chip is cooled in order to reduce 'dark 
current'. 
Dark current arises from the intrinsic thermal generation of charge 
carriers which occurs in semiconductors at non-zero temperatures. In 
CCUs, it provides an undesired source of charges which steadily 
accumulate in the potential wells and which cannot be distinguished from 
photon-generated charges. Dark current therefore imposes a maximum on 
the useful integration time of the CCU. 
At room temperature, the rate of dark current generation is typically 
~105 electrons/pixel/setond which, although tolerable at TV readout 
rates, prohibits the long exposure periods required in astronomy. Dark 
c~rrent is, however, a strong function of temperature (decreasing by a 
factot of 2 for every 6-10°C reduction in operating temperature) and can 
be reduced to a negligible rate ( ~o. 1-1.0 electrons/ pixel/m:lnute) by 
cool:lng the CCD to cryogenic temperatures (~100-150 K). The usual 
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method is to cool the chip from a liquid nitrogen reservoir, both of 
which are housed within ah ~vacuated enclosute in order td reduce 
conduction and convection losses. CCOs are iri g~neral not operated at 
liquid nitrogen temperatttre itself (77 K), but instead, at some higher 
temperature in the range 100-150 K, the optimum value of which depends 
on other chip characteristics as discussed in Chapter S. 
(ii) illumination options. 
Frame-transfer CCOs are usually supplied with an external mask fitted 
over the chip's storage area to shield it from illumination. Removal of 
the mask enables operation in a 'full-frame' imaging mode in which both 
the imaging and storage areas are used to collect photon-generated 
charges thereby doubling the area normally available for imaging. 
Use of the storage area for imaging in interline transfer arrays is not 
possible because, in these arrays, the mask has to be defined by strips 
of met~l overlay deposi.ted on the chip. Goad and Ball ( 1981) have, 
however, repdrted the use of a Fairchild interline transfer CCD which 
was supplied specially to KPNO without metal overlay. 
(iii) shuttered exposure. 
It is usual to incorporate an electronically operated shutter within the 
light path to the ceo to control its exposure to illumination and 
thereby avoid optical smearing of an integrated image charge pattern as 
it is read out of the array. 
(iv) exposure and readout sequence 
In contrast to TV imaging applications in which the CCO is continuously 
read out, the exposure and subsequent readout follows an operational 
sequence in which: 
(i) prior to an exposure, the ceo is read out several times in 
darkness (i.e. with the shutter closed) in order to ensure a 
complete erasure of charge from the array imaging area. 
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(ii) the shutter is opened for the desired exposure period during 
which a photon-generated charge pattern is collected within the 
imaging area. 
(iii) the shutter is closed and the image charge pattern is read out. 
Assuming that dark current has been reduced to a rate where it is 
negligible, the only constraint on the duration of an exposure is that 
of the collection of spurious charges created by ionising radiation, the 
main source of which is the cosmic ray particle background. 
The effects of cosmic rays __ in CCDs were first reported by Marcus et al. 
(1979) and have been attributed to cosmic ray muons and electrons of 
~10-1000 MeV leaving ioniz:i.ng trails in the substrate (Leach and 
Gursky, 1979). The ionizing power of muons is almost constant over this 
range of eriergies and in silicon, corresporids to the productibn of ~80 
e-h pairs for each micron travelled. Therefore, the quantity of charge 
created by a c6smic ray depends on: 
(i) the active thickness of the CCD's substrate. 
(ii) its path length within the substrate which is dependent on the 
particle.'s angle of incidence to the chip's surface. 
in a comparison of the events seen in thinned and thick substrate RCA 
CCDs, Fowler et al. (1981) have reported electron-number event 
distributions with a. mean of ~800 electrons/event for a thinned chip 
co~par~d to ~soo~ ele~t~ons/event for ~ thick chip. 
Cosmic rays appear in several forms which again are largely dependent on 
the thickness of the substrate: 
(i) diffuse distrib~tions of charge spread over sevetal pixeis which 
are attributed to carriers being created deep inside a substrate 
and diffusing laterally before col.iection in potential wells. 
Events of this type are frequently seen in thick substrate chips 
but seldom in thirined ones. 
(ii) charge packets confined to a single pixel, common only in thinned 
chips. 
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(iii) tracks created by p~rtlcles incident obliquely upon a chip. 
The event rate is ty~icaily -0.04/cm2/second and thus an important 
consideration for astronomically relevant exposure pertods; a frame-
transfer ceo of size 1 cm2 would be expected to collect -24 events 
within only a 10 min~te exposure. Still higher rates have been reported 
for some RCA CCDs but in these cases, the excess has been attributed to 
local radioactivity either within the ceo, its carrier or in the 
materials surrounding it (Fowler et al., 1981; Thorne et al., 1986a). 
(v) pixel readout rate. 
At a pixel readout rate of -S-7 MHz as required for TV imaging 
applications, the pixel readout noise inherent in the operation of a 
ceo's on-chip charge detection amplifier is -200 electrons rms. 
Slot·ling the pixel readout rate do1·m to ~ i0-100 KHz enables the use of 
external analogue signal processing electronics to f.ilter this noise 
with the result that, in the best CCDs, a pixel readout noise ~ 10 
electrons rms and a pixel dynamic range ~ 104 can be achieved. 
(vi) signal digitization, computer control arid data acquisition. 
For scientific applications, the objective is to encode the signal 
charge collected in each CCD pixel as a digital number for input to a 
computer f~r subsequent display, analysis and stor~ge. Oigitization to 
16 bit accuracy is usually employed in order to exploit the large 
dynamic range attainable from slow-scan operation. 
It is usual to make the computer also provide the control of the CCD's 
drive electronics required for the execution of the exposure sequence 
outlined above. 
2.5 Reasons for Choosing to Use a GEC CCP in FOS 
The decision of which type of CCD to use in FOS had to be made before a 
detailed optical and mechanical design of the spectrograph could be 
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completed. At that tlme only two chips of interest were readily 
available to research groups within the UK: 
(i) the RCA SIDS3&l2 
(ii) the GEC P8600 
The most favourable characteristic of the RCA CCD was recognized as its 
high qtlantum efficiency over a wide spectral range (Figure 2.2) and in 
particular, its response in the near ultraviolet (Geary and Kent 1981; 
Fowler et al., 1981) o It was also kno~n, however., to exhibit high 
readout noise -70 electr6ns rms, and to show interference fringing 
effects when illuminated with narrow band light. In contrast, the GEC 
ceo had been reported as having a low readout noise (-10-20 electrons 
tms) but was also known tci h~ve a low~r overall responsivity compared to 
the RCA chip (Wright and Mackay, 1981) o 
The basic question which had to be addressed, therefore, was that of 
whether the lower readout noise of the GEC CCD would more than 
compensate for its lower. r.esponsivity. The anticipated perforinance of 
FOS assuming an RCA CCD as the detector was fitst calculated by Wall et 
al. (1981). This work was pursued by Martin and Parry (1981) to compare 
the figutes with th6se to be expected using the GEC chip instead. 
The throughput efficiencies which were estimated for the atmosphere, the 
telescope, and the FOS optical components, together with the 
responsivities of the two CCDs which had been reported at that time, are 
collected in Table 2.1. These values were used to predict the S/N which 
could be achieved in a given exposure period as fun~tions of wavelength 
and magnitude. A simple method of sky subtraction was assumed using 
identical object+sky and sky apertures. Figure 2.3 shows plots of the 
S/N anticipated in 10 A resolution elements after a 1000 seconds 
integration and assuming that the object signal is spread laterally over 
3 pixels. Estimates of the sky brightness (magnitudes/ar.csec) at the 
wavelengths of interest are also listed. 
Examination of the curves shows: 
(i) for an object fainter than m 18, the GEC CCD achieves a better 
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S/N performance compared to the RCA chip at waveiengths ) 540 nm. 
The high quantum efficiency of the RCA chip is largely wasted 
because of its high readout noise which is still significant in 
comparison to the photon shot noise. The res-ult is rever!?ed in 
the 430 nm wavelength curves, however, because the responsivity 
of the RCA ceo is many times better than that oE the GEC chip 
(Figure 2.2). 
(ii) as an object brighter than m = 18 is considered, the S/N curves 
start to converge (as can be seen in the 540 nm wavelength curves 
for example). Here, the readout noise of the RCA CCO is now 
becoming less signif.lcant in comparison to the photon shot noise. 
In the situation when both chips are, in effect, limited only by 
shot noise, the S/N of the RCA CCU is better than that of the GEC 
because it detects more of the incident photons. 
Although the curves are of course specific to ~he characteristics 
assurtH~d of the two CCUs, and to the values chosen for the exposure 
period and for the number of pixels over which the object signal is 
... , 
sampled, their generai form is, howeyer, representative of the many 
other curves produced by Martin and Parry to show the dependence of 
parameters such as the exposure period and CCD readout noise. In 
interpreting the results, i.t has to be remembered that FOS was conceived 
as a means of pursuing survey type work with maximum possible 
efficiency, and for attempting observations of those objects whose 
spectra could not realistically be obtained in a reasonable exposure 
period with a conventional spectrograph. In such programmes, a low S/N 
will often suffice provided that key spectral Hnes can be identified 
(to enabie a redshift to be determined for example). An adequate 
classification of broad feature objects (e.g. QSOs and emission line 
galaxies) might only require a S/N ~ 10. In view of this, the GEC ceo 
was concluded to be the better of the two chips since, over most of the 
spectral range recorded by FOS, it would be expected to yield an 
astronomically relevant acceptable S/N within a shorter exposure period 
compared to that required using the RCA CCU. 
From a more practical point of view, the arguments in favour of using 
the GEC chip were strengthened by its shorter dei:lvery time and its 
cost; at that time, about four times less than an RCA CCO with a similar 
blemish specification. 
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Table 2.1 ESTIMATED FOS.-SYSTEM EFFICIENCY 
---------------------~-~------~--~-~~---------~~--~------~--------------
I 
I 
I 
I .EFFICIENCY At SAMPLE WAVELENGTHS I 
1------------------~--~------------------1 
·I 430 nml 540 nml 700 nml 800 nml 900 nm I 
1--------~-~~-~~--------------------------------~~---------------------l 
!Atmosphere (z.d. = 45) I o.66 1 o.79 I o.88 I o.9o 1 o.92 I 
l-------------------~---------l-------l-------l-------l-------l--------1 
!Telescope I o.67 I o.67 I o.67 1 o.67 I o.67 I 
l----------------~------~-----l-------l-------l-------1-------l--------l 
I 
I Second order I 0.25 'I 0.18 I r I I 
!Spectrograph: First order I o.o8 1 o.38 1 o.45 I o.41 1 o.34 
l-----------------~-----------l-------1-------l-------l-------l--------l 
IRCA Sip53612 (reported) I o.75 I o.81 I o.82 1 o.6z I o.32 I 
l-~----------------~----------l------~l-------l-------l-------l--------1 
I G8C P8600 ( repo:rted) · I o.o3 I o.2o I o.31 I o.3o I o.1o I 
l-~---------------------------l-----~-l-~-----l-------1-------l--------l 
!System total 
1 RCA ceo: 
First order I o • o 26 I o • 16 2 1 o • 2 1 1 1 o • 1 5 3 I o • o 6 1 I 
·Second order I 0.082 I 0.079 I I I I 
l-------------·----~------------l-.,;. __ . __ '-l-------l-------l-------l--------1 
!System total First order I o.oo1 1 o.o4o I o.o82 1 o.o74 I o.o2o I 
IGEC ceo: . Secotd oider I 0.003 I 0.019 I I I I 
. . 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.6 GEC P8603 CCD 
GEC's frame.:..transfer CCD image sensor was developed at the GEC Hirst 
Research Centre, Wenibley and is currently marketed by English Electric 
Valve (EIW), Chelmsford,. It is primarily intended for TV applications 
conforming to the European 625-line TV standard, providing 576 lines, 
each of 385 pixels, in two interlaced fields (Burt, 1980). The image 
area is 8.5 x 6.4 mm, comparable in size to that available from a 2/3 
inch vidicon camera tube. 
On~ of the CCDs in the P8600 series, the P8603, is classed as a 
'scientific grade' chip and it is this device which was eventually 
selected for use in FOS. The silicon die is identical to that used in 
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thE;! earlier P8600 devi~e but its chip carrier packaging is considerably 
smaller ( 19 .4 x· iS mm co~pared to the P8600~ s 38 x 23 mm). It is also 
te~ted tinder cooled, ~low-~~an, fuli-fra~e apera~ihg conditions before 
despatch and graded by the C()smetic qtial:i,ty seen in low light level 
images with peak signals of -1000 electrons/pixel. 
A schematic of the CCD is shown in Figure 2.4. The design me1kes use of 
3-phase overlapping poiysilicon electrode technology (Bertram et al., 
1974) and channel-stop d·iffusions to confine the charge transfer 
channels. Appropriate biasing of the electrode phases (01, 02, ~3) 
confines adjacent elements within a charge transfer channel. The 
electi-odes are grouped in the conventional fr<!me'-transfer organization, 
dividing the array into an imaging ar~a, a storage &re& artd an output 
register to transfer signals serially to the on-chip charge detection 
amplifi.er. 
The imaging area consists of 288 lines. each of 38S pixels (i.e. 38S 
array columns) and is front-illuminated (i.e. light must pass through 
·the eleCtrode structure). The pixel size is 22 x 22 lJm. Burt (i980) 
has desciibed how, in its use as a TV image sensor,. the number of image 
lihes may, in effect, be doubted by coliecting alternate frames under 
101 elec~rodes and then under 102 and 103 electrod~s. This moves the 
centres 6f charge collection back and forth between frames in a 2: l 
interlace,, thus satisfying the requirements of the standard 625-line 
interlaced· TV picture format; S7S active lines are usually displayed, 
the rema~nin~ SO are used f6r the field-blanking periods. When used iri 
the frame~transfer mode, all parts of the array other than the imaging 
area are optically shielded by ari external mask. And-blooming control 
is provided only in the form of a gate-drain diode structure (bias 
connections: VABG• VABD) at .the top of the imaging area to ~sink' 
excess charge that has already spread along columns. 
The storage area consists of 290 lines, again, each of 38S elements. 
The two extra lines ar~ to accommodate any residual charge that might 
arise through inefficient transfer from the imaging area. Although 
normally masked~ the form and dimensions of the eierrients are identical 
to those in the imaging area and can equally well be used to collect 
photon-generated charge. 
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The otitput reglstel:' has a total of 400 elements, 385 of which are 
coupled to the rirray col~mns. The remaining elements, 11 at the end of 
the register and 4 at the input, al:'e to allow a 'black' reference level 
to be established within the video output. Charge may be injected into 
the register from an input diode for test purposes. For normal 
operation, however, the diode and the associated gates (bias 
connections: Vrn• VrGl, Vrcz) are biased so as to prevent spurious 
charge input. 
The charge detection amplifier is of the 'floating-diffusion' type (see 
fol:' example: Beynon and Lamb, 1980). A reverse-biased diode located at 
the end of the output registel:' serves to convert the signal charge 
extracted from the array into a signal voltage by virtue of its 
capacitance (- 0.1 pF). In operation, the diode capacitance is 
recharged to a teference potential through a trarisistol:' switch prior to 
the deposition of .each pixel's charge. An output transistor, operated 
as a source-folJ.ower, buffers i:he signal voltage on the capacitance t 
providing a low impedance output to drive external video amplification 
circuitry. 
The GEC CC\) operates in the buried-channel mode in which charge transfer 
takes place inside the substrate and away from surface-state trapping 
sites at the Si-SiOz ii:rterface (Walden et al., 1972). Fabrication is by 
ion-implantation of an n-type channel within a p-type substrate with 
p(+)-type channel-stop diffusion~ and n-type source and drain 
diffusions. 
The P8603 is built on an epitaxial substrate which consists of a thin 
(25 pm) surface layer of p-type silicon formed upbn a thicker 
supporting layer of p-type material of far greater doping concentration 
(EEV Technical Note No. 7, 1982). In such a substrate, any charge 
carriers created in the underlying highly doped sil-lcon are likely to 
recombine before they can diffuse to a potential well, i.e. the active 
thickness of the substrate is, in effect, confined to that of the thin 
epitaxial layer. This offers two main advantages over a 'bulk' 
substrate which is uniformly doped throughout its depth (as available in 
earlier GEC CCDs): 
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(i) it suffers less image resolution loss from 'the lateral diffusion 
of charge created deep inside the substrate by long (~ 800 nm) 
wavelength light. This, however, is at the ~xperise of a reduced 
sensitivity to this light. (Image resolution and responsivity 
curves for GEC's bulk and epitaxial substrate chips are given in 
EEV Technical Note No.7; 1982.) 
(ii) it has a lower and different responsivity to cosmic ray particle 
intera~tions, In a bulk substrate chip, cosmic ray events appear, 
generally, as a diffuse charge packet coll~cted over several 
pixels (see for example: Marcus et al., 1979). The thin 
epitaxial substrate, however, confines the event to a few pixels, 
similar in form to those seen in thinned CCDs (see for example: 
Geary and Kent, 1981). 
2.6.1 P8603 Full-Frame Operation 
The P8603 CCD is operated in a full-frame imaging mode by removing the 
external mask normally covering the chip storage area and by making 
common connections between the corresponding electrode phases of the 
imaging and storage areas. This enables a continuous photosensitive 
area of 578 x 385 pixels and size 12.7 x ~.5 mm. 
The readout of a full-frame image follows a sequence in which each of 
the 578 image lines is read out in tutn. Each line is, itself, read out 
in a sequence in which: 
(i) the imaging and storage area electrodes are clocked so as to move 
the image down the array by one line element, the lowest line 
being transferred into the output register. 
(ii) the output register's electrodes are clocked so ~s to transfer the 
contents of each of its 400 elements sequentially into the ch~rge 
detection amplifier. 
Full-frame operation of the P8603 is considered in subsequent chapters 
of this thesis and so in order to make clear the distinction between 
this and .frame-transfer operation, commoned imaging and storage area 
electrodes will be referred to as 'vertical' electrodes (V0). 
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CUAJPrnR 3. 
3.1 In~~oduction 
This chapter is concerned with the description of a cooled, slow-scan, 
full-frame imaging COD camera system. In particular it concentrates 
upon the e;Leci:ronics to drive the CCD and their control from a computer. 
Where appropriate the operation of the camera is illustrated with blo.ck 
diagra~s while co~plete circuit details are given in Appendix A. 
3. 2 Design Goals 
The motivation for designing and constructing a ceo camera resulted from 
the following obJectives: 
(i) to evalu~;~te the P8603 CCD, confirm its suitabili.ty for operation 
in FOS and investigate the attainment of minimal chip readout 
noise. 
(ii) to facilitate the optical alignment of FOS and to assess its 
performa~ce before shipment to La Palma. 
(iii) to commission FOS on the INT prior to it becoming a common-user 
1nstrument. 
3.3 Overview of the Laboratory CCO Camera System 
The laboratory CCO imaging system is illustrated in Figure 3.1 while a 
more detailed schema tic of the camera electronics is shown in Figure 
3. 2. 
The liquid nitrogen cooled cryostat is designed to accommodate the GEC 
P8603 CCO image sensor and is fitted with a computer controlled 
electronic shutter. A temperature controlling circuit .mounted adjacent 
to ·the cryostat maintains the CCO's nominal operating temperature of 150 
K to a stability of better than ±0.05 K. 
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The CCD video el:ecttonics, including a 16 bit analogue-t,o-d±gital 
converter. are also ioealed at the e;lmera liead thereby enabling those 
eables which convey low...:.level analogue signals to b.e _of minimal length. 
The preamplifier ineorporates the now well-established eorrel;;t-t,~d double 
sampling signal processing technique and also the eireuitry needed to 
generate the CCD's DC bi~i voltage supplies. 
The CCD .controller (loeated within 3 m of the eamera head) generates all 
the waveform patterns and control signals needed to operate the eamera 
in a slow-scan imaging mode. The elock sequencer uses a combination of 
eouni:ers and a control register to address EPROMs whieh are programmed 
with the waveform patterns required to read out the CCD. Some of its 
outputs are eonveyed to the CCD clock drivers whieh translate the logic 
signals from TTL voltage · levels to analogue waveforms of appropriate 
amplitude and shape to drive the C~D's electrodes. Additional waveforms 
are used to eontrol the video signal proeessing- eleetronies and to 
transmit the digitized data to a CAMAC eomputer interface. 
Eleetronies to control the eamera shutter and to provide telemetry of 
the CCD's operating temperature are also housed within the CCD 
controller. The ch?ssis is powered from linear voltage supplies with 
additional regulation provided for those supplies which are eonveyed to 
the camera head. 
All .communication signals between the CCD controller and the CAMAC 
interfaee are transmitted differentially over multiple twisted-pair 
cabling thereby permitting operation at up to 100 m separation. This 
capabiLity was designed into the camera speeifically for coni.inissioning 
FOS on the INT, aitho~gh for convenience the, same lirie driver and 
reeeiver .components are also used within the laboratory where 10 m 
cables suffice. 
Three CAMAC modules provide a .communications interfaee between the CCD 
.controller and any computer hardware with the capability of driving a 
CAMAC erate. An interrupt driven handshake, and instructions to control 
the eamera electronics, are conveyed through the CAMAC camera eontrol 
module. Camera data are transmitted to the CAMAC buffer memory module 
which provides temporary storage for eaeh line of CCD image data before 
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its subsequent r~trieval by the co1nputer. The· CAMAC camera status 
. . ' . 
module provides the computer with access to the C:u,tbent state of the 
camera shutter and of the CCO's operating i:emperatute. Communication 
signals between the modules and the CCD controller are opto-is-oiEieed- in 
order to prevent ground ;J.qops and to minimize the feedthrough of- noise 
genetated within the computet system. 
A DEC LSI-11/23 microc6mputer supervises the control of the camera and 
the ~cquisition, display ~nd reduction of data. Application programmes 
are loaded from a DEC RX02 floppy disc drive while CCD images are stored 
on a DEC RL02 10 Mbyte cartridge disc. Images are displayed on a 
monochrome TV monitor which is driven from a Datacube dig.ital frame 
store of 320 x 256 pixels, each to 8 bits depth. Magnetic tape may be 
used to archive data and also to transfer images to a VAX Star-link 
computer node for further analysis. The CAMAC crate is connected to the 
computer through a Hytec 1104 interface card and a Hytec 1100 crate 
co-ntroller module. 
The computer runs Fortran software in conjunction with DEC's RT-11 
operating system. RT-11 supports the disc and tape drives but 
additional device handlers had to be written for the CAMAC interface and 
the Datacube display. 
A single menu-driven programme supervises the entire CCD imaging system 
(Martin, 1980). The ca.mera coni:rol commands allow the user to specify 
the duration of an exposure, the format of the image to be read and the 
destination for the resulting data, i.e. disc and/or the display. A 
compiler translates the user's high-level commands to low-level 
instructions to control the electronics and to schedule the appropriate 
data storage device(sl. 
The image display software is tailored to the Dai:acube and enables the 
user to display any 8 bits of the original 16 bit video dat_a from any 
320 X 256 pixel window of the ceo image. A full-fral]le image may also be 
displayed, albeit with a reduction in picture resolution, using a 2:1 
image compression. Routines to generate plots thtough an image are also 
available and may be used·· to calculate the FWI-iM of a feature wliith 
facilitates focussing of the detector. A software.cursor facility 
-1';-, 
enables the ideritiHca_tion of inclivJdual pixel data and the marking of 
features of particuiar iritefest. 
The data redi_iction software supports arithmetiC. operations bet:Ween 
images and between an image and a numerical C()-nstartt thereby ene1bling 
flat-fielding and instrumental DC bias frame subtraction. Statistical 
functions aliow the calculation of the mean and variance of any selected 
pixel matrix for the purposes of photometric calibration of the detector 
and the measurement of chip readout noise. 
3.4 Camera H~ad Subassemblies 
3.4.1 ccn Cryo~tat 
The liquid nitrogen cryostat, shown in cross-section in Figure 
3.3, was originally constructed for operation of a cooled Plessey 
lin~ar .diode ~rray on the Wise Observa~ory's lm telescope 
(Campbell, 1981). In modifying the dewar to accommodat~ the P8603 
CCD, the primary design goal was to produce a general purpose test 
facility for laboratory.CCD evaluation, rather than attempting to 
engineer th~ system to a level of performance acceptable to 
telescope operation. In particular: 
(i) the mechanical arrangement to support the ceo was designed 
to facilitate assembly at the expense of rigidity. 
( ii) the problem of prolonging the hold-time of the cryostat by 
minimizing the rate of nitrogen boil-off was not researched 
in any depth. 
The nitrogen coolant is contaio,ed within a cylindrical copper 
bottle which is held inside an evacuated enclosure by its fill-
tube assembly and a plastic support ring. A zeolite getter 
material contained within a sieve mounted below the nitrogen 
bottle helps to maintain an adequate vacuum inside the cryostat, 
and thereby prolong the period for which it will operate before 
re-pumping becomes necessary. Radiation between the outer and 
inner ve-ssels is reduced by several layers of aluminized Mylar 
wrapped around their opposing surfaces. 
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The resulting hold-time of the cryostat is 3-4 hours which is 
rather iess than could be hoped for given its 1.5 lit res cryogen 
capacity. This somewhat excessive boii-o~f rate is largely 
attributable to thetmal coupling through the double-pipe nitrogen 
fill-tube ass~mbly, despite its fabdcation from an austen-itic 
grade of stai(lless steel of relatively low thermal conductivity. 
Most of the nimMning excess dissipation is a result of radiation 
from the cryoitat faceplate, and could be significantly reduced by 
fitting a radiation shield between the faceplate and the ceo chip 
support assembly. Contributions from electrical wires to the CCD 
and from regulation of the chip's operating temperature were 
calculated to be minimal by comparison. 
The modifications made to the original dewar for CCO operation 
were: 
(i) to construct a cooled sup[JOrt assembly for the P8603 with a 
printed circuit board to facilitate electrical connections 
to the chip. 
(ii) to incorporate a temperature sensor and a heater resistor 
within the chip support assembly to allow active regulation 
of the ceo's operating temperature, in conjunction with 
servo electronics mounted outside the cryostat. 
(iii) to fit a Compur electronic shutter of 40 rom aperture to the 
cryostat faceplate to allow computer control of an exposure. 
The CCO chip is mounted on a shaped two-piece copper block which 
is cooled by conduction throtigh a flexible copper braid connecting 
it to the cold face of the nitrogen bottle. Two smali clamps are 
used to hold the CCD against the copper block and thereby ensure a 
good thermal contact. The thickness and length of copper braid 
was selected so that without active temperature regulation, the 
CCD is cooled to ~ 110 K. This value is rather low for optimal 
performance of the P8603 (see Chapter 5) but provides a wide range 
for experimentation. 
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Electrical connections to the CCD are made through a special socket 
supplied with the · chip. This is sol.de'l'ed to a· printed circuit 
board with tracks configured to link those pins which require a 
common signal; for e~ample, image and storage area drive clock 
lines. Capacitors for decoupling of DC bias voltage supplies to 
the chip' are also mounted on the PCB. Connections from the PCB to 
the extern.al camera drive ele'ctronics are made through three Oxford 
Instruments vacuum feedthrough ports. 
3 .4.2 Temperatt.rj:"e Control 
The CCD:"s operating t~mperature is maintained to within ±0.05 K of 
a· .:selected value by the servo ampHfier shown schematically in 
Ftg\tre 3.4. Its design follows that of a system developed by 
Jot.den et a~. (1982) for the .AAT CCD camera. 
The temperature sense element embedded inside the CCD's support 
,f' 
block is .. an Oxford instruments phit':inum resistance thermometer 
( ty,pe TS12). This device has a characteristic temperature 
coefficient of 0.4 g /°C and a nominal value of 100 g at 0°C. It 
is ·operated in one arm of a Whe'atstone bridge circuit which is 
config~t.ed to provide a voltage output characteristic (Vsense) of 
0.4· mV / 0 e. 
The d~sir~d ·CCD'· ope'i·ating tempera~ure (To) is defined in the first 
in~tance by a .sel~ci:ed. reference resistor (Rref) which is operated 
in· the opposing bd'd~e ·arm aJ;td which provides a reference voltage 
.. . ' ·-' 
(.vref) f6r co'mp~'rison• with ·v.seinfe •· 
Rref(Q) to(K) - 23 
. ';2·5 
Optimal performance of P8603 CCDs. was obtained at approximately 150 
i.<. with Rref ~ 51 Q (see Chapter 5) ~ . 
vfef and Vse~ise are conveyed to·.·tl1e inputs of the. servo electronics 
·->~-:_ ~ ,. '. . . ' . -,~~li '·' . . . . - . 
mounted adj~'c~rtt to the . ct:yosta't~ A first stage differential 
;.- . ,-, 
250) :subtracts Vtef from Vsense to 
g~ner~te a ·bri<:Ige error s~~n<1i of iOO mV/°C. Measurement of this 
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signal may qe used for ~empetature telemetry about a point relative 
to the set. temperature. The second stage· of the servo is a sun1ming 
amplifier (voltage gain = -50) which allows for fine adjustment of 
the set i:etppera.tllre (~ ±15°C) relative to that defined by Rref by 
the addition of a variable offset voltage into the bridge error 
si·gnal. The resuiting output is used to drive a common-emitter 
transistor which supplies a varying drive current i:hrOIJgh a l00 S'} 
heater resistor embe'dd:ed inside the CCO's support block. The 
transistor is biased so that when the bridge is in balance a 
nominal current of ~ iZO mA flows through the heater thereby 
dissipating ~ 1.4 W. This current will vary under servo control 
by ~ ±30 mA so as t,a compensate for fluctuations in the ceo's 
operating temperatl}re. 
3 .4.3 PreamplU:i,er a.r1d J:iigit:lzaHon E:lectronics 
The description of th~ CCO vid~o signal processing and digitization 
electronics is deferred until Chapter 4 where they will be 
discussed withiq the context of P8603 charge detection and signal 
processing. However, the components of these camera head 
sybassemblies are listed below for reasons of completeness: 
(i) ceo pr~amplifier 
video signal amplification and correlated double sampling 
circuitry. 
circuitry to generate the CCO's DC bias voltage supplies. 
(ii) digiti~ation unit 
sample-and-hold amplifier. 
16 bit analogue-to-digital converter. 
3.5 CCD Controller Suba1;>sembli~s 
3.5.1 Wavefor_in Gen~ta_ti9n 
The· read'9uJ of a full-frame image from a P8603 CCO may be 
considered in terms of two basic 'transfer sequence' waveform 
pa_tterns: 
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(i) a 'vertic~l transfer sequen:ce' 
(ii) a 'hortzotital tn:ihsfer sequence' 
The component waveforms required within each of these transfer 
sequences ar~ outlihed below and are illustrated in a tifulng 
diagram in Figure 3.5 
(i) Vertic~l transfer sequence 
(a) !Gcb VlERi'ICAi. DR!:VI& ctoats {V~i» V@2» V(/j3) 
- )~phase ceo drive clocks to transfer an image charge 
pattern through the array by one line ~iement. 
(b) RESET ctocK C{l.l~) 
- a drive clock to the CCD's charge detection amplifier 
to eia,mp the ~C potential of the output nod,e dudng 
line transfer and to ensure that the node is ready to 
receive charge ftmu the first pixel when the CCDoui:put 
reg~ster is read out. 
(ii) Horizontal tnrrtsfer sequence 
(a) ·CCD HORIZONTAL DRIVE CLOCKS (i-i{l}i, Il(/12, ~q}j) 
- 3-phase ceo drive clo~J.<.s to transfer c11arge along the 
-.·, < 
CC]) output registe.r by one pixel element. 
(b) ~SET CLOCK C¢M 
- to recharge the output no'de so that it ·is ready to 
tece'ive charge from the next pixeL 
(c) I~TEGRATOR (RAMP-tiP). iNTEGRA,TOR.(RAMP+DOwN) 
- timing signals associated with the 'video. signal 
processing electronics. The output node is sampled 
before and after signal charge is transferred into it 
by RJ\MP.;..tip and R.AMP--notiN resJ:H~cdv.ely {see Chapter 4). 
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(d) Mo TRIGGER 
. . ' . . . . 
- ifift~tal:es al}alogue-to"""d;tgital conversion of the sampled 
video signal. 
(e) LOAD MEMo'R.y 
- sttob~s the digitized pixel data to the computer 
il}terface. 
The readout of each line of a P8603 CCD image requires that 
vertical and horizontal transfer sequence wave forms are generated 
w:l.thin a higher order sequence which consists of: 
(i) a single vertical transfer sequence 
(ii) 400 consectit:l.ve horizontal transfer sequences. 
Th&s sequence w:i.l-1 be referred to as a 'one-line-sequence' and is 
illustrated in Figure 3.6. 
Electronics to generate waveform patterns similar to those outlined 
above have been described by several grotips; see for example: 
Marcus et al. (1979); Gunn and Westphal (1981); Loh (1981); McLean 
e.t a!. (i981); Wright and Mackay (1981); Jorden et al. (1982); 
Gudehus and Hegyi (1985). The systems described by Marcus et al. 
and Gunrt and Westphal are of particular interest since they 
highi:tghi: extremes in the sophistication of waveform generating 
circuitry. 
Gunn and Westphal described a CCD camera developed at the 
California Institute of Technology in which the CCD readout 
wcivefotms are generated from hardwired logic. A counter-divider 
chairi and wire7~tcipped pr6gramm~d kS flip-flops are used to define 
wavefotn\s of the desired duration and phaseD The limitation of 
thi~ and of hardwir~d solutions in geneJal, however, is that 
chan·ging .~he timing of an individual waveform necessitates rewiring 
the logic and therefqre makes the evaluation of different or phase-
adjuste<;l waveform patterns rather tedious. 
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In co11trasi:, the CCD camera developoed at KENO is designed to 
facilitate waveform modification (l·iarcus et al, 1979'). Data 
correspond·ing to ·the desired waveform pabt;erns are compiled within 
the control software of a host computer and downloaded into i:he 
read-write memory of a bit-slice microprocessor sequencer. 
Wavefot'ms may be modified by editing the software at the computer 
terminal and dowhload:lng the new data into the microprocessor's 
memory. The advantage of this system, therefore, is the 
convenience of defining waveform patterns in software; its 
disadvantage is the elaborate logic circuitry required to support 
the bit-slice microprocessor electronics. There· was neither the 
expertise nor sufficient time available to develop a similar design 
for the FOS CCD camera. Instead, a sequencer was designed to 
satisfy the following requirements: 
(i) vertical and horizontal transfer. sequence waveforms to be 
generated withih a higher ordet one-line-sequence pattern. 
(ii) waveforms to be programmable without resorting to 
modification of hardwired logic. 
(i:i.:i.) the overali waveform sequencing logic to be a relatively 
simple hardwired solution without resorting . to bit-slice 
microprocessor techniques. 
3.5.2 Clock Sequencer 
A block diagram of the clock sequencer logic is shown in Figure 
3. 7. Data corresponding to the vertical and horizontal transfer 
sequence waveform patterns are stored within a 24 bit wide, 2K bit 
deep, 'erasable programmable read-only memory' (EPROM). This 
permits the modification of waveform timing by the erasure and 
reprogramming of appropriate EPROM. The memory is addressed by the 
combined output of two sources: 
( i) the vertical transfer control logic: A8-Al0 
(ii) the address counter: AO-A7 
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Addtescs Hn~s':.AS~l'\f_b<si.ibJb;dde the menioty into a s~ries of 'f:letds'-
eaCli of wij:t~tt''is ·p;og:tainined with a transfer sequence wav¢form 
pattern as tllys:brat~d iri Figure :3.8. Waveforms are s:.trobed out of 
the memory bY th~ addtess counter, the outputs of which increment 
sequentially thr()ug·h lower order address lines AO-A7. The counter 
ts clocked by a 1 MHz crystal oscillator and so th~ '. ,-. m;Lnimum 
duration possible for a waveform state is 1 ~ s. Each data word is 
iatched as it is strobed out of the memory to ensure that the 
wav-eforms re!Ua:ln stable as the memory address changes. 
The generatton of ~ one-line-sequence from an assembly of a 
vertical trans.l;er sequence anci of repeated horizontal transfer 
sequences is described below; an accompanying timing diagram is 
shown in F:i;gure 3.9. 
A hC?r:i.zont-al transfer sequence waveform pattern is strobed out of 
the meinory as othe address counter incremen.ts from address AO-AlO=O 
oriwatds. One of the · ciocks generated by the sequencer, END-OF-
·. >. '~. I Jl»DtEL (EOP), is dedicated to system control. The memory is 
programmed so that an EOP pulse is generated at tl1e end of the 
hbrizontal transfei sequence (Figure 3.5). It has two functions: 
(i) it resets the address counter to zero. 
(ii) it increments a second counter, the pixel counter, which 
registers the number of horizontal transfer sequences 
generated within the current one-line-sequence period. 
By resetting the address counter, EOP initiates the generation of a 
second horizontal transfer sequence. Waveform sequencing repeats 
with EOP incrementing the pixel counter each time a horizontal 
transfer sequence is completed. 
The outputs from the pixel counter are fed to the end-of-line 
dec,oder logic. This provides an output signal, CONTROL i..Atcu 
STROBE, which changes state when the number of horizontal transfer 
sequen·ces required of the ·one-line-sequence have been generated 
(400 in the case of the P8~03 CCD). The decoder is switch 
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progratntn?ble to cater for operation of other mamif£lcturers' CCIJs 
having a dfffer~nt lniage format, for example the RCA· SID,S3612 with 
320 pixeis pet line. 
The assertion of the CONTROL LATCH STROBE is defined as the start 
of a new one-...Hne-sequenc~ period (Figure 3 .9). Its low-to-high 
transition sets a latch within the vertical transfer control logic, 
the output of which as.serts memory address line A8=1. Since the 
last EOP puise has reset the address counter, the memory is now 
sequenced ftom address .1\8=1, AO-A7=0 onwards. This Held contains 
the vertical tra,nsf~r sequence waveform pattern which is now 
strobed out of i:he memory. An EOP pulse is also t1secl to mc:rrk the 
end of this transfer sequence (Figure 3.5) although its action is 
slightly different: 
(i) It resets the address counter as before. 
(ii) It resets the pixel counter rather than incrementing it by 
vittue of the state of CONTROL LATCH STROBE on the counter 
reset line during the vertical transfer sequence (Figure 
3. 9) • 
(iii) It resets the l~tch within the vertical transfer control 
logic and thereby resets memory address line A8=0. 
The memory is now sequenced from address AO-AlO=O onwards, the 
start oof the first horizontal transfer sequence of the new one-
line-sequence. 
The transfer sequence waveform patterns currently programmed into 
the sequencer EPROMS to tun the P8603 CCD have readout times of: 
(i) 60 us for a horizontal transfer sequence 
(ii) 20 ~s for a vertical transfer sequence 
The duration of a one-line-sequeitce period is therefore: 
20 ~S + (400 X 60 Us) ,_24 ms 
. :' 
.. --:. 
Figure 3~8 shqw.;:>. th.C1J> the s,E;!quencer memory ts al~m ptogr:ainm~d with 
a. series of· ~-~h~tn.<lt±V~ ver.tical transfer sequences' ±n: h:lghet 
order address f.i~fd_a,. One of these hansfer sequences in,ay be 
generated · in p~ace of the normai (defauU) vertical transfer 
sequence by operating the sequencer in a special niod¢ in which 
address lines A9 an<i/or AIO are asserted with A8. These address 
lines are set by an,:,_external control input to the sequencei-; the 
vertical transfer cohttol logic ensures that they are only asserted 
when A8=1 o The waveform patterns generated within each of the 
alternative vertical transfer seq.uen:ces. are outlined below: 
(i) lOV wavefo,.rm patterni AS= I, A9=1, AJ0""0 
a sequ~rice of . 10 3-pl}ase vl&ir:tfcAi ceo DRIVE otoCks are 
gener.SJ.fed thereby binning 10 CCD irriage lines within the 
.GGD output register before Hne readout 0 '!;his se'quence 
may be used to effett a~ increased rate of charge erasure 
f r:om the' chip prior to a-n exposure. 
(ii) 2V wavef6bn pattern: AB=l, A9=0, A10=1 
q se-quence· of 2 3-phase VERTicAL CCil DRiVE ci.OCKS are 
This ttans:fer sequence has no immediate 
applica.t:lon but was included ~or future investigation of 
Iine binning during chip tead6ut. 
(iii) 5V waveform pattern: A8=1, A9=1; Aio=I 
a sequence of 5 3-phase · VERTicAL ceo DRIVE ct.ocics are 
generated. f\gain, thls transfer sequence has no 
immediate applidftion. 
3.5o3 Camera Control 
The exposure and subsequent full-;-frame readout of a cooled CCD · 
follows a sequence (noted in Chapter 2) in which: 
( i) the CCD is read out several times prior to an exposure in 
order to eleat any residual charge 0 
(ii) the VERTICAL CGD DRiVE cLOCKS (V(i)) to the array imaging area 
'. ·}, 
' ... -:,-
exposuf:e · JJer:i_,pa 
collectd. 
,.·-
The canie.ta shuJ ter is openecl for tl1e desired 
i~ . 
dut'ing which an image charge pattern is 
(iii) each l-ine of the image charge pattern is read out in turn. 
The digit.ized vi(:{eo data are sent to a host computer for 
storag~, display and analysis. 
This sequenc~ niay be realized by appropriate control and gating of 
transfer sequence wav~forms~ 
A block diagram. cif the cariiera con~·rot syst¢m is_ shown in Figure 
· 3;10. Th:e wavefobns g'erierate'c;l by the clock sequencer are bussed to 
el'ectrontcs SIJ.bass~mbHes wit,h:ln the CCD controlier; specificaily: 
(1) CCD drive wct;vefotms to the clock driver control logic through 
which they are gated i:o the COD ciock driver~. 
(ii) video -¢igna1 pro.cessing and d:lgitizadon control clocks to 
·'' .. .:.· .: . 
the pr~a-mpiifier clock drivers for transmission to the camera 
head. 
(iii) LOAD MtMORY clocks to the camera d,ata interface to strobe 
data to the computer's CAMAC buffer memory module interface. 
Camera contr_oi is provided by the host computer's data acquisition 
software. The' synchroillzadori required between. real-time ptogramme 
execution and waveform generation is accomplished with a control 
handshake which consists of: 
. -: :. ~ 
(i) an interrupt input to the computer through a CAMAC interrupt 
facility by a system clock, START-OF-LiNE, generated at the 
beginning of each one-line-sequence period (Figure 3~9). 
( ii) the execution of an interrupt service routine with:i.n the 
computer's data acquisition programme. Tbe routine tests 
real-time co_ndit:ion flags within the overall progb:imme 
structure to determine what control action is ·required • 
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(iii) the output f.tom the computer of a 16 bit wide camera control 
instruction. Each bit of the instruction con,trols a specific 
feature of the electronics hardware; a description of the 
control assigned to each bit is given in Table ·3. L 
Because of the adynchronous nature of a software interrupt service 
routine, it is inevitable that there will be an ill-defined pedod 
between the arrival of an interrupt and the availability of the 
control output. The instruction data are therefore passed through 
a double-latch control pipeline (Figure 3.1 i) which synchronizes 
the control to the beginning of a one-line-sequence period. 
in re&ponse to, fot exa~ple, the nth interrupt input to the 
computer, the control software generates a camera control 
instructitm appropriate to the control action required during the 
(n+l)th one-i:i.ne-sequence period. The computer loads the 
1nstTuctio.n into a storage register within the CAMAC camera control 
module where it is held until updated. The only canst raint upon 
the timing of this operation is that the data are loaded into the 
register during the nth one-line-sequence period and before the 
a.r-dva:l of the (n+l)th interrupt. 
At the beginning of the (n+l)th one-line-sequence, CONTROL LATCH 
STROBE causes the contents of the storage regis'ter to be copied 
into a control register within the camera control latch 
subassembly. The control, which :Ls now synchronized to waveforms 
generated within the (n+i)th one-line-sequence_period, and which is 
o,perative for its duration, is bussed from the outputs of the 
control register to electronics subassemblies within the ceo 
controller, specifically: 
(i) commands to the clock driver control logic to enable CCD 
drive waveforms through to the clock driver circuitry. 
( ii) commands to the sequencer to generate alternative vertical 
transfer sequence waveforms. 
(iii) commands to the camera data interface to enable LOAD MEMORY 
clocks to sttobe data into the CAMAC buffet memory module. 
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(:i.v) co'mlnqn,<i_'s to op~r.):lhe the camera's electronic shutter. 
The use or· b~o r~·gis,~·€d:·s within the control pip~line is necessary 
bt{cause cori.tnol in~i~;~l,dt'ion data must not change midway through the 
. -. .., .. ·~' . - ',. 
readout of· a C(:;D iniig~ i:trte. This system gives rise to deferred 
control a~tj.qn t.ri wll:±ch the nth interrupt requests control fo.r the 
(n+i)th one.:.line~seq~ence period and must be allowed for within the 
control software. llowevet. it has the advantage of allowing the 
so'fi:ware sufficient dme' to acknowledge the interrupt' and load the 
aiJpDopr:i,ate control ihstruction data into the CAHAC camera control 
modUle before it is t.E:jgi,I~ted to become operative. 
Bit 1: 
Bit 2: 
Bit 3: 
Bit 4: 
Bit 5: 
Bit 6; 
Bit 7: 
Table 3d CAMERA" CONTROL INSTRVCTJ:ON B.IT. ASSIGNMENT 
ENABLE INTER~Ul'TS 
unmasks .a gate within ·the camera control latch 
subassembly to enable the STARt-o:f:...LiNE interrup·t pulse 
from the sequencer through to the interrupt inp.l.it 
circuitry within the CAMAC camera control module (Figure 
3.11). 
VERTICAL TRANSFtR ENABLE 
unmasks gi:!J~s within the clock driver control logic to 
enlibie VER.T1:CAi. CCD DRIVE CLOcKS ( V!fl) through to the CCD 
' ·,_. ,-~- --:, < 
ciock dt:i..v~rs and thereby enable line transfer through 
the ceo imagAng area ( F:(.gu're 3 0 11) 0 
toAn~MORY ENAB~E 
~nril:3:sks gates wifhin the camera data interface to enable 
Jt.oAb ~~oR.Y" clocks to· strobe digitized pixel data into 
the CAM~C bu.ffer .memory mo.dule (F:i.gute 3 .10) o Bit 3 is 
I ."A. 
normally s·et wtth bit 2 during lirie readout of an image 
charge pai:):ern. 
_-.,. 
s_!'fu 
those bits which are designated as· spare remain avaiiable 
', 
from the' camera ;control bus for future expansion of the 
system. 
HORIZONTAL RE~ET 
permits masking of the liORIZONtAt CCO DIUVE C,LOCt(S ( li(iJ) 
from the CCD clock drivers thereby inh:i.~:i.ting re~d8ut of 
the ceo odtprit register. 
INTEGRATE/CLOCKJNG 
enableS thE! upper level Of VERTICAL ccb DRivE CLOCKS to 
be switched to a seccfnd volta,ge reference (see 3 .s .s ceo 
Clock Drivers) o 
"\,_ 
B.H 8: 
Bit 9: 
B.it 10: 
. B{t 11: 
Bit 12: 
Bit 13: 
Bit i4: 
Bit 15: 
Bit 16: 
-"'.-
Vlt~TiCAlc drr.oat ;p_AASE 
~·~a:;t~~ ',iWe dii'~~tion in which ~n im~ge charge pattetn :ts 
transf.etfed thr6ugh the aHay t:o be r·eve.r:~ecf, :Le. charge 
is clo:tke?~ away from the CCD otitpu:t register ra.thet;" i:ltan 
towards li:. 
10V TRANSFER ENABLE 
sets the clock .13equencer to the special mode in which 10 
~ •• c •• 
3-phase VEinicAi. ceo DRIV!l:l: CLOCKS are generated at the 
b.~&inning Of a, one-line-sequence period. 
ALrEilliA,'rtvE.~:v~.tz'i:r<;llli TRl\Ns~ER :~NA.st~ 
.; •• ~ • • • • • - • • • 0 - - • • • • : : • ~ • .• -. '.. -
enab'i~s . 5 . 37p11ase VE~tt~hl>. ccb; DRTVM. CtOCK wayeforfu 
ge9er~bion: w:L~h:Ln a one-Hne-seqtiente if SElf Ji~h bit 9. 
eriaBles, ·. 2 3l:phase VE~~Tf~AL· ::teb b~tvt cwck.: w~veform 
g~J1erati_on ~i;thln a orie..::iirie-.secjuence if set without bit 
9 • 
aci::_i'V<ft~k a cdhttol line. to. the shutter ·conftoHer to 
. -~;_- _:;.:-
open;, th~::,~hlltter. 
' -- ' . t - •'- ~-. . ~ . 
CLOSE. SHUTTER' 
acf:ivates a control line to the shutter cont.roHer i:o 
close·. the· shutter. 
SPARE 
SPARE 
-::.J· . _; 
.. ··' 
,_·' ·. ·. 
3.5 .4 OciirlpUi:er Carner~ _Conttol of a ccn Exposure 
The computet's C.(j~t:J;"ol of a,n ex-posure and the stibsequent r.eadout of 
a full-frame CCD itl\age is outlined below. Taking each stage of the 
se~uence in turn: 
(i) Erasure of resJ.dual charge 
Several full-frame readouts of the CCD in prepat:'ation for an 
exposure ensures the erasure of any resid,ual charge from the array 
imaging area_. Since _this operation reduces the overall time for 
which the CCD may be e1npioyed for useful observadoi;l, it is. 
desirable to recfi.I_te :U:s execution time to a minimum. This may be 
a~~$mplished by ·operat~nf5 the sequencer in, the_ special n;10de in 
wh{~h 10 3~phas.e VERTICAL ceo nir(vl& CLOcKS are ge'iletate-d at the 
begJ£lning of a one-line,...sequence, thereby effectively i'ncreas:i.ng 
th-~ rate of line re~dout by. Yo timi:rs that of I1ormil1 line readout o 
Rtio,nilig .th~ P8603,- a _total iirie ·transfer equivalen-t to the readout 
•'o··.; .... .• •. 
of 5- fuJ_l...:frai1Je ima,ges is ·'()bJained by sequencing 289 consecutive 
o,ne-line"-seqi.tencep with the following bits set ~ithin the camera 
control instrutdori: .. _ 
;::· 
Bit 1: ENABLE 1NtERRRUP!FS 
t-o maintain- & programme count of how many one-line-
sequences have been generated o 
lOV TRANSFER-ENABLE 
Under routine observing conditions, the data obtained from an 
er~sure has no useful application and is the~efore not sent to the 
host computer. 
(ii) Exposure 
Camera control of an exposure follows a sequence in which: 
(a) line transfer is inhibited. 
. ., . · . . ·: 
'' c'; 
. ' 
""., :> ,.. =-- 't·~ 
(b) the cafne~a ?i;u't.tfi!r is opened for the desired exposure period 
' '·· . -
using ~afue~~~c6~~ro1 instruction bits il (OPKN SHU'i'tkR) and 
12 (ctosESHU']{TER). 
Line transfer is automatically inhibited by the default of not 
enabling the Vll!:RTICAL ceo oiuvi& ctbcKs. In the absence of 
'clocking luminescence defects' (see Chapter 5), it is normal to 
run the output register HORIZONTAL CCD DRiVE CJ!..OCKS (Hf])) 
continuously during an exposure as this will clear any charge which 
might arise from spurious injection either from the serial input 
circuitry, the charge detection amplifier or from dat;k current 
within the outpu.t regi?ter itself. If clocking lominescertce 
defects are present, the H~ clocks can be inhibited durlng the 
exposure by set~irtg bit 6 (HORIZONTAL RESET) within the camera 
control instruction. 
The host computer's internal system clock is used to time the 
exposure period • Intert:'upt input to the computer is inhibited 
. during the exposure thereby releasing the control programme to 
other tasks; for example, the display ahd reduction of previously 
acquired data. 
(iii) Full-frame readout and data acquisition 
The control of full-frame readout can be considered as a procedure 
of consecutive ifne read'out operations for each of which: 
(a) the image is transferred through the array by a single line 
element so that the lowest line is clocked into the ceo 
output register. 
(b) digitized pixel data generated by the sequential readout of 
the ceo output register are strobed into the CAMAC buffer 
memory module. 
(c) further line readout is inhibited. 
(d) the data are retrieved from the buff~r ~e~ory by the computer 
for storage and/or dis_pL3.y. 
·J'. 
(e) l.fne re?d.otLt is re~enabled for the retrieval of the next 
image tlrie. 
The comp.uter must retrieve the data of one line before initiating 
the readout of the next because of the somewhat 'p~imitive' design 
of the CAMAC buJfer memory module as a single channei read-write 
memory (see 3.6.3 CAMAC Buffer Hemory Module). 
To start the readout 
enables START-OF-LiNE 
sequence, the computer's control software 
interrupts so that real-time programme 
execution can synchroi}ize to one-line-sequence waveform generation. 
the camera control required for retrieving each imAge iine is best 
descri:bed by considering the control action within consecutive one-
line-seq.uence periods. An accompanying timing diagram is shown in 
Figure 3.12. 
(a) nth intefru~t irtnut to the computer 
In this .exaniple, it will be assumed that image line m is to be read 
out of tbe ~CD during the (ri+l)th one-line-sequence period. 
Therefore the nth interrupt input to the cbmputer has to be 
· rec;ognize·d by tJ1e- control softwa-re as a te(j'uest for control 
appropriate to line readout during the (n+l)th one-line-sequence 
period. A camera control instruction with the following control 
bits set is required: 
Bit 1:-
Bit 2: 
Bit 3: 
ENA~l,E; INTERRUPTS 
to· maintain synch:ronization of real-time programme 
execution. 
VIB:RTICAL TRANSFER ENABLE 
to enable a single iine transfer at the beginning o.f 
the (n+l)th one-line-sequence. 
LOAD MEMORY ~NABLE 
to -enable (n+l)th oile...,.line--sequen'ce per:i.od LOAD 
MEti()Rt docks to str:obe the digitized pfxe1 data of 
image line m into the buffer memory. 
---~-
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n 
.'· n+1 n+Z n+J -----~ 
START -QF- LINE 
INTERRUPT CLO(K _n · n· n n..,.__. _ 
n n+1'' " n·+Z· . n .;j' 
CONTROL LAFCH STRbBEr- --1 J .. •1 f-1 f 
n n+~ <>+2' n'+3 
VERJICAL!.RI.}.NSFE~AND l 
LINE REAQOUPENABLED_. --------~------' 
VERriCAL,;lRANSFER 
cu:JCI<s APPLIED To~ccD 
·DATA STR6SE.GLOCKS 
----------------~----~ 
·~~~~f~~~~~~~~to:THE _____________ ~ 
CAMA,C BLOCK . jTR~t:(SFER 
OF 'DATA OUT·OF.THE. 
-LINE '""'DATA.,--.;-
BUFFER MEMORY: "-----'-------'--.,-. ,-., '7' .•. ~-------------_,., 
;,/ ' ... '' : ,. ~ 'J, 
-LINEn+1 DATA~ 
''),' 
· .. ·,; 
····-o: ,,_. 
(o) (n+l)th ±~·ilet:L:Upe fflpul to the Computer 
The camera control ·~o-~_tware assumes that the cHniera conhroJ 
instruction outlined apove is now operative 1:1nd that the data of 
image lirle m_ ape being ~trob~ci into the buffer memory. Glveri that 
the computer has· to retrieve this data from the memory durirtg the 
( n+Z)th one-1ine--sequen¢e period, further line readout must he 
inhibited. The appropriate camera control instrucdqn requites 
that only Bit 1 (ENABLE INTERRUPTS) is set thereby masking line 
transfer and data trans·fer enabling functions. 
(c) (n+f.)th ititer.Tupt input to the computer. 
The control software tec'og_ni?:es that imCige :Line m data are no._;, he.l:d 
within the buU~t 'm,~mo,r:y and JllclY be retdeyed foi:: s.tot:age and/o.r 
d:i..spl<iy by a CAMAC blOck data trans·fer. Upon cbmpletion Df this 
data transfer, th8 programme __ sdll has sufficient ~ime to eri:able 
the r:eadout of imA-ge lihe m+l during the (n+3)th one-line-sequence 
period and accordingly lo,<ids the same camer.a control instruction as 
outlined for the nth inter:r:upt into the CAMAC camera control 
module. 
The above sequence is repe;;~.ted u-ntil. all 578 image lines have be-en 
read out. 
It -will be appc:u:·eJlt that beccius""e bwo one-iine:-sequence pet""iods are 
oeeded to r~~ci qut ~ach imag~ li,ne, there is an inherent oveth~ad 
in the total r~a_dtJut time of an 
acquisition sys~~m could improve 
insufflcient tim_~ a'l.'aiLibie for 
timescales of the project. 
3.5.5 CCD Clock Drivers 
image. 
thi-s 
its 
A more elabor:.:tte data 
situation but there was 
deveiopment within the 
The characteristics typicaily required of the drive waveforms to 
transfer cTtarge through a CCD are outlined beldw: 
(~} voltage amplitud~ io v . 
....,_50 
'. ' 
( ii) high curreq:t &rive capability because of a CCD" s high 
electtade c~p.:lcit?~nce. 
(iii) slow (~ few us) rising and/or falling edges, beneficial to 
the attainment of_good charge tr~nsfer efficiency~ 
(iv) a well defined .period of over1ap between adjacent clock 
phases. The percentage of phase overlap required to maximize 
charge transfer efficiency lar~ely depends upon the form of a 
CCD"s electr.ode structure. 
( v) "clean' waveforros generated from well regulated power 
supplies to avold the feedthrough of electrical noise to the 
CG:iY s ·charge detection circuitry. 
The· precise nature of the drive waveforms required for optimal 
charge trans'fer· -e{ficiency vades between different ccps of the 
same type, a;nd to . a much greater extent between chips from· 
different manufacturers. In particular, the RCA 81053612 and the 
GEC P8603 need ~o be driven in completely different ways. 
In . the case of the RCA SID536l2; its non-overlap:ping electrode 
structure calls for. asymmetric drive clocks with fast (~ 100 ns) 
rising edges and slo~ (- 5 us) falling edges in order to maximize 
ch~rge trarisfet efficiency within the chip's imaging area (Thotrie, 
1981; Jorden et al ~, 1982). A 100% overla·p of adJacent ciock 
phases is n~~deq :fo ensll;re that . the potential well beneath a 
rec'elving elechrode ls fully created before the donor weli under 
the preceding eiecbtode is destroyed. 
In contrast, the GEC P8603 employs an overlapping electrode 
structure to fl!cilitabe charge transfer and requires symmetric 
dt~ve clock· wB:vef'orms with 50% phase overlap as illustrated in 
Figure 3.13 (EEV T,echri1cal Note No.6, 1982). 
A oaslc tequ:i.reiji~f(t, of the CCD cJ:ock d,rivers wq.p that '!?hey should 
P,~rm.it the ope·m~~'ion of both RCA and. GEC GCDs, theteby< ailow:i.i1g the· 
. . . 
QSe of eithe(. chip within F.QS. In order to minimize the time 
GEC CCD DRIVE CUJCK WAVt.FfJR!Y(S 
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rteed¢d to deV:~_lpJ! · tpe circuits, it was d~dded to incor_potate 
copies of hl1~<d~iver cir:cuii::ry designed ·by· tHotl;le 0:~83) fot the 
RG0 Akr CCD camera o 
Figure 3 o 14 shO'\olS a schematic of a single clock driver channeL It 
allows the inclepena~nt ad'justrnent of the following paramet'ers: 
(i) clock rise Htneo 
(ii) clock fall tiTi)eo 
(iii) upper c1ocj< volt~ge level. 
(ivY lower clock voltage level. 
Lin,ear clock tram;hioh:;; are generated using a high speed 
lntegrat~-r \•Those _ inp_ut is switched b.etween two independently 
adjustahie voltage ref,erences· of opposite pqlarity (VR, V,F). This 
catises 'the integrator· output (VO to sl/i:lng between the power supply 
ra:Us at rates defined by VR, artd VF. tn:e desired upper and. lower 
cl:ock voltage levels are obtained by clipping Vi by means of. a pair 
of d-iodes a,nd voltag~ references Vu :.a_ncf Vt· To obtain ,' the 
·"·,·.<__;;: 
a CCD' s ~Jpa:~it:l.ve load, . the clipped necessary current to drive 
waveform i(3 petssed . t~rough a unity voltage gain, high current 
amplification boos·ter. 
The 11\UltipJe dr;ive chanrieJs required for a CCD's VrfJ, Hfi) and f/}R 
ciocks are· construet,ed oh two cards: 
(i) vertical clock dtivers. 
(ii) horizontal and reset clock drivers. 
These cards are of similar design although the vertical clock 
driver circuitry does inc.lt,tde some additional features: 
( i) the upper voltage l~vel of the clocks (Vu) can be switched 
between two referenGes by a clock output from the sequencer 
. '• ~ 
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(ii) 
and by setting bit 7 (tNTEGRATE/Ci.OCktNG) within the camera 
control instruction. This enables the voltage differential 
between the upper and lower levels of the clocks to be 
reduced whenever they are not transferd .. ng charge which can 
be useful in minimizing the effect of 'light emitting 
defects' found in some P8603s (see Chapter 5) • In these 
cas~s, control bit 7 has to be set within all camera control 
instructions, i.e. during charge erasure, the exposure and 
frame readout. 
the TTL trigger pulses to the Vf1)1 and vff]J clock phases may be 
swapped at the input to the card by bit 8 (VERTICAL CLOCK 
Jl»HASE) of the camera control instruction. This enables the 
direction in wl:tich charge is transferred through the CCD's 
imaging .area to b~ reversed (back-clocking). 
3.5.6 Ca;mera Heetd.Int~dace 
the electronics interface to the camera head consists of: 
(i) a ± 20 V regulatec;l supply to power the CCD video signal 
processing electronics. 
(ii) open-collector preamplifier clock drivers to buffer those 
waveforms output ftom the sequencer which are passed to the 
video signal sampLing and digitization circ\litry. 
The attainment of an overall low readout noise performance of a 
P8603 is dependent upon the noise floor of its succeeding video 
signal processing electronics (see Chapter 4). It is essential, 
therefore, that the power supplies to the video circuitry and also 
the circuitry responsible for generating DC bias supplies to the 
CCD are 'clean' and well regulated. This is particularly true of 
those supplies to the on-chip charge detection amplifier, namely, 
the output transistor drain, the reset transistor drain and its 
associated bias gates. Power supplies to the signal processing 
electronics which are derived from central ±24 V analogue supplies 
within the CCD conttoller are therefore further regulated to ±20 V 
before being conveyed to the camera head. 
- 53 -\ 
.~ ~ ,, ' 
The CGD video signa-l being' measured at the camera llead :is of very 
- :., .··;' . '.·.- .- - ."': :,? ;~ ·:;-
low lev.el 0 ef~!f~~'()ti: ,.,;" 1 uv ~t t;h~:. ;qcb oJ~-~.(1~') ai1<l so .,a dean 
earth retur.n a.nd a go~d earthihg cbiJfig!lr;.~t:!-s{h are esse;ttt:l:a~ to 
avoid ground l<Yops anq mains pick-up. A i:'e:<;.l:rn;:lqUe of, r~Jer~~nq,:Lng· 
the ground retl,ltns from electronics sU:b-as•seriiblies wit~hi_h ~}1e ···cab 
controller and ft'om th'e camera head to a si'ng'ie 'star:.. ¢arth. point 
(see for· examp;he: Mbrriso11, 1977') was found to pro~fde the most 
satisfaci'tory solution• tn particular p ground returns from ,f!p.aiogue 
and digital drcultty are kept separate throughout the· syst:.em ahd 
ate only connected at the star earth. 
k ~qdo performance of f:J1e CCD signal proses.s.ing el~·.ctron~cf3 ais.o 
teH~s. UJ)On the ·v).d~o SClmpling drdu£i:r.y re~~i;v.h~g cdntro'i. signals 
with well defin·ed Clo.ck transition,~· Any Jitter ,w,l;,thih these 
i:ftning signa:J.s l:h'!lits the possi:b.01ty of achieving a low noise· from 
T~e signals which are derived from the 
sequeri~er are tlfer~fore driv.en .· fnom the CCQ controller. ·through 
• •" "!.; ., o" • 
cipen...;collector: puffers and are terminated close to the s_ampl:lng 
·t.1;rclii~ry switC:htil.g elements at the camera head. 
,The ~emperature tei:emetry circuitry provides a simple .indication of 
·whether the · cooled CCD is working at the de.$i.red operating 
It monitors the 1:00 mV /k servo loop error 
sign1:LL ·ge.~g:rat:ed within the temperature. controller to produce a 
_single ~H. d.:j,gJtal sbatus . worcl whi~h .clJanges st~te if the ~I]Jp 
. -. ·-~ ';" . 
o.p~tqtlti.g temperature <,leviates from within ±0.5 K of its defin.~d 
value. The circuit consists of: 
( i) an input. buffet amplifier to receive the servo error signal 
conveyed ffom the camera head. 
( ii) a pair of voltage discriminators configured to register non-
zero ser;vo errot signals deviating from ap. adjustable 
'a~cept~ii~e window' set to the equivalent of ±o.s K. The 
" . . ;~ 
digital outEut ·.is .conveyed to the host computer through the 
camera da.ta .t~teT.face. 
. '; ,, ~ 
3.5.8 $htiti:~+ con:tr0'11et 
'•'·'':-
.The Compur el<:lctron;t'c shutter fitted to the CCD cyrostat houses two 
e lee t romagne ts for open and close actuation and a .mi:ct.bswi i:di t:o 
permit remote monitoring of its status. Sl;t\li:tet actuation vequfres 
a drive pulse of 24 V amplitude and of· 20 ms duration· to be apj>lied 
to t:he appropriate electromagnet. 
The electronics to operate the shutter from the cmil.era control bus 
incorpor.ate a drive channel for each electromag.net and loKic to 
read the microswi·£ch. 
Each drive channel consts.ts of: 
(i) a monos table 
1"'- . 
configJ.Ired to generate .a 20' .. ms ·pulse when 
trigger-ed by bl}e a~sertion of the appr·opriate camera control 
( ip ~n opto.:..couph!d ·Darlington dd:ver to deli·ver the. necessary: 
drive current to the ei~ctroinaifn~t.. An independent and 
flqatfng 24 V c:;;upply accommodated within· '.the CCD co'(ltro11er 
chas'sis pto'vid~s r?wer to the isolated .. dri:r~ stages. 
Shutter stat: us is conveyed to the host computer through the camera 
data interface~ 
In considering the problem as to how the CCO camera should be 
': 
installed on the urt ·to commission FOS; it was recognized that the 
OCD controlier wouid need to be operable at up 'to 100 m ·from it.s 
CAMAC interface. This constraint w-as· iinposed· by what coti;i.:d be 
identified at that time as being the most probable organization o.f 
the INT's systems eiectronics insta1iation. 
anticipated that: 
~r·le)Ely, it was 
( i) the CCD controllgr would be mounted at Cass:egrain so as to.be 
in close ptox:fmlty to. FOS and its head elec,;i:ronics. 
(ii) the CAI'~G msgtu,J;e,$ wouid be housed in a crate loca~ed wlthin a 
'Contr-ol, t;aglc; Interconnection and Po:wer"' cQ,in-plex (CLIP 
centre), sb'me 70 m cabling distance from the Cassegrain 
focus. 
Multiple twisted-pair cabling to link the CLIP centre with the 
Cassegrain focus had already been installed to accommodate RGO.;;. 
designed instrumentation. To utilize these cables, RS422 
differential line drivers and receivers were incorporated into the 
destgn of both the CCD controller and its CAMAC in~erface. Within 
the CCD controller, t·he!';e components are fitted to two cards; their 
functions a_re listed b«?i'ow: 
(i) camera control interface (Figure 3.10) 
··p 
16 tece±v:ets fot camefa control instruction da,ta ·-conveyed 
from the CAMAC camera cori'ttoi module. 
a single &r:iVe-- channel ,t:o. transrillt the S!fA~1'.,oF-t.tNE 
interrupt clo"C:k to the CAMAC camera control module. 
( ii) camera ~data :lnte·ttace 
16, d:rivets t·o transmit dig:lt·ized CCD video data to the 
" . . ~"'~~ . \•' ' 
cAM:Ac ·buffer -m(;;!mo'ty module. 
-z_-,,dflv~rs to.· t'r;n-smit toAD- MEMORY clocks to the -buffer 
memoty~ The gat?):ng logic to inh~b'it these clocks :ls ·also 
inelud~d on this card. 
2 drivers to t~arism:lt camera status of the CCD operating 
' tempe-r·atute and of ·the. electronic shutter. 
3.6 CAM'AC Irtterfac~. SubassembH~s 
3.6 .1 Se]:ection of the Carn_era' s 'Cqlf!pu;ter. Interface 
F_rom its iifcepti;QQ the CCD cam~ra was designed to interface to its 
. ·, 
coJti:-rol comp.uter . throl}gh cAM;Ac.. CI\MAC had ali-eady been adopted at 
' . . . 
the LPO as tile interface between the niT's :lnstrumetitation and its 
Perkin Eimer computer .control system (Beale and Smith, 1978) and so 
--;,_.· .. ' ' 
c;:ompatibiLI.ty wo~ld' 'there-fore ena·ble the operation of FOS to be 
_, 
·.' 
.. 
I - ·, <"'~ 
.. ' .. ; -~~ -.. ' 
integrq.ted vrt'th that of the telescope's IDS and A&G facilities. 
C~C had a~s.o b.~~'!). elrtp'toy~d in Durham during previous solid-s tate 
detector devetopm~rit (Cajhpbell, 1981). An af)ptopdate interface to 
a DEC LSI-11/23 computer was available and so this configuration 
was chosen for laboratory operation of the camera. 
3.6.2 G~C Gam~ra Coill:to.l Module 
A block diagram of the camera control interface is shown in Figure 
3.15. sTART-OF-LINE interrupt .Pulses conveyed from the camera's 
sequenc~\:f& logic ate registered within the module through an 
interr\lpt input latch. The output of this latch is gated with ~ha.t 
of .an int~rrupt mask which is configured under programme control 
with CAMAC enable (F26 or ENB) and disable (F24 or DIS) 
. t;_. 
ins,t rue tio·ns-. By dis:a•bling the mask, the inte•rrupt signal is 
prevented from asserting the CAMAC dataway' s interrupt· (or look-at-
me) line (.L) t!1ereby inhibiting interrupt input to the computer. 
In ac~ofdi;lnce with a mandatory CAMAC specification (ESONE 
Commi~ttee·; 1972), the presence of an interrupt. request may also be 
examinJd. usiug the CA~AC .test-look-at-me (:F8 or TLM) instruction. 
The camera co.ntrol ins.truction data generated as a result of an 
interrupt reqUest are. 1oaded into the module's 16 bit storage 
register .with a CAMAC write (Fl6 or WTl) ±il~bruction. This 
irtst:tuction. automatica-lty clears the interrupt tfip~t lat~h so that 
it can again Qe t:r:lgger_ed. upon the arrival of the next S'.fiytT~Q~­
li.J;NE puls,e. CAMAC Clear (FlO or CLM) and inltlal:l.ze (Z) 
instruct;t15'~s may also be used to reset the latch. 
The rema-ining lqgic decodes CAMAC function (F) ··and subaddress {A) 
data and. generates CAMAC X for successfuiiy decoded commat1c;ls,. 
These are listed in Table 3.2 together with a summary of their 
functions. 
The control interface is fi.tted to the first of two · CAMAC cards 
hou~e:d within a doub1ei..,width module. The second of these cards is 
populated with RS422 diffe:ferttlai drivers, a receiver and opto-
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CAM.Ac FUNCTION 
AND SUI3ADDRESS 
('MNEMONIC) 
I Fl6. AO + DATA 
I (WTl. AO) 
I 
I 
I FZ6. AO 
I (ENB .AO) 
I 
I F-24 .AO 
I (DIS.AO) 
I 
I 
' I FlO .AO 
I (CLM.AO) 
(F) 
(A) 
FUNCTiON WITHtN 'tHE l10DULE 
a) Loads camera control instruction data 
into the 16 bit storage register. 
b) Clears the interrupt input latch. 
Enabies the CAMAC :tnterrut)t mask. 
Di9ribles the CAMAC interrupt mask. 
- intertupt requests to the computer are 
inhibited. 
Cl~ars the interrobt input latch. 
----~----------~~~--~~------~-----------------'1 
FB .~o l Tests th~ iog:Lcai AND of the interrupt 1 
(TLM.AO) I input latch and internipt mask outputs. I 
I Q=l Interrupt reqUE;!Sted. '1 
I Q=O Invalid interrupt request. I 
--------~------~---------------------------------1 
z 
(INITIALIZE) 
a) Ciears the int;:e~;ruJ:>J input latch. I 
b) Erases the 16 bit ~torage registe~. I 
c) Disables the CAMAC interrupt mask. I 
- can be used at syste~ initialization I 
to reset the module. I 
i,solators for t~rilote communication and electrical isolation between 
the control card and its corresponding interface within the ceo 
controller. 
3 .6 • 3 CAMAC B\.tt .f~l~ Mem():ry Module 
Digitized video data are generated by the camera at a rate 
determined by the 60 IJS readout period of a single pixel. At this 
data rate, and because of the synchronous nature of the resulting 
data streat!l, a full handshake procedure in which the computer reads 
e~ch data value into its memory under programme control is 
imprac.f.?icable. The computer"' s acquisition of data will inevitably 
be an. asynchronous operation with the possibility of it failing to 
read a data vaiue before the arrival of the next because of the 
ad'ditiortal re<tuH-¢ment for it to supervise camera control and 
' periodically, tlle block transfer of previously acquired data to 
d±sc and'/or the display. Data could be written directiy into the 
coili!=!Utet~s memo.ry at the required rate using DMA but this 
necessitates both soplilsticated hardware and software techniques 
for which there was . insufficient experience available during this 
phase of tb:e development programme. An alternative system of data 
'· ·a~cQ_Utsid.on \{<!!> tl{erefote a<iopted instead. 
Since one line of.· a CCI) image typ'ically consists of only 300-400 
pixels (dependiqg upon· the chip type) it was considered practical 
to write all the dcita from an image line firstly into a temporary 
buffer sto.re f.tom wh~ch the c()mputer can later recover them 
asynchronousiy atrd before it initiates the readout of the next 
image line. A limitation of this system, however, is the 
additional time incurred in the readout of the complete teo image 
because the computer is n()t permitted to read the buffer at the 
same time as data ·are being writ ten into it. The employment of a 
double-buffer store to overcome this problem was consi4ered, but 
was not in fact developed because the extended r:eadout time of the 
single channel system was in practice found to be quite acceptable 
for laboratory opira~ion. 
±o retain hardware independence in the type of computer needed to 
' . ~ 
·' 
control the CCD ~l~ct:·roriics, t:he buffet wa-s d~signed to interface 
through CAMAC with· qata hransfer into the computer via the CAMAC 
dataway. Its construction is similar to that of the CAMAC camera 
control mod:ule ·in that two CAHAC cards are housed within a doub~e­
width module. lfS'422 differential line receivers and opto-isolatotrs 
are fitted to the -first of these cards for remote communication and 
electrical isolation between the buffer and the CCD 12oni::rolier. 
The buffer's memory _avct its CAMAC interface components are fitted 
to the second card of which a block diagram is shown in Figure 
3.16. 
Tl;le memory is designed around, a 2048 x 16 bit static RAM and 
therefore has the capacity to store the data fr6m a ceo image with 
up to 2048 pixels per Hoe. Its multiplexed input/ output data 
lines are bus~ed to: 
(i) tri-state input buffers throug,h which data conveyed from the 
CCD controller, via the line receivers and opto-isolators, 
are stroped into-memory. 
(ii) gated open:-collector output buffers through which data are 
read from meni@ry 9_t;1to the_ CAMAC dataway. 
The memory is addressed by the output of an 11 bit binary counter. 
This is clocked during both read and write cy~le operations in 
order to address consecu-tive memory local:ions and is zeroed by a 
CAMAC generated reset CQrnmand. 
Read and write cycle operations are illustrated in Figure 3.i7. 
the digitized dat~ of each pixel are written into the memory under 
the control of two management pulses, St~OJiE and iNCREMENT 
(previously denoted as a single i.OAi> MEMORY· clock - Figure 3.5). 
These are geQerated as part of the horizontal tr;.insfer sequence 
waveform pattern by the camera's sequencing logic and are 
programmed to occur after the completion of the a)l:a~ogue-to-d:igital 
co·nversion. The function of the STROBE pulse is to: 
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(i) enabl€3 l:h'!'! tri"":'state iQput buffe.rs to convey the clPota onto 
the RAWs ··data bu~. 
(ii) disable the RAM's internal data output buffets. 
(iii) assert the RAM's read/write control line to a write s·tate so 
that the data present on the data bus are written into the 
memory location defined by the current output of the address 
couqter. 
INCREMENT is generated 2 ~ s after STROBE and is used to clock the 
address couJ;iter so tha.t data from the next pixel will be written 
in~o the nekt ~vaflabie memory location. The computer must zero 
the address counter befqr'e it initiates line readout from the ceo 
arid als.o before it re'covers the data from the buffer meinoty. 
Dat~ are retrieved fr<im the buffet tfnd'er programme control using a 
CAW\C block data transfer operation which consists of a pre"'" 
prggrammed sequence of consecvtive CAMAC read ('FO or RDl) cycles. 
Wheri a valid CAMAC rE!M instr~ction is decoded by the module, it 
erfabies the ~>'Ren;~cpl}.ect9r outpUt .s~l:es.·. so that the data Present on 
t~~:-. RAM" s data 'bus ate also made availabfe ·to . the CAMA'C qiJ:taway. 
Two strobe poises; Sl and 52, 
·:read cycle. Strobe Sl is 
are ge;nerated within the l Jl s · CAMAC 
useci by the CAMAC crate's system 
controller to re~d the data presen~ on the dataway into its own 
. internai logic fot stibsequeri~ throughput to the coniputer. Strobe 
52 is used within the buffer m~ln:ory to increment the address 
counter so that it points to the ne?(t memory location. which is to 
be t~ad in the riext CAMAC read cycle i.e. in this system, the 
me,moty address auto-increments on a CAMAC read cycle. 
Table 3.3 summarizes the CAMAC commands and subaddress data decoded 
by the buffer memory module together wH-h their functiori:s. 
\,··.·, 
_, 
, - r. 
I 
GAMAC FUNCTI,Ot{ (E) I FVNCTION IHTHIN THE MODOLE 
I>:ND SUBADDRESS (A)o I . 
c~&EMoNrc) 1 
I I 
I FO .AO I a) 
I (RQl .AO) I 
Reads a 16 bit data word from the Rt\M 
memory location defined by the current! 
I I outptlt of the meT!IQry ad<ir~ss c:ounter. I 
I I b) IncreTnents fhe a·dqress· 'coUnter oh I 
I I RDl.AO.SZ I 
~~-~~~~~Cc~---~·~~~----~~~~~----------' 
I I I 
I F,9.AO I Resets ~he aqdre~-~ counter to ?,:ero. I 
'~-· ~------,----------'_..,..,..~-~~---'----'----'--~--·' 
This module pro-vides the computer with the current .st:atus of the 
CCD' s operadn~ t:eni~eniture <:tnd ~f the camera:. s eiec-tro·n:tc shutter~ 
The status data is in th~ fot?m of two single bit lqgic words and is 
c:onveye.d .to the. mmhiie th:J2~nigh i:wo of the differential line 
q;dver/recelver chann¢ls Hnkin,g t:;he CCD· con:trolier to the cAMAc 
buffer m~mory m'oduie. A combination of the CAMAC t~s~-slatus (F27 
or TST) commarid and subaddress decoding to d:lf ferentiate between 
the two channels is use<l to generate a CAMAC Q response as listed 
in Table 3.4. Frorit panel LEDs are aiso provided for a visual 
indication of the status. 
.-,'-
I I 
1 cAMAc ~uNcrtoN on F'uNcnoN wiTHIN. rHE r1oMtE 1 
I AND SUHADDRESS . (A) I 
1 (MNEHONte) 1 
~~---------~--~--------------------~------~ 
I ~ 
I F27 .AO Tests the current status of the I 
I (TST.AO) electronic shutter. I 
I Q=l Shlitter open. I 
I Q;=Q Shutter dosed. I 
·I I --~~~~----------~~~~--------~------~----------~~---' 
~ I 
. :.( E27 .Al Tests the current status of the CCO's I 
·.1 operating temperature. I 
I Q=d 'Femperatute is correct. I 
I Q=O T~mperature is outside the accepted I 
I rahge. I 
1~--,----'------'----,--,_,;:;.-~--------~----' 
'J.7 fqr Camer<flmprov.elllent 
So far this ch?,pt:er has been concerned wtth the current des.ign bf the 
. -
dCJ) camera and ''in part:icul'a't . with iis drive eiec t ronics and their 
control from a computer. Hbweveir, the exper-ience gained through working 
wHh the system ~nd maintaining its 'hardware over a three year period 
na:tutally p prompts suggestions for its improvement and these are 
discussed within the remaining sections -of this chapter. Sorrie of these 
ideas are being incorporated into the riew general:±on of CCD controliers 
being developed for the LPO 4.2m telescope (Bregman aild· Waltham, 1986). 
3. 7 .1 Seri.al Communicat~9n 
One of the most probleniad .. c features of the camera in terms of its 
- 9J.-
·~ 
;' 
·.{ 
" r 
. '. 
mt,iinter:'\a.Qce h:J~Lbeell t;:he l'arge number of hwis·b~<f';;;p§i~p _cables ne~ded 
· ftir corttmi.IIiic~tf~;j-i--b~tweeri the CCD controller an&· its r~niote CAMAC 
.- --.- . - . 
interface 0 cuir~\ttly; bol:n 16 bit camera con,tr~b-1 instruction data 
and 16 bit videodlli'ta ate transmitted in a pata±:i:tf! fcrqna,t ;md Hd.s 
has necessi.tate,d mttld.ple opto-isolated line drivi!7-/r~·<!e±ver p&;ir.s. 
An obvious te-;l;i.i:t~rrl~nt, therefore., would be to in:co;!{por:<rte s·e·rial 
communication links in order to reduce the cabling .requirements and 
component count wli:t~ie at the same time enhancing reHability. 
The rate at wh.~c_it contr.gl data inus·t be conveyed to the cam!;lra is · 
dictated by the 24. ms duration of a one-line-sequence period. This 
1:::; .. ;a ·(e;'bidv.et:}: .;:tow tta'-'smissi~n rate and is easily ;;itt~inabie 
_ •. )\i.~~f(:~g ·RS2·32c cp~illun.ication ~ltholig}l its use woul,d r.equ~Lte several 
I ~~ 
m6:J1U<:a!fions :Bo t:he eiectro1;1tcs hardware: 
rece'f~e {he R.s·tJZC se:dai data stream and convetl it .to a 
patall'~l totfliii~. • A good solution would be i:o use one of the 
mt:~ny --2~-l]lm~rcial'ly ~~;:i:Habie single-board 11Jl~topr:oces~ors 
which· ln~;ili~e both sJ'rtal and .. -p'arallel commun~tcation pori.:$. 
,., .. ·~ 
. -.• 
includ·.e bo·tH 'bhe s,torage and control registers within t;he · CCD 
.• ~ontroiler~s subassemblies. 
(iii) an interface to the co!i<t-roi computer tl1rough a standard Ci\:MAC 
RS2i2e : comtntrJtcaHdfi -~~clule hl. otclet to t~b:dn the curu~nt 
• 'A • •, > 
indep·erid~nc~ lh 'the cohtputer hardware ll(;!~_ded to operate the 
camera. 
(iv) an int;rrupt ip_pu.t charmel to the. comput~r would still be 
requited ana this could be realized tj.slitg a commerciaiiy 
availabj.e CAMAC iri:tertlipt input module. 
o''>. 
The seri# tranS.miss~on of CCD video 4ata requites a nmch h:Lgh,er 
daJa ttansfet \:a-~e'k.a ,J;,(j bit data '~alUe per 60 IJS pifxei readout 
p~riod) and this_Gg,~cj;<( tiot be realizel:l''\Js:;lrig RS2<32C. Hqwevet, the 
.. '~ . analogue-to-dig:Lt~:i "~<:>,?,Y.~r~e;r used. with:tn the camera does 'provide 
sed<H dat::Q. clq'Ck and ~·ri.9.'""0f-conversion outpu:t signals and so a 
dedicated 3-w:i.te t:Lilf: c6uld be incorpotat,:ed by; d.es.tgn:lng a ~etial 
, '~~ 'f·-'' ;:~·. 
to pahillel coo:if,ei;{gt into the inpl:ft stage of the CMI:AC bUffer 
me!Jloty. Alternatively, the data link could be further reduced to a 
single chan.nel us:ii:fg the Mane hester ericodi ng techn-ique. (See for 
example: Sanders, 198~?; Haung and t1oseley, 19.84). In this system, 
the serial data and :i.t's clock ate combined into a single pHase-
encoded sign;;tl for transmission and then reconstructed within the 
receiver by phase-locked loop circuitry. 
By reducing t~f!. :i;i.qrif~er of communication links needed between the 
CE:D controliet' and its CAMAC interface, the ·employment of fibre 
-:,'. 
O"[iiiics to replace b:!1~ twJsi:ed-pair cabling be~orrie~ J;In aHracbiv~ 
ptoposit;ic;>n fdr' f'l\e followlpg reasons: 
(i) comp,lete. electrical isolation between the CCD cont.~oller and 
the OAMAC ani:l computer int.erface ~ 
(ii) irrlmunity from eiectromagf!etic interJerence, 
c.ross:talk between adjacent channels o 
noise and 
The ptohibit!ve feat=tire of fibre OiJt~cs, howe~ei:_, is that the-ir 
cost is still relat~·ve):y high compared i:o a · coqventionai RS4.22 
system although the differential is being reduc:ed as the n~aw 
technoJ.ogy becomef? niore widely accepted. 
3.7.3 D~ta guffer 
The additional time requited to read out a CCD impge imposed 
because of the simple read-write operation of the cAt..fAc buffer 
memory has already been discussed. A d6uble-buff:er store l:o 
replace the current .stngle channel system. has been ~i:ig~ested but 
perhaps a ·more elegant stilution would be to E;!mpJoy a t ru.e ·First-In-
First-O.~t (F,:[FO) memot;y which wou'!d 'enab.:i:e ~kEI;d and write 
operations t·o occur simultaneously o The possibility of the 
c-omputer fafHng to tead. a ciata value because qf its asynchronous 
input rat.e :ts.·avoided provided that: 
65 
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(i) tne . F.fF0 ±(:l 4~ep: e~l)ugh to store all the incoming daJ;a 
qetweert <!Oilittuter fead oper.ati~ns. 
(ii) the average rate' of data inpu'~ t.o the cdmputer is grea,~f:lt 
than the te;,t.Uout rate of the cameta 0 
since the data interface was fir:st designed, several Mw FIFO 
I .c.'s have b~¢ome ava:C!.ahle which aitow the construction of Vf!ty 
deep f\l~mories witch· more than stiff:lc(ent capacity to st:oJ:'-e th;e data 
o'f ·a_ f~w CCD imag~ llcrtes~~ Usiqg these devices the comp\,i~e.r, sho'IJid 
alW,l:t-~s have· ~l,lfficient-.time to read the FIFO _before -it be_c.:o~~:~~·~·~'lJ 
' ~l'id t\1erefo,te JP-c~p;:i'b~e of accepting mor.e daba. 
,::•~ ~' .- , ..... 
E>FJi.~Hence gain~il .t\1to.t,J-g•!1 ·using the c~ineni ha•s shown ·that a u~efu1 
~;~~tft~(m w6t1l:tkb'f\:g·. l,ri~-~-rpor~te a m~e1_ns of moni torii1'g th~- a~·~_q.lute 
;9~~~~~i!}g; trimpercitl(,re. 6£ tlj¢ CGD:· 1:~-~~ could· be accornd\f~W~a by 
·cO'n'veyJ"ng · t;;ii~.: .·if~~Vo -to6p ei·1.~'r · ;:§;lgn~l from t-he- t~mpe-_ra't::tire 
.{(;~_~~, -.. _:,. . ·': .·_;-~~-· ..... :· . ~ ., ·: ·;_..<~-'-:: .. ~- _.. ' ,_.· ,, '< 
_conl;'·roFl[er, to _ ari; .a9'ii:logue·4 to:":digital . convette'r. which coul~; be 
- _ .;·_:;;~:).~· .. · .:- -.. · :~_-_·· .... ~.\·Z~£;~.--t·.~-~-·. ___ -~~,.. : -: · .- ... _ .· . . - -;·~ ~-· .-.. ·,·· · ~~- ____ .· . ~~-
:l,iri~~<t t;(): tn_e· ;jhic:Jfcfprbcess_9r suggestt;!d'. fot receiving .s.er-1'~',1 camera 
::~~:¥1itr:::t!tl~1~i~,::!kn1;~2::~j~~~E.::::~:~:::;:::~!:~~E 
¢16~i;u~~r.'\. .. , .. , . 
i~~a!~n et al. (t9szf_.,h~ve pursued th~ concept of c:am·e"f·a t;leq~_ett.y 
. i 
' . 
to include a m~lth·ch~llnei system wl}~ch atso ~onii:oxs s'<?rrie of the 
analogu~ .dijfve voit~ge,s ·?PPiied .to the CCD. The compt.Jter's ability 
to read the CCD's . operating voltages has an obvious advantage 
during chip setup anQ. therefore an equ1valent sys·t~m could be 
considered for this cafu~~a~ 
4 .1 Introduction 
The output S/N of a CCD .. s on-chip charge detection circuitry is 
dependent upon its characteristics and the conditions under which it is 
operated-. For sciendf:Lc applications, a cooled CCD camera system 
operatec;l at a pixel readout rate of 10-100 kHz allows the use of 
external signal proces~ing electronics to maximize the S/N. 
This chapter is coi:lceni.ed with the P8o03 CCJYs charge detection 
amplifier; its charge to output voltage conversion sensitivity and the 
sou-rces of noise inherent: in the charge detection proc:ess. The 
reqtiirefT!ents of a slow""scan came-ra system in which the video signal 
extracted _from the P8.60J _is d:i.g:ltize·d a.nd conveyed _to a con'tp~te_r a_re 
discussed. Various te.chriiql1eS . are described to maximize the CCD~s 
ch~·rge to output voltag~ co.nversibn sensitivity and its output S/N. 
·Finally, the practical d~s~gn of the CCD camera video signal processing 
electronics and t~eir typicaJ performance characteristics are described. 
4.2 P8_qQ3 CCD Cl1arge Qetect,ipn Amp1Hi¢r 
The P8603 .. s output amplifier is ()f ~}le .. floating dif fus:i.o.n' type (Beynon 
and Lamb' l9BO) in wh1'tli the chiitg~ 'in each' pixel is sensed in torn on 
the cap4citance of a reverse-biased diode. Shown sc~1emaitic~py in 
Figure 4.1, the output diode located at the e'nd of the CQJ) .output 
register is connected to: 
(i) t\le source of a dual gate MOS 'rese·t transistor' switch. In 
operation, the capacitance associated with the output node (Go) is 
charged to a reference potential prior to the readout of each 
pixel'"s signal charge. 
(ii) the gate of an HOS 'outtJut transistor' which senses the change in 
potential on the node capacitance as charge is transfe·rred onto it. 
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The transistpr, which is normally operated in the source-fol:lower 
mode, buffers Ute · fitgh impedance diode to provide a low impedance 
voltage output at it~ source to drive follo~ing video amplification 
circuitry. 
The ()i.ftput node capacitance is recharged by a reset clock (0R) applied 
to one of the reset transistor's gates. 0r switches the transistor on 
so that it conducts and thereby charges Co to the potential on the reset 
transistor's drain (VRiJ). Feed'through of the reset ciock to the output 
node p~rtially discharges Co on the falling transition of 0R which is 
refle·c;ted in the voltage waveform observed on the output transistor's 
source (Vas). The reset transistor's bias gate, which is held at a 
fixed DC potential, serves to minimize this feed through by partially 
screen:i:ng Co fr:ont0R· 
Sign~tl charge held under the last H03 output register electrode is 
trai1sferf:ed onto the outp11t nod'e on the fa1i:lng transition of the H03 
dri~e clock. The output gate located between the H03 electrode and the 
output diode serves two functions: 
(:i,) by holding it at a fixed DC voltage (~ 2 V more positive than the 
- ,lqwe-r level of the -~03 drive clock) it fprms a po.tenti_al !:>arder 
( Figi.Jre 4 .2a) wh:tch prev-ents the s~gnal charge under the H0J 
elecf;rod~ from sp:tlhing ·onto the output node uni:il the H03 
pote'rit!al weli is des~.r?YE:!d. 
(H) it isolates the ouqn1t node from the· output register to prevent 
feed through of the H03 ddve clock. 
A signat charge Qo discharges the output node capacitance with a 
resultant change in the node potential (f.. Vg) and a corresponding change 
in the output transistor's source voltage (AVos) given by: 
f..Vg 
ll Vas 
Qo/Co 
GQo/do 
G voltage gain of the output transistor. 
(4.1) 
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·The PS603' s chapt.re ~~~.e¢tt;J~ c:Lrcuitry also in~Orpp;rates a 'duntmy' 
output amplifier-~ ·i'ts ~g~ign h the same C\S th~i: 6t the signal. cha'rge 
det.ect:i.on amplifier wi~Jf ~t\1!'! e>i:cept:lon that the dummy ou·tput diode . :i.s 
not connected to l:h~ C.CD oufput register and therefore does not r:eceive 
si;gna~ charge~ Sl.rite th~ ,O.ummy reset transistor is also clocl<:ed by. 0rtt 
, -- ' ·-; ' . . 
the resultant d~ck fee'athto)i,ghs within the waveforms on the output 
transistor sautee (Vos) <;\rtd the dummy output traasistor source (Voos) 
are sffuilar. If re,q.u,hed, · both outputs may be conveyed to an external 
differential alflp~iffer in order to cancel the 0R feedthrough in the 
video wave.form. 
. . 
. ' 
The chAnge' in· the'. output transistor'~ s,ource vol't~15e as a result of ~ri-e:h. elpd~i'6k.d~t:·~~,t·~~J,upoo the ceo output no9e ts given by: 
. ~ . ., 
Avos dii· t:i~/c~ ·. """ ' Vr:i)!ts/ elect ron (4.3) 
Inc·reas~d cJf4i::ge~ to. output voltage converS:ion sensitiv:Hy is 
therefore atiaH~_~'a t«~oli~h incre.ased output tninsistot voltage gain 
'- :· ·, ::. :-'=-. "~ 
( G:) aha/dr d§7~~~,?ed.:;~·~,~piit node capa,d tance (Co) •. · 
A schem~:tti·.c <J{ the 6tia'rge detection ampHfier H:tustradng the 
~t1ncipa1. ·~ortlpbnJ_ntsi:of' capacitance contribuhog to .the t()ta1 node 
" ', .. ~·> ... , ~--.' ·. i'. . . • '. . . . . . . 
·c~padt:ance ti~~~~d~t{ i~·:'E~gti·re·A~Za~. 't.IJPP9ximate valt]~~ fot- these 
cbrrip,onents ~frd·: .a,n ~xpression f~r. · ·co· ate taken from an EEV 
p~·bllcall~n (JtEV r~duii:cal· Note No'. 3, 198.25 : ·· 
Cd o.orz pF Cbg 0.024 .· pF 
Cog o.OQ6 pF Cgd 0.014 pF 
'. 
Cs 0 • .054 pF Cgs 0.080 pF 
Co "" Cd + Go& + Cs + Cbg + Cgd + (1-G)Cgs (4.4) 
Examination of .J1:qu4;idon (4 .4) revea-ls tha,t increased output 
. ··'~>.· 
trans~stot vdl~~<:\ge .gain ±s desirable .not only to .incr::ease ·the CGD's 
charge to output. yoll~ge co,nver~,ion sensit~vity' but aiso to reduce 
the total no'de cap~dt·cince 'because. ·Of .tbe term related to the ·~ 
output transistor's gate-source capacitance (Cgs). 
The voltage gain attainable from the output transistor depends on 
its operating conditions. To ensure maximum gain it is essential 
that the transistor is operated in the saturated part of its 
characteristic. Figure 4.26, reproduced from EEV Technical Note 
No. 3, shows a set of DC characteristics for a typical device from 
which ~EV recommend standard operating conditions applicable to the 
requirements of a TV compatible readout rate: 
(i) VRLJ ~J 17 V (assuming the lower level of the 110 drive clocks 
is " 0 V) to ensure that the potential to 1vhj_ch the output 
node is recharged is sufficiently positive to extract signal 
ch~rge from the CCD output register. 
(ii) an output transistor drain current (Ids) of " 4 mA when 
operated wi.t:h an exter-nal source load resistor of 3.3 K;;. 
From Figure 4 .2b, the transistor will be saturated provided 
that its drain-source voltage (Vds) is ~ 9 v. 
The voltage gain theoretically attainable from the output 
transistor can be calculated (see for example: 
1971) from: 
Gosling et al., 
G 
where gm 
RL 
gm RL/(1 + gmRL) (4.5) 
mutual transconductance 
effective load resistance, i.e. the value of the 
sour~e load resistance in parallel with the incremental 
channel resistance (ras>· 
Figure 4 .2b shows that for Ids ~ 4 rnA, Vds ~ 9 V then gm ~ 0.4 
mA/V and ras 15 tm. Hence from Equations (4 .5), (4 .4) and 
(4.3), estimates of the output transistor's voltage gain, the 
output node capacitance and the charge to output voltage conversion 
sensitivity are: 
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G "' 0.5 
Co "' 0 .ll1 pF 
AVos"' 0.57 IJV/electron 
4.2.2 Noise 
The output S/N of the charge detection process is limited by the 
readout noise inherent in the charge detection circuitry and its 
operation. There are two principal noise sources: reset noise and 
output transistor noise. 
(i) Reset Noise 
Reset noise is the uncertainty in the potential to \vhich the CCD 
output node is recharged prior to the detection of each pixel's 
signal charge. 
When the reset clock (0R) switches the reset transistor on, the 
output node capacitance (Co) is charged to the potential on the 
reset transistor's drain (VRD) as shown in Figure 4.3. Thermal 
noise associated with the reset transistor's channel resistance (R) 
is superimposed upon the exponentiai charging curve. Barbe (1975) 
has shown that the mean square deviation from the mean node 
potential at t:i.me t (assuming elR is applied at t = 0) is given by: 
vn2 = KT (1-e-2t/RCo) 
Co 
where K Boltzmann's constant 
T temperature 
(4.6) 
In the 'on' state, the reset transistor's channel resistance (R) is 
~ 104 S1 (EEV Technical Note No. 3, 1982) and so taking Co ~ 0.1 
pF, then RCo ~ 10-9 seconds. Hence, provided the reset clock is 
of sufficient duration (i.e. » 10-9 seconds), the output node 
capacitance is charged to a mean DC potential (VRu) with a 
fluctuating noise voltage superimposed upon it: 
vn2 "' KT/Co 
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Feedthrough of the reset clock partially discharges the node 
capacitance as the reset transistor is switched off. In the 'off' 
state, the channel resistance is 1012 Q and so RCo ~ 0.1 
seconds. For all practical operating frequencies (i.e. Zt < 0.1 
seconds), the mean square deviation from the mean node potential is 
now, from Equation (4.6), given by: 
vn2 
"' 
0 ( 4 0 7) 
In effect, the potential present on the output node at the instant 
the reset transistor is S\·litched off is sampled and held on the 
node capacitance untii it is recharged again in the next pixel 
readout cycle. The output node is therefore reset to a mean DC 
potential with a fixed noise voltage stiperimposed upon it of 
variance: 
VnZ KT/Co 
The rms noise voltage is: 
1 (vn2)~ (KT/Co)~ 
which is equivalent to an rms noise charge: 
(KTCo)~ 
At room temperature, a more practical expression is: 
400(Co in pF)! electrons 
"' 150 electrons (taking Co= 0.14 pF). 
(ii) Output Transistor Noise 
The P8603's output transistor is a MOSFET. Figure 4.4 illustrates 
the general form of a MOSFET's noise spectrum which is attributable 
to two principal noise sources: 
(i) 1/f (or 'flicker') noise. 
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(ii) thermal noiseo 
1/f noise is characterized by a 1/fa spectrum (where a ~ 1) and is 
therefore, as its name implies, dominant at low frequencies. Many 
review articles and several formal theories have been published 
which attempt to ekplain its origin. 
In MOSFETs, it is attributed to the communication of carriers 
within the channel with surface-state trapping levels (Van der 
Ziel, 1970). Fluctuations in the occupancy of these traps gives 
rise to an irregular carrier concentration which is observed on a 
DC channel current as ... a superimposed noise. A tunneling mechanism 
with traps at varying depths within the surface oxide layer can 
explain the wide distribution in time constants required of a 1/f 
type spectrum. 
Thermal noise is generated within the MOSFET's channel resistance 
and depends on the transconductance at the chosen operating point 
(Wallmark and Johnson, 1966). In contrast to 1/f noise, its 
spectral noise density is essentially white (i.e. flat) in 
character. 
The relative powers of 1/f and thermal noise will depend on the 
characteristics and operation of the particular MOSFET. In the 
presence of a large 1/f component, thermal noise will only become 
dominant at high frequencies, above the 1/f 'knee' (i.e. that 
frequency at which the powers of 1/f and thermal noise are equal). 
Since a HOSFET is a surface-channel device in which the oxide traps 
can interact with conduction along the entire channel, 1/f noise 
tends to dominate over a wider frequency range than in for example 
planar bipolar and junction field-effect transistors. 
The P8603 MOSFET's noise spectrum has been reported to be 
essentially 1/ f in character, only decreasing to a white noise 
floor (depending on its operating conditions) at MHz frequencies 
(EEV Technical Note No. 3, 1982). Similar characteristics have 
also been reported of MOSFETs 
manufacturers' CCDs (see for example: 
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incorporated within other 
Janesick et al., 1984). 
Since the contribution of white noise to a CCO MOSFET's total 
output noise may be limited by restricting the signal measurement 
bandwidth, it is the power of the 1/f noise which can therefore be 
expected to limit the readout noise floor that can ultimately be 
achieved. 
4.3 Slow-Scan Operation 
Typically, the objective in cooled, slow-scan CCD camera systems 
intended for scientific applications is to encode the signal charge 
collected in each pixel as a digital number for input to a computer. 
Operation of the ceo at readout rates of ~ 10-100 kHz allows the use of 
external signal processing electronics to suppress the readout noise 
inherent in the charge detection process. Figure 4.5 provides an 
overview of the ~ignal transfer function, tracing the conversion of the 
signal charge to a voltage waveform on the. ceo output node through to 
~he eventual digitiza~ion of the processed video. The parameters to be 
considered within the system design are: 
(i) the sensitivity of charge to voltage conversion on the CCO output 
node. 
(~i) the readout noise inherent in the charge detection process. 
(iii) the amplification and signal processing of the video waveform 
required prior to digitization. 
(iv) the quantization and dynamic range of the digitization expressed 
in equivalent signal charge. 
The video signal retrieved from the P8603 is of the order of 1 
lJV/electron and contaminated by the unavoidable reset noise introduced 
during the charge detection process. Reset noise, however, may be 
signal-processed out of the video waveform so that in its absence, the 
dominant noise source within the charge detection amplifier is that of 
the output transistor itself. 1/f noise arising in this component may 
be substantially reduced by careful optimization of its operating 
conditions. Any increase which can be obtained in the CCD's charge to 
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output voltage conversion sensitivity is desirable in order to maximize 
the output S/N ratio of the charge detection process. Improvements are 
to be anticipated from: 
(i) minimizing the capacitance of the output node. 
(ii) maximizing the voltage gain of the output transistor source 
follower. 
The - 1 ~V/electron signal voltage on the output transistor's source is 
superimposed upon a large DC voltage component (- 10 V), inherent in 
Since the video signal must be amplified 
it is necessary that this DC component is 
the transistor's operation. 
prior to its digidzation, 
much reduced (to - 100 
electronics in order to 
mV) at the input 
avoid amplifier 
to the preamplification 
saturation. Following 
preamplification, the reset noi.se within the video waveform may be 
cancelled us1ng a signal process-ing technique known as 'correlated 
double sampling' (White .et al., 1974) which takes account of the 
uncertainty in the potential on the CCD output node arising from its 
recharge. The resultant waveform will in general require the addition 
of a small DC offset voltage in order that the final output voltage 
corresponding to zero detected signal charge matches the input to the 
digitization electronics. 
The optimum preamplifier voltage gain depends on the signal transfer 
function's system noise floor. Ideally, the total system noise should 
be dominate& by the contribution of readout noise from the CCD itself. 
In particular, noise added by the uncertainty in the digitization 
process (±O.S ADU) should be kept small. This becomes increasingly 
important when any subsequent analysis of image data is considered, for 
example, sky subtraction and flat-fielding. For digital quantization 
error to be negligible, the system gain must satisfy the ~ondition: 
where 
1 ADU « go tot 
g system responsivity expressed in ADUs per detected 
signal charge. 
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atot total system noise expressed in equivalent signal 
charge. 
Hm.;rever, adjusting the system gain such that the system noise is very 
much greater than the quantization error, limits the signal dynamic 
range which can be registered by an analogue-to-digital converter of 
given precision (i.e. number of bits). Hence the quantity of signal 
charge which might be collected within any one CCD pixel must also be 
considered with regard to the application. Commercially available high 
resolution converters working within a reasonable conversion period (~ 
20 JJ s) are currently limited to i6 bit accuracy and hence a maximum 
digital count of 65,535 AOU. 
In anticipation of reducing the P8603's readout noise to 5-10 
electrons rms, a reasonable setting of the system gain would be for a 
ql..\ant:Lzation of ~ 1 electron/ ADU. This would mean that the peak signal 
charge within any one pixel which could be measured with a 16 bit 
converter would be limited to 65535 electrons. The usable dynamic 
range, again for any.one pixel, would then be given by: 
Dynamic range 65535/ ga tot 
6500-13000 (assuming gatot ~ 5-10 ADU rms) 
It is necessary to consider whether this is adequate with regard to the 
application of this system to faint object spectroscopy. 
FOS is primarily intended for low S/N ( ~ 10) observations of faint 
objects for which the sky background signal cim be expected to be at 
least comparable to that of the ~bject signal. It is therefore 
important to estimate how long an exposure could be undertaken before 
the sky background would be expected to cause the system to saturate. 
Parry ( 1982) estimated that the sky background continuum would produce 
of the order of 0.47 electrons/pixel/second at 800 nm. However, the 
night sky spectrum is highly structured, and it is the peak signals from 
the bright sky emission lines which are important if the data from an 
observation is subsequently to have the sky background subtracted 
properly. 
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Early results from the AAT FORS (Gillingham, 1984) proved useful here, 
showing that the brightest sky lines produce peak signals up to an order 
of magnitude greater than the continuum (Ellis, 1983). Thus in the case 
of FOS, a better estimate for the peak signal from the sky is ~ 5 
electrons/pixel/second. This would cause the system to saturate after 
13000 seconds integration. However, CCD exposures are typically 
limited to "' 1000 seconds to avoid excessive contamination of the data 
by cosmic ray events. In this time the maximum signal from a sky 
emission line would be only 5000 electrons/pixel. A pixel capacity 
of 65535 electrons/pixel is therefore more than adequate in this 
application. 
With this background, correlated double sampling signal processing and 
the optimization of the P8603's operation can now be considered in more 
detail. 
4.3.1 Correlated Double Sampling 
Correlated double sampling (CDS) signal processing within ench CCD 
pixel readout cycle enables the reset noise inherent within the 
video waveform to be removed while also attenuating low-frequency 
noise (White et al., 1974). 
The concept of CDS is to take the difference between measurements 
of .the video waveform before and after the pixel signal charge is 
sensed on the CCD output node as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Its 
success is dependent · upon the effectively zero mean square 
deviation from the mean potential remaining on the output node 
after its recharge (Equation (4. 7)). For all practical operating 
frequencies, the uncertainty of the reset potential within two 
samples of the video waveform is correlated and may therefore be 
cancelled by their subtraction. 
The sampling used to measure the video waveform can take several 
forms: 
(i) DC restoration (or clamping) 
(ii) point sampling 
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(iii) integration (or averaging) 
Combinations of these sampling techniques enable the implementation 
of a variety of CDS processor schemes. Hopkinson and Lumb ( 1982) 
have reviewed the various possibilities and their relative merits 
in the presence of white, 1/f and 1/fZ noise components, the 
relative contributions of which will depend on the characteristics 
and operation of the particular CCD. Optimal performance will be 
obtained from that CDS processor which most closely approaches the 
ideal of a matched filter whose transfer function is inversely 
proportional to the CCD's noise power spectral density. 
The CDS processor which appears to have been more widely adopted is 
the 'differential averaget' (Marcus et ai., 1979; Loh, 1981; Gunn 
and Westphal, 1981) for which the sampiing scheme is shown in 
Figure 4.6a. 
the video RESET level is sampled by integration over a period 
T so as to obtain a m~asure of its average value. 
a delay f.. T is allowed. for the transfer of the pixel signal 
charge onto the ceo output node. 
the video RESET + SIGNAL level is sampled by integration over 
a second period y. 
taking the difference of the two integration samples cancels 
the uncertainty of the output node's reset potential to yield 
a measure of the change in video waveform potential arising 
from the pixel signal charge. 
It has a response which: 
attenuates components of high-frequency noise whose 
corresponding periods are shorter than the sampling period 
(T) by virtue of the integration. 
attenuates components of low-frequency noise whose 
corresponding periods are longer than the CDS cycle interval. 
The optimum integration period (T) depends on the precise nature 
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of the CCD's noise sources. In the presence of white, 1/f and 1/£2 
noise, the output noise variance of the differential averager 
(after correction for changes in gain with varying T) is: 
for white noise 
for 1/ f noise 
for 1/f2 noise 
a: 1/T 
independent of T 
o:: T 
Hence, there will be an optimum value for T at which the output 
noise powers arising from the white and 1/f2 components are equal 
and the maximum S/N is achieved. 
For white (i.e. uncorrelated) noise, the output S/N is independent 
of the gap (ll T) between the two integration samples. However, in 
the presence of 1/f noise, b.T must be kept small in comparison to 
T so as not to degrade noise performance (Hegyi and Burrows, 
1980). 
An alternative CDS processor is the 'clamp-and-sample' technique 
(White et al., 1974) as shown in Figure 4.6b. 
the video waveform is low-pass filtered to attenuate 
components of high-frequency noise. 
the video RESET level is DC restored by clamping through a 
capacitor to either ground or a reference potential. 
the clamp is released and the pixel signal charge is 
transferred onto the CCD output node durlng the interval b. T. 
the resultant change in the video waveform potential arising 
from the pixel signal charge produces a change in the voltage 
across the clamp capacitor which is then sampled. 
The disadvantage of this scheme is that the iow-pass filtering to 
limit the system bandwidth and hence atten~ate high-frequency noise 
also reduces the slew-rate response of the resultant video 
waveform. A large llT may then be necessary to allow for settling 
of the video RESET + SIGNAL level before it is sampied in order to 
avoid signal attenuation. This is in conflict with the desire to 
keep llT as small. as possible to discriminate against low-frequency 
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noise. The differential averager overcomes this problem since the 
high-frequency noise attenuation is provided by the integration 
rather than a lov.I-pass filter and thus permits a small /', T. 
4.3.2 Dummy Charge Detection Amplifier 
The unavoidable presence of ~R feedthrough within the CCD video 
waveform is rejected by a CDS processor. The use of the P8603's 
dummy charge detection amplifier to provide a signal-free 
equivalent video waveform for subsequent differential subtraction 
of the feedthrough is therefore unnecessary. Combining both the 
real and dummy video waveforms would in fact decrease the output 
S/N from the CCD by a factor of .; 2 compared to that of single-
ended output operation. Hence the dummy charge detection amplifier 
serves no useful application in a slow-scan camera system in which 
the maximum possible charge detection S/N is required and therefore 
need not be considered further. 
4.3.3 Reset Transistor Gate Connections 
The bias gate on the reset transistor (Figure 4.1) helps to screen 
the CCD output node from reset clock feedthrough. Examination of 
Equation (4 .4) reveals that the capacitance associated with this 
bias gate (Cbg) contributes to the total node capacitance (Co). At 
the expense of increasing the reset clock feed through, the Cbg 
component may be eliminated by reversing the connections to the 
bias and reset clock gates. In this mode: 
Co ~ Cd + Cog + Cs + Cgd + (i-G)Cgs (4.8) 
which yields Co ~ 0.13 pF compared to Co ~ 0.14 pF as estimated in 
Section 4.2.1. The charge to output voltage conversion sensitivity 
is increased proportionally. 
Reset clock feedthrough is 
increased charge detection 
increases the output S/N. 
rejected by a CDS processor and the 
sensitivity is desirable since it 
Reversed connections to the bias and 
reset clock gates will therefore be ~ssumed in following discussion 
of slow-scan operation. 
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4.3.4 Output Transistor Source Load 
The voltage gain of the output transistor can be increased so that 
it more closely approaches unity by using a constant current source 
load instead of a resistor to increase the effective load 
resistance (Equation (4 .5)). Charge to output voltage conversion 
sensitivity is increased and so this mode of operation is favoured 
provided that any additional noise introduced by the constant 
current circuitry is negligible. 
4.3.5 Output Transistor Operating Conditions 
Morcom (1981) has shown that the noise spectrum of the P860Y s 
MOSFET output transistor depends on its operating conditions. In 
particular, a significant reduction in 1/ f noise is attainable by 
operating the transistor at a lower drain current (Ids "' 1 rnA) 
than that advocated by EEV in their recommended standard operating 
conditions as outlined in Section 4.2.1. 
Taken from Morcom's results, Figure 4.7 shows output noise spectra 
obtained from a typical device when operated with Ids = 1 rnA and 
Ids = 4 rnA. At the lower drain current, the characteristic of the 
1/ f dependent noise is altered to that of one approaching 1/ f2 
behaviour. The lo~-frequency noise 'knee' at which the powers of 
white and low-frequency noise are equal is reduced and the total 
output noise in the measured bandwidth (7 50 KHz) is also reduced. 
H()pkinson and Lumb (1982) have reported similar results from GEC 
CCDs. 
The ef feet is thought to be attributable to a change in the MOSFET 
from surface to buried-channel operation. Carrier conduction 
within the channel is shifted away from its surface into its bulk 
with the result that the interaction of carriers with surface~state 
trapping levels is much reduced. The carrier concentration within 
the MOSFET's channei and hence the quantity or charge which can 
communicate with surface-state traps is greatest at its source. 
Morcom therefore relates the transition from surface to buried-
channel operation to a threshold gate-source voltage at which 
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carriers in the vicinity of the source first tome into contact with 
the surface. Typically, buried-channel operation is ensured if: 
( i) Vgs < -3 V 
(ii) Ids "' 1 rnA (at room temperature) 
Once these conditions are established, the remaining consideration 
is that of the MOSFET's drain-source voltage (Vds). Although the 
cause is not und~rstood, the output noise attainable in the buried-
channel m6de has been observed to increase again if Vds > 4 V (EEV 
Technical Note No. 6, 1982). 
Hence, to maximize the output S/N of the MOSFET, values of Vg (i.e. 
VRo) and Yon are ~equired for which: 
( i) Vgs < -3 V 
(ii) Ids "' 1 rnA (at room temperature) 
(iii) the MOSFET operates in the saturated part of its 
characteristic to ensure maximum voltage gain. 
(iv) Vds < 4 v. 
4.4 Camera Head Video Signal Processing Electronics 
As outlined in Chapter 3, the CCD camera head video signal processing 
electronics consist of a preamplifier and a 16 bit analogue-to-digital 
converter. Both are iocated at the camera head in order that their 
interconnections and in particular those with the CCD itself may be of 
minimal length, thus helping to reduce the possibility 6f extraneous 
noise pickup. 
From its inception, the preamplifier was designed to incorporate the 
video preamplification and CDS signal processing circuity and also the 
electronics to generate the various DC bias voltage supplies needed to 
drive the P8603 CCD. Considerable development of the prototype was 
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necessary before arriving at the design to be described. This was 
partially motivated by the enthusiasm of a team at the RGO to acquire a 
low input noise preamplifier designed specifically fot operation of the 
GEC CCO; their initial work had been directed towards supplying an RCA 
CCO based camera system to the AAT (Jorden et al., 1982). Several 
copies of this new preamplifier design have since been incorpor-ated 
within the CCO cameta systems now operational on the LPO 2.Sm and lm 
telescopes. 
4.4.1 Video Preamplification and CDS Signal Processing Circuitry 
Figure 4.8 is a schematic of the preamplifier video electronics in 
which four stages are identified: the output tr-ansistor source 
load, the first stage atnplifier, the CDS processor- and the output 
b~ffer. Figure 4.9 shows the relative ti~ing of all the CCO drive 
clock waveforms and control clocks to read out each pbcel. 
( i) Output Tran1;listor Source Load 
The video waveform from the ceo output transistor is conveyed via 
screened coax to the preamplifier input where either a resistor or 
a constant current source load may he selected. Additional 
preamplifier :i.nput noise added by the current source was found to 
be negligible. 
Several P8603 samples were tested to compare the small signal 
voTtage gain (G) attainable~ from the output transistor with ioad 
type. The voltage gain was calibrated by measuring the DC 
potential on the output transistor source (V0 s) with varying 
potential on the reset transistor drain (VRD) over a range 
typically ±0.3 V from nominal. Both load types were adjusted for 
an output transistor drain current Ids ~ 1 rnA. The ceo was cooled 
and back-clocked in darkness in order to prevent any spurious 
charge within the ceo from affectlng the potential assumed- to be 
present on the output node (i.e. VRo). General conclusions drawn 
from those CCOs examined were: 
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(i) using a resistor source load: 
G = 0.50 - 0.55 
(ii) using a constant current source load: 
G = 0.65 - 0.70 
Constant current source load operation was therefore adopted in 
order to maximize the charge to output voltage conversion 
sensitivity • 
.(ii) First Stage Ampl.iffer 
The CCD's video signal waveform on the output transistor source 
load is superimposed upon a large DC voltage component which must 
be substantially reduced prior to first stage preamplification in 
order to avoid amplifier saturation. 
In the prototype design the video waveform \-las DC coupled into the 
first stage amplifier. Additional circuitry was used to introduce 
an adjustable DC offset voltage into the amplifier's input tp 
cancel the video's DC component. However, it was found necessary 
to readjust this offset voltage when varying the CCD's operating 
temperature and when testing new CCD chips. This proved to be 
rather inconvenient and so the AC coupled design shown in Figure 
4.8 was therefore adopted instead. 
AC coupling- has- the- effect of reducing white and 1/ f -noise but also 
of reducing the signal and the resultant S/N (Hegyi and Burrows, 
1980). However, the degradation in S/N may be kept small provided 
that the time constant of the AC coupling ( Tac) is made large in 
comparison to the sampling period (T) empioyed within a following 
CDS differential averager. Components Rae, Cac were therefore 
selected to provide an AC coupling time constant Tac = 22 ms which 
is of the same order as a one-line-sequence readout period (24 ms). 
First stage preamplification is provided by an OPA-37 type op-amp, 
chosen for ii:s low input noise specification (~ 3 nV/IHz at 1 
KHz). The circuit is configured to provide a voltage gain~ 38. 
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The input noise 6f this first stage op-am~ is the dominant 
contribution to the total system noise of the preamplifier 
electronics. This however was not the case of earlier preamplifier 
designs in which a lower first stage voltage gain of ~ 10 was 
employed instead. A substantial proportion of the total system 
noise was found to originate at the inputs to the following 
differential averager and a redesign of this stage was necessary to 
reduce it. The first stage voltage gain was then increased to its 
current value to improve the preamplifier's signal transfer S/N 
still further. 
(iLL) CDS Processor 
The COS processor is of the differential averager type (or 'dual-
slope integrator' after the method of :i.ts implementation). Based 
on a design by Harcus et al. (1979), it consists of: 
an op-amp configured as a unity voltage gain differential 
amplifier which in conjunction with analogue switches forms a 
switchable inverter. 
an op-amp integrator of time constant RiCi 
reset switch across its sampling capacitor. 
3.9 ~ s with a 
With reference to Figure 4.9, the CDS signal processing within each 
pixel readout cycle foliows a sequence in which: 
control, clock lfii:-:~NB eQ_abl~s the integrato,r by opening its 
reset switch. 
control clock RAMIB'-iJP samples the video RESET potential over 
a period T = 20 ~ s by switching the non-inverted video 
waveform output from the first stage amplifier through to the 
integrator. During this sampling period, the voltage output 
from the integrator (Vint) increases in the form of a linear 
ramp. The effective voltage gain developed is given. by 20 
~ s/3. 9 ~ s = 5. 1 • 
an interval 11 T = 2 ~ s is allowed for the transfer of the 
pixel's signal charge onto the CCD output node and settling 
of the video waveform. 
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control clock RAMJJl'-DOWN samples the video RESET + SIGNAL 
potential over an equ:tvalent period T = 20 J.l s. 
switches the inverse of the video \·mveform from the first 
stage through to the integrator so that this time its output 
ramps negatively. Digitization of the preamplifier output is 
timed to succeed the completion of this second integration 
sample. 
the CCD output node is reset by 0R and the CDS integrator is 
reset·by INT-ENB prior to the next pixel's readout cycle. 
The resultant voltage output from the integrator (Vio) after both 
samples may be expressed as: 
where Vs 
Voff 
Via -5.1 Vs + Voff 
the step in the video waveform potential at the 
output of the first stage amplifier resulting from 
the pixel signal charge deposited on the ceo output 
node. 
a small sign~l independent offset voltage (or output 
pedestal) arising in practice from clock feedthrough 
within the analogue switches. 
In the absence of a signal charge step within the video waveform, 
the voltage ramps within the integrator are dependent upon the 
component of DC voltage present: on the input to the switchable 
inverter. A large DC component will result in large voltage 
swings. Ideally, this shouid have no effect on the CDS output S/N 
provided that the integrator is not saturated. In pra'ctice, 
however, additionai noise can be introduced because of unequal 
gains in the two integrations. In this case, a DC restoration (or 
clamping) of the video waveform prior to its input to the 
differential averager can improve the noise performance (Hopkinson 
and L~mb, 1982). 
In this design (Figure 4.8), the DC component within the CCD video 
waveform is largely rejected by the AC coupling at the input to the 
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preamplifier. Even with a first stage voltage gain - 40, the 
voltage ramps within the integrator are of ~ few volts only. More 
importantly, the input noise of the first stage amplifier was found 
to be large in comparison to the noise introduced by the 
differential averager. An initial DC restoration was therefore not 
considered to be necessary. 
(iv) Output Buffer 
The output buffer provides inverted unity voltage gain of the 
waveform output ftom the integrator. An adjustable DC offset 
voltage is introd1tced at its input to compensate for the 
integrator's output pedestal, and to enable a small positive DC 
offset to be added into the video signal conveyed to the 
digitization unit. A current driver was incorporated within the 
output circuitry largely for compatibility with RGO CCD camera 
systems in t;.;rhich the preamplifier is required to drive 3 m 
cabling to a remote analogue-to-digital converter. 
4.4.2 DC Bias Voltage Supplies 
A schematic of the P8603 iliustrating the connections of the drive 
ciocks artd the various DC bias voltage supplies needed to operate 
the chip is, shown in Figure 4.10. The voltage levels required for 
a typical,device are collected in Table 4.1. 
The DC bias voltage supplies can be divided into two categories: 
( i) supplies to the charge detection amplifier (Von, VRD) and 
chip substrate (Vss) which are required to be of high 
stability and minimal noise with - mA drive capability. 
(ii) less critical supplies to gates at the extremities of the CCD 
charge transfer registers (VABD• VABG• Voc) and the bias gate 
on the reset transistor (VBG). 
Details of the circuitry used to generate these supplies are shown 
within a complete schematic of the preamplifier electronics in 
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Figure 4.11~ Those supplies for which a high stability is required 
are derived from a low noise precision. voltage reference (U1299AH) 
the output of which is buffered and inverted to provide two higher 
drive current references (+Vref, -Vref). v00 , VRo and Vss supplies 
are then generated from low noise op-amps (NE5533AN) which are 
configured as non-inverting amplifiers with adjustable input 
voltage sources utilising +Vref and -Vref. The use of a capacitor 
within the op-amp feedback loop provides a degree of low-pass 
f ilteriog. Less critical suppiies are derived from fiitered 
potentiometer networks fed from the preamplifier's ± 15 V supply 
rails. An op-amp provides a buffered current drive for the V ABO 
supply. 
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I I 
IP8(j03 FUNCTION CONNECTiON VOLTAGE (VOLTS)j 
!CONNECTION I 
I I 
I I I 101 imaging area drive clock V01 lower leve 1 -91 
j'I0z phases V0z upper level +11 
I I0j V03 0) I 
1~----------------~---------------------------------------------------l 
js0:1 stora,ge area drive clock V01 I 
I S0z phases v02 1 
IS03 V03 (1} I 
1-~~-----------------------~---~~~-------------~----------------------t 
I H0'1 ou_tput register drive clock H01 lower level -91 
I H0z phases · H0z upper levei +11 
IH0j ' H03 I 
~~~-~---------------------~----------~--------------------------------1 
10R reset clock · VBG 14 I 
1------~---------~~~--~---~-------------------------------------------l 
ISS su~s~tate Vss -3 ~ 
l~~~--------------------------------------------~---------------------1 
!do Qutput tr~nsistor drain Voo 17 I 
I <z> I 
l---:-.~-------------"'"'--~·-------.------------------------------------------1 I OS . outpUt ~ra~1'Sistor source video o/p ·~ 15.5 I 
l~------------------~-~-~----:-"'"'----------------------------------------1 j:OOD dummy output transistor drain Voo I 
I . (2) I 
l-------------'---:-::-------.~------------------.--------:---------------------1 
jDOS dummy output transistor N.C. -
I source , I 
l--.:..------------:-----'------~--:----.,------:---------~------- .... ---------------1 
jRD reset transist6t drain VRD 7 I 
:1-~-------------:..-~ __ ..::._·._;;;:'-----:----:-~------_;,----..;.·-:'------------------------l 
· ~G reset tr~nsf~tor bias gate 0R lower level -~1 
upper iev.el. + 11 
--------------------------:-----------------------------~---------------1 
OG output register output gate VaG -7 I 
---------------:----------_;---------------------------------------------1 
ABD anti.:..blooming drain VABD 14 I 
0> I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------1 
ABG anti-blooming gate VABG -9 I 
<~> I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------1 
ID output register input diode VABD _ I 
O> I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------1 
IG1 output register input gate VABG I 
I 1 (4) I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------------l 
IIGz output register input gate VABG I 
I z <4> I 
--------------------------------------------------------~.--------------
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4.4.3 Digitization Electronics 
A schematic of the video digitization electronics is shown in 
Figure 4.12. The principal components are an Ana logic HP271 
sample-and-hold (S/H) amplifier and an Analogic MP8016 i6 bit 
successive-approximation analogue-to-digital converter (ADC). The 
Analogic ADC was chosen since at that stage in the development 
programme, its linearity, accuracy and drift specifications were as 
good as any, but its conversion time (16 lJS) was shorter than 
other comparable . products. A discrete ·s/H was required and the 
HP27i was the natural choice as this unit is intended i:o complement 
Analogic' s high resoiti tion ADCs. 
The ADC is op.enited in its unipolar mode over an input range 0-10 V 
(1 ADU i53 ll V) • Parallel data become available on the 
c,onverter's outputs 16 us after a conversion is initiated by a 
trigger pulse. The data are conveyed back to the CCD controller 
i:htough output dtivers which also provide some short-circuit 
protection of the relativeiy expensive ADC module. The MP271 S/H 
has a specified acquisition time of 1.1 us to achieve ±0.005% 
accuracy of a 20 V input step. Its droop rate (2 l.IV/l.ls) is 
equivalent to "' 0.2 ADU over 16 ll s and is therefore riot a 
significant source of error. 
The video output from the preamplifier is conveyed to the, 
digitization electronics via a screened twisted-pair cable. To 
-· - -. ~ .- -- --
reduce the effects of any pickup in this cabi:l.ng, the signal.is fed 
into a differential amplifier contained within the ADC module. A 
direct connection to the S/H would have been preferable had the 
MP271 also incorporated differentiai inputs. Once the signal 
leaves the differential amplifier it is s:i.rigle-e"nded and so any 
pickup in the wiring to and from the S/H musi: . be avoided. 
Miniature screened coax was employed in prefer:-ence to PCB track .. 
connections. 
Figure 4.9 shows the timing of the digitization electronics in 
relation to that of the preamplifier. On completion of the dtial-
siope integration, i:he resultant waveform is sampled over a 2 ll s 
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period under the controi of a clock ( S/H CLOCK) supplied to the 
MP271 from the :cam~ra~s ·.sequencing electronics. An independent 1 
J.1 s clock pulse (A/D TRIGGJZR) is used to trigger the ADC which 
digitizes the sampled video now held on the S/H output. Data are 
transferred through the CCD controller and into the CANAC buffer 
memory module under the control of STROBE and INCREMl~NT clocks (see 
Chapter 3). In practice, the digital conversion and data transfer 
are overlapped with other operations within the pixel readout 
sequence in order to minimize the cycle time. In particular, data 
obtained from pixel n-1 are loaded into the memory by clocks 
generated within the nth horizontal transfer sequente. 
4.4.4 Performance 
The output S/N of the video signal processing electronics is 
determined by: 
(i) the input noise of the first stage of the signal 
amplification circuitry. 
(ii) the signal measurement bandwidth which is constrained by the 
CDS differential averager sampling period (y). 
With T 20 jj s it was found that the input noise of the 
preamplifier corresponds to "' 1.54 J.!V rms and that this could be 
reduced by increasing T so as to restrict the signal measurement 
bandwidth. Th!'! con~trib_ut!on t_o . t.h~ ~t9tal syst~lll readoyt no_ise 
(i.e. that of the CCD + electronics) from the r~adout noise of the 
CCD is however expected to dominate that from the eiectronics. 
Hence, the optimum value of T which maximizes the output S/N of 
the system will depend on the output noise spectrum of the 
particular chip and should be set accordingly. 
The input noise voltage of the electronics can only be expressed as 
an equivalent signal charge noise by referring it to the charge to 
output voltage conversion sensitivity of the CCD and this will vary 
from one chip to another. To illustrate typically achieved 
performance characteristics, results obtained from one particular 
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P8603 satilple (serial no. 2055/15/13), in fact the chip used to 
commission FOS on the INT; are coliected in Tabie 4.2. For this 
chip, the input noise of the electronics (with 't = 20 ]..IS) can be 
expressed as an equivalent signal charge noise = 1.97 electrons 
tins. The total measured system noise was 7 electrons rms. 
It was found that the value of T = 20 ll s is rather low with 
tespect to ~inimizing the measured readout noise of P8603 CCDs. A 
better noise performance can be realized with T = 40 ]JS as borne 
out by results , presented in Chapter 5. In fact, 't had to be set 
at a value lower than optimal in order to avoid an inconveniently 
long chip readout time. A 60 1-1 s pixel readout period was 
necessary to allow 't = 20 ll s and so, ideally, this should yield a 
full~frame readout period given by: 
406 pixels ~ 57& pixels x 60 ]..IS ~ 14 seconds 
In practice, however, the 2:1 overhead in the CCD camera's data 
acquisition system (see Chapter 3) results in a total readout time 
~ 28 seconds. 
Hith T = 4D lJS the tptal system noise was reduced to "' 6 electrons 
rms but the chip readout dine was increased to "' 1 minute. Having 
discussed this with colleagues, it was decided not to exploit this 
improvement in noise performance while attempting to commission FOS 
on the INT because it' was concluded that it would not justify the 
inc~~ased chip readout time~ 
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Table 4.2 TYPICAL.P8603 AND PREAMPLiFIER PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
(i) P8603 CCD (serial no. 2055/15/13) characteristics 
charge to output voltage conversion 
sensitivity (&Vas) 
measured output transistor voltage 
gain (G) 
calculated output node capacitance (Co) 
0.78 JJV/electron 
0.64 
0.13 pF 
(ii) video signal processing electronics configuration and performance 
prt;!ampilfier first stage voltage gain 
cps proces~or voltage gain 
total preamplifier voltage gain (A) 
CDS in~egration period (T) 
CDS sampling interval (t, T) 
digitization resolution 
digitization input 
measured preamplifier input noise 
II 
38 
50 1 
i9S 
20 lJ s 
2 lJS 
16 bits 
153 lJ V / ADU 
1.97 ADU rms 
1.54 JJ V rms 
(iii) combined performance of the CCD and the electronics 
measured signal....;to-ADU system 
respohsivity (1/ g) 
. measured preamplifier input noise 
(oip) in equivalent signal charge 
measured system readout noise 
(ot) in equivalent signal charge 
calculated readout noise of the 
CCD alone = I (ot2 - oipZ) 
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1.0 electrons/ADO 
1.97 electrons rms 
7 electrons rms 
= 6.7 electrons rms 
LABORATORY EVALUATION OW Tim GEC P8603 CCD 
5.1 Introduction 
The first questions asked about a CCD when assessing its suitability for 
an astronomical project are usually those concerning its quantum 
efficiency, spectral coverage and readout noise. It is arguable, 
however, that there are other aspects of a CCD's performance which are 
equally important, particularly with regard to its imaging 
characteristics at astronomically relevant light leveis. An important 
requirement, for example, is that there is no deterioration in the 
charge transfer efficl!?-ncy of a device at low signal levels, since this 
may give dse to a non-linear response in low light 1eve1 applications. 
As part of the FOS developmeilt programme, a series of inves dgations was 
undertaken in order to characterize the imaging properties of the GEC 
P8603 CCD, determine its limitations and optimize those aspects of its 
performance over which there is some control. In this chapter, the ways 
in which the characteristics were measured, the results and their 
implications are discussed. 
The programme was embarked upon iri. earnest in mid 1983 while FOS was 
still being manufactured in Durham. In September 1983, the author left 
Durham to take up a pbs t at tj:le RGO, enabling him to see FOS through to 
completion arid -fo engage iri further work with CCDs: The hifter- has 
entailed laboratory evaluation and comparison of RCA, Thomson-CSF and 
GEC CCDs o This work has already been described (Thorne et al o, 1986a) 
but it is appropriate that some of th!?- results relevant to the P8603 
(some of which were obtained after FOS had been commissfoned on the INT) 
should be included here in order that a full report of the P8603' s 
characteristics can be given. 
5.2 Responsive Quantum Efficiency and Spectral Range 
One of the main advantages of CCDs compared to other detectors used in 
optical astronomy is their high responsive qu'antum efficiency, 
parHcula rly in the red, and their wide spectral coverage. 
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The spectral re$ponse of the GEC CCD was measured at the RGO with the 
aid of a low light level caiibrated source developed by Jelley ( 1983). 
The wavelength was defined using a set of narrow band filters of h. A = 5 
nm spaced at -so nm i~tervals. 
Curves for several P8603s are shown in Figure 5.1, The results can be 
summarized as follows: 
(i) peak RQE -42~46% at -740 nm. 
(ii) 10% points occur at -460 nm and -930 nm. 
(iii) 1% points occur at -390 nm and -1020 nm. 
It should be noted that the overall responsivity was found to be greater 
than that assumed for the GEC CCD when the estimates of the throughput 
efficilincy of FOS were first calcuiated (see Chapter 2), but there is 
some evidence that the RQE did improve over this period (Thorne, 1986). 
One of the chips (serial number 2047/3/20) has subsequently been coated 
at the European Southern Observatory (ESO.) w'ith a fluorescent plastic 
film designed to increase the responsivity of GEC CCDs in the blue 
(Cullum et al., i 985). It was found that its RQE had been increased to 
-8-13% between 310 and 450 nm and that its response at wavelengths 
greater than 500 nm had not been significanqy affected oy the coati-ng. 
No tests have so far beeri performed to deterin:Lne whether ot not a single 
elect-ton per photon process is -involved, and the p~sslbH-ity of 
hysteresis effects needs to be investigated~ Nevertheiess,-the results 
do show the potential of the coating process for obtaining some blue and 
near ultraviolet response from a front~illhmlnated ceo. 
The results reported so far were obtained with the CCDs' operating 
temperature. set to 150 K which was found to be the optimum· vaiue with 
respect to minimizing readout noise while maximizing charge transfer 
efficiency. Quantum eff:i.d.ency is known, however, to be a function of a 
CCD's operating temperature; it decreases with decreasing temperature 
because of an increase in the band gap energy of siiicon and a reduction 
in the density of phonons necessary for indirect transitions (EEV 
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Technical Note No. 6, 1982; Dash and Newman, 1955). Variations in the 
P8603's RQE with temperature have been investigated (Thorne et al., 
1986b) and the results for one chip are shown in Figure 5.2. Although 
the effect is not large, it is measurable and stigges ts, as expected, 
that the CCD should be operated at as high a temperature as possible in 
order to maximize its responsivity in the red. 
5.3 Readout Noise 
The readout noise of the P8603 was measured by: 
(i) obbiin:l.ng a value of the readout noise in analogue-to-digital 
units (ADUs) by measuring the noise within a 20 x 20 pixei array 
on an erase frame, Le. a frame with zero signal charge obtained 
by "rea-ding. out_ the CCD in darkness immediately after clearing .the 
chip of any residual charge. 
(ii) calibrating the charge to ADU conversion sensitivity of the GCD 
and signal processing electronics system to enable the value of 
~eadout noise·obtained from the erase frame to be converted to an 
equivalent ~ignal charge noise figure. 
The calibration procedure was performed in the following manner: 
(i) with the CCD uniformly illuminated, a pair of exposures of equai 
integration period were taken for various exposure times. 
(ii) for each pair, one frame was subtracted from the other in order 
to correct for pixel to pixel non-unifot~lties. 
(iii) the mean signal level for each pair of exposures and the variance 
within a 20 x 20 pixel array from each subtracted pair were 
measured. Care was taken to ensure that the 20 x 20 pixel array 
was chosen within a 'clean' area of the chip, i.e. an area free 
of 'traps' and 'column defects' (see Section 5.5). 
(iv) variance was piotted as a function of the mean signal level after 
allowing for the factor of two increase in variance introduced in 
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the subtraction· process. This yields a straight line with 
gradient equal to the system gain expressed in AOUs per electron. 
The readout noise of the .P8603 was expected to be a function of the 
operating conditions of its o~tput transistor (i.e. its drain-source 
current) and of the sampling p~riod (t) employed within the correlated 
doubie sampling (CDS) signal processing electronics (see Chapter 4) o 
Howeve·r, · :lt was also discovered to be a function of its operating 
temperature with a depend~nce rif a previously unreported nature. 
(i) Temperature dependence 
Th.e temperature dependence of readout noise was in fact discovered by 
accid'ent when the operat:tng temperature o.f a CCD rose as a result of the 
Ct,'yostat unexpec'tE!dly rtinnfng out of coolant. Other chips were. 
su~seqtleptly investigated and found to show a similar effect, albeit to 
v~ry:i\1g di::grees • Cutves fo~ several P8603s ~re shown in Figure 5.3 o 
i - ' ' 
ALl ·chips were found to show a peak in their readout noise at a 
tempebiture of N 120-130 K but the magnitude of the peak with respect to 
the lowest level was found to vary from chip to chip. The possibility 
of the effe~t being due to a change in the voltage ga:l.n of the CCD's 
output transistor was investigated but found not to be the cause. A 
satisfactory explanation of this effect has not so fat been established. 
The curves show that there are two regions which offer the lowest 
. ~ead6utc noise: 
( i) T ~ 110 K 
(i:i.) T l, 145 K 
Whether to operate in the higher or the lower range largely depends on 
other chip characteristics, namely quantum efficiency, dark current and 
charge transfer efficiency. With regard to these: 
( i) Quantum efficiency, as has already been noted, increases with 
increasing temperature. 
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(ii) Dark current was found to be still negligible at a temperature of 
150 K. 
(iii) Some chips were found tb exhibit a deterioration in their charge 
tr-ansfer efficiency with ·decreasing temperature when comparisons 
were made in the two temperature ranges of interest, 
These additional considerations suggest, therefore, that for optimum 
perfbrmance, the P8603 should be operated in the higher temperature 
range at - 150 K. 
( ii) CDS sampling period ( T) dependence 
The curv~s shown in Figure 5.~ rire a representative sample of the 
results 6btained from measuiing readout noise as a function of the 
sampling period ( T) used within the CDS signal processing electronics. 
The overaii results can be summarized as follows: 
( i) In the range T ~ 40 lJ s, readout noise was fot1nd to decrease with 
increasing T which is attributable to an increasing attenuation 
of white noise as the system bandwidth is reduced. 
( ii) In the range t = 40-60 lJ s, the dependence was found to vary from 
chip to chip. 
small decrease. 
Hany chips were found to exhibit a further but 
For others, the noise was observed to have 
become independent of T (as exhibited b{ chip 2047/3/20, for 
example, in the ·range T = · 40-..;;;.50 ·ll s), revealing the noise floor 
of the syste~ which is char~cteiized by the po~er of 1/f noise in 
the output trririsistor. 
(iii) In the range T ~ SO lJS, readout noise was sometimes observed to 
start to increase with increasing T, which is attributable to 
1/f2 noise becoming dominant with respect to the 1/f noise (see 
Chapter 4). The vaitie of T for which this effect starts to 
occur, however, was found to vary markedly from chip i:o chip. 
Chip 2047/3/20, for example, was found to exhibit a slight 
increase in its noise in the range T = 50-60 lJ S; while for other 
chips, no such effect was observed with T as long as 80 lJS. 
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The value of T to use largeiy depends, therefore, on the output noise 
spectrum exhibited by the particular chip in question. 
well have to be a compromise between that necessary 
Of ten, it may 
to achieve the 
lowest readout noise possible, and a somewhat lower value chosen to 
avoid making the time required to read out the chip inconveniently long. 
Considerations of this nature, however, are of course application 
dependent. 
(iii) ceo output transistor drain-source current 
It was expected that the GEC CCO wouid show a transition in its output 
noise when changing from surf ace to buried-channel operation, dependent 
on the bias voltages applied to the output trarisistor (see Chapter 4). 
In general, P8603s have been operated with. Ids "' 1 rnA which satisfies 
the conditions necessary to ensure buried-channel opera~ion. A factor 
of two increase in noise was observed by increasing the current above 2 
rnA (at T "' 150 K). No significant decrease· in noise was observed by 
operating with Ids < 1 rnA. 
As a result of optimizat~on with respect to all of the factors discussed 
above, a readout noise of ~5 electrons nns was achieved with most 
P8603s tested. Some chips were found to exhibit slightly worse noise in 
the range 6-10 electrons rms, while the best device tested to date was 
measured at 3.5 electrons rms. 
5.4 Charge Transfer Efficiency and Threshold Effects 
The most important aspect of a CCO's performance is argUably its charge 
transfer efficiency (CTE); the ability of the device to transfer a 
charge packet from one potential well to the next. Incomplete transfer 
results in some charge being left behind, which appears in the readout 
as a deferred charge 'tail' in pixels trailing that within which the 
packet was originally collected. 
The CTE perfonnance quoted of the best devices available to date is 
typically ~0.99995/transfer. It is now recognized, however, amongst 
those developing CCO systems for optical astronomy, that the GTE quoted 
by a ceo manufacturer can usually be taken only as a figure for the 
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performance to be expected at moderately high itluminCJ.t:i.on levels (i ~e. 
Z, 103 electrons/pixel). At the lowest signal ievels typically 
encountered in astronOmical work (~ 10-lOOs electrons/pixel), CTE is 
often found to b-e much worse (see for example: Gursky et al., 1980; 
Geary and Kent, 1981; Gunn and Westphal, 1981; Blouke et al., 198J; 
Thorne et al., 1986a). 
Poor GTE at low signal levels has been attributed to the presence within 
a device of 'spurious potential pockets' (see for example: Janesick et 
al., 1984). These are localized either within or adjacent to the charge 
transfer chartrtels and are generally found to occur either at th~ 
interface between a chip~s im(lging area and its readout r~gistet, or 
within the pixels themselves. The effect of an empty pocket is to 
capture charge until it is full. The fact that a certain amount of 
charge is needed to fill the pocket before any furth'er charge cari . be 
transferred past it means that it gives rise to a 'threshold effect'. 
Tli~ si.tbsequent release of charge from the . pocket into empty, trailing 
pixels is seen as a deferred charge tail and therefore as poor GTE. 
The GTE performance with regard to GEG GGDs was found to vary from chip 
to chip but the ovetaii conclusions can be summarized as follows: 
(i) vertical GTE ( Le. GTE along the imaging area columns) 
it was found that a certain ~ilnount of smearing of a charge 
packet detected on a zero background (i.e. otherwise empty 
potential wells') is not tincominort. Th-is - ts· most- ·dearly 
observed in the smearing of cosmic ray events detected on. a 
chip with zero background charge (tigures 5.5 and 5.6). 
(ii) horizontal GTE (i.e. GTE along the output register) 
horizontal GTE was found to be generally good, indep_endent of 
whether there is any background charge present or not. 
However, one particular chip was fo.tincl :i:o. exhibit quite poor 
GTE with cosmic ray events being smeared over mariy pixels 
(Figure 5. 7). The cause of this was eventt.faUy traced to a 
'trap' defect located within the output register quite close 
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Figure 5.5 
VERTICAL SMEARING OF COSMIC RAY EVENTS 
Figure 5.6 
HORIZONTAL SMEARING OF COSHIC RAY EVENTS 
Figure 5.7 
to the charge detection amplifier. This is demonstrated by 
the single cosmic ray event (marked in Figure 5.7) read out 
on the output side of this trap which shows no deferred 
charge taiL 
·The more serious problem, therefore, is the vertical smearing of charge 
on a zero background. This may cause severe non-linear distortions in 
line profiles in low light level spectroscopic applications if the 
dispersion is in the vertical direction. It was thought that this 
problem could be attributable to: 
(:t) bulk trapping states (Mohsen and Tompsett, 1974) within the 
imaging area, and/or 
(ii) the transfer from the imaging atea into the output register. 
However, because there was found to be no significant difference in the 
extent to which cosmic ray events were being smeared at opposing ends of 
the imaging area, it was suspected that the probiem was arising not in 
the imaging area itself, but instead, at the interface between the 
imaging area and the output register (to be referred to as the 'V+H' 
interface). To investigate this further, a series of iow level uniform 
illumination exposures were taken; the images reproduced in Figures 5.8 
and 5.9 show examples of the results. Charge has clearly been lost from 
tohe first few rows to be read out (i.e. those closest to the output 
register at the top of the image) which is symptomatic of a threshold 
effect. There is- also some column to column vatiad.on in the severity 
of the problem as shown by the jaggedness of the threshold edge. When 
exposures of differing illumination level were taken, the product of the 
exposure ievel (i.e. electrons/ pixel) and the mean number 'Of empty rows 
was found to be constant and this was defined as the threshold level. 
Not all GEC CCDs were found to show this effect but for those that did, 
the threshold levei was ~ 300 electrons. 
The questions which then arise are: 
(i) what can be done to overcome the presence of a V+H threshold. 
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Figure 5.8 
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Figure 5.9 
(i_i) what factors affeci: CTE performance. 
It was expected that the precise form of the CCD drive clock waveforms 
would have some bearing on CTEo It was also found, hm-1ever, that the 
temperature at which the chip is operated is of some importance. 
(i) drive clock waveforms 
The important parameters of the drive clock waveforms are: 
(i) clock amplitude 
( i-i) clock dse and fali times 
(~ii) clock phase overl~p 
(iv) the relative levels of the vertical (V0) and horizontal (H0) 
clocks 
A useful test when attempting to optimize ·the drive clock waveforms is 
to look for asymmetry in the profiles of cosmic ray events o In doing 
so, however, one has to be careful not to confuse an apparently poor CTE 
arising from a V+ H .threshold with the inefficient transfer of a charge 
packet ·along a charge tta.nsfer channel o 
The clocks were initially set so as to be similar in form to those 
recom.mend_ed by - .GEC .(EE\L Technical Note No. 6,. _ l_982).o. Some 
experimentation was t~en undertaken in order to establish how each of 
the above parameters affected; firstly, CTE performance in generai, and 
secondly, V+ H thresho~d level o 
summarized as follows: 
(i) clock amplitude 
The overall conclusions can be 
It was found that there was no advantage in making the ampiitude 
of either the (Vf/J) or the (Hf/J) clocks any greater than 10 V as 
recommended by GEC. It did not, for ex.ampie, help to improve 
poor transfer efficiency or reduce V+~ threshold level. There 
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was also discovered to be a critical amplitude of "' 8.5 V below 
which the clocks would not operate satisfactorily. 
(ii) clock rise and fall times 
SymnJetrical clocks were adopted (i.e. equal rise and fall times) 
with transition times of ~ 1 11 s for the H0 clocks and a slightly 
longer time of 
"' 211 s for the V'/J clocks. it was discovered that 
the transition times were not too critical, and in particular, 
that times in the range 1-2 11S gave as good a transfer 
efficiency as could possibly be achieved. Adjusting the 
transition time of the Vf/J clocks was also found to ha_ve no effect 
on V+ H threshold level. 
(iii) clock _ph~s~ ov~rl~p 
GEC suggest a SO% overlap betweeri adjacent clock phases but :i.t 
was found th~t, in general, an overlap of 75% gave better results 
and- that fine tuning ,of the overlap could give some improvement 
in GTE. 
( iv) the relative levels of the V0 and H0 clocks 
In order to be sure of preventing a spillage of charge from th~ 
output register back into the array imaging area, it was found 
necessary to make the iower level of the V'/J clocks 0.5 V more 
negacive CLe • -more 'off') than- the lower level ot- the n0 clocks. 
Adjtisi:ing the relative levels appeared to make no impact on a 
~hip exhibiting poor CTE or on V+H threshold level. 
To summarize, it was found that provided that the drive clock waveforms 
are basically to the form specified by GEC (EEV Technical Note No. 6, 
1982), then none of the parameters is too criticaL In particular, it 
was found that fine tuning of the clocks was unlikely to improve 
transfer efficiency sighificantly in a CCD exhibiting very poor CTE and 
did not reduce the quantity of charge captured by a V+H threshold. 
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(ii) temperature consid.erations 
GTE was found to be a function of operating temperature in that some 
P8603s were seen to exhibit a marked smearing of charge when operated at 
temperatures below i 10 K. Because this was found to be worse at 
regioris furthest from the output node, it was concluded that the problem 
was arising within the charge transfer channels rather than at the V+ H 
interface. Degradation in GTE with decreasing operating temperature has 
been attributed to a reduction in thermal energy necessary to provide 
phonon assistance for electron emission from spurious potential pockets 
(Janesick et al., 1984). 
The problem remains, of course, of what to do about the presence of a 
V+H. threshold. One solution is to illuminate (preflash) the device 
prior to {:ln exposure w:t.fh. an opticai bias charge (fat-zero) so as to 
. ' . . .. 
. provide a background charge which fills the potential pockets when the 
real image is subsequently tead out. A preflash of 100 E!lectrons per 
pixei would leave only a· few rows affected' but over the remainder of 
the imaging area, would .add significantly to the read noise of the 
device -dl.ie to its own shot noise (10 electrons rms). With the 
realizat+on of a charge detection ampHf:l.er readout noise of 5 electrons 
rms, a prefiash background charge in excess of 25 electrons/~ixel 
provides the greater conb:ibution to the total system readout noise. 
The pr~ci~e level of the prefla~h is therefore of some importance. What 
is reqi,Jired is a method which enables the V+lt threshold to be filled 
w:i.tho~t placing a significant background charge throughout the remainder 
of the_ :l,m<3:ging a_re~.•. J:l.l~. JQH<l~ing pr9ced}lre has been deyi~ed to 
achieve this: 
Following a preflash of ~ 200 electrons/pixel, all but the last two 
rows of the prefiash image are read out. The idea is that the two 
remaining rows contain sufficient charge to fill the threshold when the 
real image is subsequently read out. However, if the real exposure 
results in a zero background close to the interface such that 'zeta' 
charge is repeatedly transferred into the output register during the 
readout, then the threshold would soon empty and the problem of charge 
'stealing' would te-occlit. Therefore, a second, iower levei (~ 20 
electrons/pixel) preflash is done ~rior to the reai exposure which, 
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~hile contributing on1y slightly to the readout noise, provides 
sufficient background charge to prevent the threshold's pockets from 
emptying. 
A further refinement would be to read out all 578 lines of the first 
preflash image and to inhibit the horizontal drive clocks during the 
real exposure so that the charge held within the threshold's potentiai 
pockets is not cleared out. 
This technique has yet to be tried with the P8603 but some early results 
with a Thom.son-CSF CCD (w:i,th a similar V+H threshold problem) suggest 
that it wii.l be sutc~ssfUl (Thorne et al., 1986a). 
5.5 Defects 
'fhe d~fects (or blemish artifacts) found in P8603 CCDs fall into several 
categories: 
( i) traps 
(ii) column defects 
(iii) luminescence defects: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
blenii~h lum;inescence 
diffusicin luminescence 
' . . 
clocking luminescence 
In the case of traps and column detects, there is nothing that can be 
done to overcome them and so the number of these to be expected :i.n a 
typical device is of importance. The effects of luminescence defects, 
on the other hand, can usually be either significantly reduced or 
eliminated altogether by some optimization of the drive clock waveforms 
or the bias voltages supplied to the chip. 
(i) traps 
A trap is a point defect within a charge transfer channel which absorbs 
the first n electrons which are transferred through it, leaving behind 
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it what appears as a "'dark streak"', It is similar in its behaviour, 
therefore, to that of the previously described potential pockets of a 
V+H threshold. Traps are most easily observed by taking a low-level 
(~ 100 electrons/pixel) uniform illumination exposure and inspecting 
the resulting linage for dark streaks, The image reproduced in Figure 
5.10 is an example of such an exposure. A profile through a trap, 
illustrating its threshold-like behaviour, is shown in Figure 5.11. 
The number of rows which are affected behind a trap has been found to 
v~ry markedly from one trap to another and to decrease with increasing 
exposure level, i.e. the length of a dark streak shortens with 
increasing quantities of background charge, again symptomatic of 
threshold-like behaviour. Some traps have been found to affect only a 
few rows on a background of ~ 100 electrons/pixel whereas others have 
" 
been seen to affect ;(, 100 rows on a background of ;(, 1000 
electrons/ pixel. In view of th:ls, it is not sensible to attempt to 
ascribe a number to characterize the .... depth .... of a typical trap, i.e. the 
number of electrons which it absorbs. 
Given their large capacity and non-linear nature, it would not appear 
possible to correct for traps with subsequeht data processing. Aii that 
can: be done, therefore, is to note the positions of traps within ,a 
device (i.e. J.Hoduce a "'defect map"') and to ignore the data from those 
pixels read out from behind them. 
The number of traps will determine the largest "'clean"' area of the chip 
. availaple• Ag'ain, ,H-is difficutt to give a typical number because of 
the large vadation found from chip to chip and the problem of 
characterizing their severity; it has often been found to bear no 
relation to the cosmetic quality grading of the device purchased. One 
of the "'cleanest"' P8603s examined (in fact the chip used to commissicin 
FOS) was found to have C1 total of 7 traps. The image reproduced in 
Figure 5.10, on the other hand, is seen to contain 16 traps while other 
devices have been found to possess even more. 
(ii) column defects 
The term "'column defect"' is used here to refer to a defect which either 
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partially or completely tenders a column within a chip's imaging area 
unusable but in a way that differs from that of a trap defect. Several 
forms of column defect have been seen in P8603 CCUs: 
a) 'dead' columns 
b) 'partially dead' columns and 'black-and-white pairs' 
c) 'hot' columns 
A dead column is one- which shows no sign of having integrated any 
charge:,_ no ma·ttcr h:ow 'much it has received from an exposure, and thus 
appe~rs as a 'black:'·: li~e in the resulting image. In son1e cases, a 
colullln --!]lay be affected: along its et1tire length whereas in other cases, 
Exalnples of complet,ely dead and 
part:laliy dead columns are evident within the images reproduced in 
Ffgures.5 .• 6, 5.9 and 5.].5. 
'Anothe-r .form of the part_ially de_ad column defect which has been. found. to 
: ,' b~ quite common in- P8603s is that of the ~black-and-white pair' o The 
dead Golumn is accompanted by an adjacent column of equal length which 
contai-n ,an ~xcess of _sp)iriol1s charge; an example can be seen ln Figure 
5o15. The effect is 'attributable -to the charge from the dead column 
having leaked acrossinto the adjacent column. 
In contr:a~t, a 'hqt-"' column is one which is simply found to contain 
~~c~s_s _ ?PUJ:"iOI,lS _ ch9:rge _ and thus appears 
image. 
as a 'wtH-te' line within - an 
Like trap~, the number_of column defects likely to be found in a typical 
device is obvious:Ly important o In the case of column defects, however, 
a correlation was observed between the number of bad columns within a 
device and its cosmetic quality grading. Again, it is difficult to- give 
a typical nu~ber but most devices examined to date have been found to 
possess at least one column defect of one sort or ariother. 
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(iii) luminescence defects 
Luminescence defects have the characteristic of being light emitting 
which results in the creation of unwanted spurious charge. Blemish 
luminescence defects have been found to be quite common f.n P8603 CCDs 
whereas diffusion aQd clocking luminescence have only occasionally been 
observed. 
a) blemish luminescence 
A blemish luminescence defect (often referred to as a 'light emitting 
defect' or 'LED') originates within a single pixel and is a very strong 
source of light emission. In some cases, a LEb can c·ause a large 
proportion of a chip's imaging area to become saturated with charge 
,;.;ithin a ina,tter of ortiy a. few secondr:;. A LED is distinguished from a 
".da.rk current spike' in that it shows no temperature dependence. 
LEOs occur because of a low impedance and a resulting electrical 
breakdown within a pixel between eithet: 
(i) two adjacent vertical clock electrode phases, one being held at 
the 'high' clqcking vo"itage level, the other at the 'low' 
clocking voltage level; ot, 
(ii) the electrode being held at the 'high' clocking voltage level and 
the under;Lying substrate. 
It was d..iscovered that the light emission from a LED could .. be 
si~nificantly curtailed by adopting the tti-level clocking scheme shown 
in Figure 5.12. While it was found necessary to have a 10 V clo.ck 
ampl:ttude to ensure proper charge transfer' it was also found that 
holding the V'/J2 electrode (i.e. that under which charge is collected 
during an exposure) at a lower 'integrating level' (Vi), - 2 V more 
positive than the lower voltage level (VL) of the vertical drive clocks; 
is sufficient for charge integration and stops the light emission from a 
LED. The light emission will re-occur, however, when the voltage 
applied to the V'/J2 electrode is raised from the 'integrating level' to 
the 'clocking level' during readout. This residual effect, however, is 
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confined to the colufun containing the LED which then appears as a ~hot 
column' in the resulting image. The white line on the left-hand sid~ of 
the image reproduced in Figure 5.5 is an example or a 'hot column' 
arising from a LED defect which has been controlled with tri-level 
clocking. 
b) diffusion luminescence 
Diffusion luminescence originates within the p-n junctions of a CCD's 
iriput/output structures. Its cause has been attributed to the 
differ~ntial bias voltage to a junction approaching a state of avalanche 
bre·akdowh, resulting in imf>act ionization causing gener<ttion-
reco~bination of e-h pairs and light emission (Janesick et al.' 198'4). 
The effect has orily been obse.rved in one P8603 in which it was found 
that a small amount of charge. was being continually injected into the 
~hip's :i.)naging area from the anti...:bloom::lng gate-drain structure· at the 
top of the array c(:Le. the end opposite to the output register) giving 
.the appea·rance of a, Jagged edge of excess dark current charge. Lowering 
the voltage differentiai (VA:im-VABG) ftom 24 V to ~ 22 V was found to 
stop the injection. 
c) c~ockit1g luminescence 
Clo~kirig luminescenc~ i~ a source of light emission which results simply 
f tom . t.he acti()n of clocking ele<:trodes. It has <?nly occasionally been 
observed in . PS60J . ccn's~, . occut~lng withfri tl1e out,pui:' Yegister' ~and 
resulting in an injection of charge into the ~hip's imaging area. The 
white jagged edge seen at the top of the image reproduced in Figure S.i3 
is a result of clock,ing luminescence. Inhibiting the horizontal drive 
clocks during an exposure has been found to overcome the effect. 
5.6 Full We.ll Capa(!ity and Dynamic Range 
An important aspect of a CCD' s imaging characteristics is its full well 
capacity, i.e. the quantity of charge which can be collected within a 
pixel before it saturates. Taken in conjunction with the readout noise 
of the device, it defines the dynamic range which can be achieved. 
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CLOCKING LUMINESCENCE 
Figure 5.13 
Fuli well capacity is defined here as that quantity of charge for which 
a plot of variance against signal level departs from linearity. For the 
P8603, this was found to be ~ 190,000 electrons (Figure 5.14) which, 
wi~h a readout noise of 5 electrons rms, gives a dynamic range of "' 
38,000. 
A consequence of adopting the previously described tri-level vertical 
clocking scheme to combat light emitting defects is that it can have a 
severe effect on the full well capacity of a device. The critical 
parameter is the voltage differential (Vr-VL) between the integrating 
voltage level (V1 ) of the Vf/J2 clock (i.e. that phase under which the 
potential wells are formed and charge is collected) and the lower 
voltage level (VL) 6f the clocks (see Figure 5 .12). It appears i:hat 
there is a threshold value of Vr-VL in the range 1.5-2.0 V above which 
the well capcicity is constant but below which it decreases with 
decre~~ing VI-VL. 
This effect was observed in the PS603 used to commission FOS which was 
found to possess a particularly severe light emitting defect. Setting 
Vc.VL to 2.0 V was not sufficient to prevent the luminescence from 
creating charge in many columns even within a relatively short exposure 
of ~ 1 minute. It was found that a lower value of 1.5 V was necessary 
to confine the charge to a single column but thai: this also had the 
eff,ect of reducing the well capacity to ~ 27,000 electrons as shown in 
Figure 5;14. 
5-.7 · Unif o.rmity of. Response 
Pixel i:o pixel and large scale variations in the responsivity of the 
P8603 were inves t:i.gated wHh the aid of a uniform source of illumination 
and a set of broad hand filters. 
The pixel to pixel non-uniformity was determined by measuring the 
variations in signal ievel recorded within an array of 20 x 20 pixels 
with an .intensity of illumination such that these dominated over shot 
no~se. Larg~ scale non-uniformity was measured by obtaining several 20 
x 20 piXel ar.rays from all areas of the chip, calcuiating the mean 
signal level for each array, finding the difference between the maximum 
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and minimum values of these means, and finally dividing by the mean 
signal level of the iin,:tg~ as a whole. The results are given below: 
Colour B v R I z 
Pixel to pixel non-uniformity (%) 2.6 1.8 1.5 1.2 1.2 
Large scale variations (%) 7.6 4.2 3.8 2.6 2.4 
Both pixel to pixel and large scale non-uniformity was found to be 
greatest in the blue which can be attributed to variations in electrode 
thickness giving rise to vat'iations in photo11 absorption. At longer 
wavelengths, the absorption by the electrodes is less significant and 
therefore the uniformity is much less dependent on the electrode 
structure. The reni.aining non-uniformity at near infrared wavelengths is 
pfesurriably dtie to small variattons in pixel size. 
Interference fringes which are a character is tic of thinned chips, but 
have also been observed in some front-illuminated RCA CCDs (Fowler et 
al., 1981), were not evident in the P8603. 
5.8 Dark Current and Sutface~State Effects 
In principle, the measurement of a CCD's dark current should be 
straightforward. At first, however, ::i.t proved extremely difficult to 
obtain consistent results. At an operating temperature of 150 K, there 
were found to be _two circumstances under which there was a measurable, 
but over a period of ~ 1-2 hours, steadily decreasing rate of dark 
current generation: 
(i) after first switching the system on. 
(ii) after exposing the chip to full toom light and the['eby saturating 
it. 
The effect can be attributed to charge having reached surface-state 
trapping sites at the Si-Si02 interface and subsequently being slowly 
released into the device. Buried-channel operation no['mally prevents 
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the interaction of signal charge with the Si-Si·Oz interface, but it 
would appear that the above are two cases where charge is injected into 
the surface. 
Wiving recognized the ·problem, it was possible to obtain consistent 
measurements of the P8603's dark current characteristic. At an 
operating temperature of 150 K, there was found to be no detectable dark 
current cha~ge after a collection period of 30 minutes. This places an 
upper limit on the rate of dark current generation of 0.07 
ele,ctrops/pi1{e1/minute. The noise associated with the dark current 
charg~ will therefore be i11s:l..gnificant compared to the readout noise for 
ci;>11~etidn p~riods of at lea,st 2 hours. The first evidence of a non-
zero dark cur.rent, seen in the form· of dark current 'spikes' (i.e. 
fndkV'id.i:ud pi.:X~J.s with a notably hi~h.er rate of dark current generation, 
§6irietf~es ref.erted to a 'hot pixels') was observed at operating 
temp~~atures in the range 160-170 K. 
In ~ummary, the dark current charge generated within the P8603 at 
oper-ating tempei:atures b~low 160 K can be neglected over collection 
period's of ~ 2 hours. 
The problem of charge being slowly released into a chip from the Si-Si02 
interface as a res·uit of over illumination warrants further discussion 
because it reveals the rossibility that if pixels become saturated with 
charge during an exposurei a residtial image may develop some time after 
the real image has been read out. To investigate this further-, a smali 
source of bdght iil.umination was projected onto a CCD. Following an 
exposure of sufficient duration to ensure that those pixels imaging the 
source would saturate, the CCD was read out and then immediately read 
out a second time. No residual charge was observed in the second image 
but a small quantity <~ 30 electrons/pixel) was detected when the ceo 
was read out a third time, approximately 15 minutes after the second 
readout. It would appear that a signal of ~ 5 x 105 electrons/pixel is 
required to produce the effect but further work is necessary to quantify 
this more reliably. The implication, however, is that over 
illumination, possibly from a calibration arc source or- a strong 
emission line feature, could affect the subsequent expos~re. 
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5.9 Cosmic Ray Events 
In the absence of a significant rate of dark current generation, cosmic 
ray events are likely to be the limiting factor in determining the 
lorigest exposure which can be made with a CCO. Since there is nothing 
that can be done about cosmic rays, the rate at which events are 
detected and their size (i.e. the number of pixels over which the charge 
is spread) needs to be known. 
The event rate for the P8603 was measured at 0.039 events/ cm2/ second 
which is consistent with the expected rate as calculated by Leach and 
Gursky (1979). In the absence of charge smearing; resulting from poor 
charge transfer efficiency and/or the effects of a V+ H threshold, 
typical events were found to occupy ~ 2-4 pixeis. Tracks with charge 
deposited in many more pixels, a result of particles incident obliquely 
upon a chip, have also been occasionally observed (Figure 5.15). 
Using the figure for the measured event rate, it is a fairly simply 
m~tter to estimate the duiafion of an exposure undertaken .with FOS for 
which it could be expected that one cosmic ray will have passed through 
that portion of the chip imaging the spectrum. For the simple case of a 
fits t oqler spect.tum only, with. the object signal spread :lateraily over 
3 pixels, this works out to be ~ 1500 seconds (assuming each event to 
affect 2 pixels). 
It is obviously important that no additional events are introduced by 
any loca-l radioactivity within the ma.terials of the cryostat. One 
particular copper block used inside the cryostat was found to have just 
this effect, making the event rate apparently four times higher than 
usual. Some care is therefore necessary to ensure that this problem is 
avoided when developing new instrumentation. 
5.10 Conclusions 
The characteristics of the P8603 CCO are summarized in Xable 5.1 It is 
important to consider their implications with regard to the use of a 
P8603 ceo in Fos. Here, and in spectroscopic applications in general, 
low signal levels are to be expected and so the important aspects of a 
CCD's performance are: 
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COSMIC RAY EVENTS 
Figure 5.15 
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( i) readout noise. 
(ii) charge transfer efficiency. 
(Hi) low signal level non-linearity arising from the effects of a 
threshold. 
(iv) cosmetic q~aiity. This is particularly important in applications 
such as· tos wh~re the optical design dictates that the image is 
proJected onto a speCific area of the chip. 
The typical performan·ce of P8603 CCDs w:i. th regard to each of these 
as'pects can be summarized as foilo,ws: 
(i) a readout noise of 5-10 electrons nris was achieved in almost all 
cases, which is at ieasi: as low as that of any other currently 
available CCD. In this respec;t, therefore, the P8603 is well 
suited to the .appl:l.ca:t:i.on. 
(ii) charge transfer efficiency was found to be good. 
(iii) some chips were found to have a threshold which can give rise to 
an apparently poor low signal level charge transfer efficiency. 
( iv) cosmetic quality . was found i:o vary ftom chip to chip, often 
bearing no relation to the commercial grading of the device. 
The selection of .a chip shotild th~refore ideaily be based on the 
foilowing criteria; these being the only ones showing a significant chip 
to chip variation: 
( i) ideally, the chip should have no threshold. The use of a 
preflash background charge prior to an exposure can overcome the 
problems associated with a threshold, but this will inevitably 
result in some incr,ease in the effective readout noise due to its 
own shot noise. Furth~rmore, it is importaht that the preflash 
illumination is uniform across the chip and repeatable for the 
purposes of calibration, which may present some practical 
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problems. Fu.rther work on the new pref1ash technique described 
earlier may provide a partial solution to the problem. 
(ii) it should b~ of acceptable cosmetic quality. 
However, at the time that a CCD had to be installed in FOS for 
c6mml$~ioning, only two .chips were available to choose from, and much of 
the work with regard to threshold effects had yet to be done. Of these: 
( i) the firs-t chip was very obviously unsuitable because of its poor 
cdsmetic ~ua~ity~ 
. . 
. ( U) tl"le second chip, on the other hand, was found to be remarkably 
free. pf defecEs within. t-he centre of its imaging a tea, and was 
th~ie.fore. Cl~ose~-.· , . 
The·· selected . chip was known i:o ekhib:h some smearing of cosmic ray 
events in the vertical direction (i.e. in the direction of ciispers:lon) 
which -was later at'trl,buted to a threshold· problem. However, its 
implicatJons were ·orily fully appreciated after the first few 
cdmmisslon:ing - ruils when FOS was first· used to observe very faint 
objects;- 'a1i.d so it is ·.more appropriate that these results should be 
di~cussed ~Hh regard to its pe~fotmance with real astronomical data. 
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Table 5.1 P8603 CCD .CI-IARACTERISTICS 
Quantum efficiency 
peak 
10% points 
1% points 
readout noise 
charge transfer efficiency 
V+ H threshold 
-. 
'· 
UnHor!lliS)' of response (blue -· infrared) 
piXel-pi~el (%) 
large scal'e (%) 
iriterference fringes 
·~:, __ } .. 
Dark c~rrent (~t 150 K) 
Cosmic ray event rate 
- it6 -
42-46% at 740 nm 
460 nm, 930 urn 
390 urn, 1020 urn 
5-10 electrons rrns 
good in the absence of a V+H 
threshoid 
300 electwns 
~ 7 
~ 1 
~ 190,000 electrons 
~ 38;000 (o 
2.6,...L2 
7.6-2.4 
rione 
5 e nns) 
~- 0.07 e/pixel/rnin. 
~ 0.039 events/cm2/sec. 
AUTOMATION OF WOS CCD FOCUS ADJUSTMENT 
6.1 Introduction 
FOS has been design~d with a novel facility to allow remote focus 
adjustment of its ceo detector with the spectrograph mounted in position 
nn the telescope and operational. 
The objective was to ease the optical alignment of the instrument by 
incorporating automate_d dtfve mechanisms which \•muld permit the position 
of the CCD within the camera t_o be adjustable wtth the· CGO cooled and 
·p.itining. The operation of these ddve mechanisms with simple co111mands 
from the t~lescope's instrumentati6n control comiJUI:er further sitnpi:Lfies 
tHe alignment procedure by aHowing focussing to be carried out frol11 the 
observer's control console. Hartmann shutters N'ere also incorporated to 
enable thP. focus to be assessed by taking ceo exposures of a comparison 
arc lamp' and examining the Hartmann shift of spectral lines. 
This chapter is cqncerned with a technical description of the automated 
mechanisms, the development of their drive electronics and control from 
a microprocessor. 
6.~2 Microprocessor Control of Telescop'e Instrumentation 
The _r_~c;_eri~_ t_l;'e_M towards the automatio_n of teiescope irt,s~~ll}e_ntation 'h"a~ 
gree~tly'_increased the efficiency and ease with which astr:onomical data 
may be obtained. An important development in this field has been the 
application of microprocessors to instrument control (van 13reda and 
P~rker, 1983). Figure 6.1 illustrates how this concept has been 
realized at the LPO. 
Where appropriate, an instrument's mechanisms are automated with 
electromechanical actuators and transducers. The 'low-level' control 
and monitoring for these mechanisms is provided by a microprocessor 
mounted either within or alongside the instrument on the telescope. An 
RS232C asynchronous serial lirik is used for carrying 'high-ievei' 
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command and status information between the microprocessor and the 
outside world. This will normally be connected to the telescope's 
instrumentation control computer thereby permitting operation from the 
observer's console. However, an RS232C interface also allows the 
microprocessor to be operated in a stand-alone mode from a VDU for 
instrument development and diagnostic purposes. 
The dis tt:i bu ted intelligence gained from the employment of 
microprocessors reiieves the demand for low-level control from the 
instrumentation computer. In turn, this allows more efficient use of 
the computer in running more complicated tasks such as high-speed data 
acquisition from detectors, data display and reduction, and providing a 
'user-friendly' interface between the instrumentation and the 
astroriqlljer. In th~s. way, the role of the computer may be orientated 
'·mcire ,t.O~-?atds tlle scietJ.tif:l.c requirements of the observer. 
6.3 Microprocessor El,e¢tron;ics Hardware ahd Softw.:lre 
A bt'ief introduction to the microprocessor electronics hardware and 
softwa.re l1Sed in this proj~ct is given in following sections as a 
foreword to a detaile'.4 destrl'ption of the spectrograph's automated 
mechariisf!!S and i:he design of ttieit controi electronics. 
6 .~. 1 Modtllar Micr.oprdc~ssor System (MMS) 
The MMS is an RGO-des:i.gned microprocessor system for the control of 
iri&ttumentat:lori on the . INT (Fisher, 1980). Its function is to 
_],_ ·- . - -. -
pFovide standaTd micrqpi:'ocess:i.ng hardware irt a modular form from 
which appli~atiohs with qUite different requfre!]i.ents can be 
assembled. The •. aim is to reduce th~ problems of providing a 
g~neral support and repair service at a remote site, allowing the 
replacement of cards to be used as an initial approach to fault 
diagnosis. 
The MMS is designed around the Motorola 6800 microprocessor and its 
family of peripheral interface and support devices. Eurocard 
standards are used throughout the system with connect;ions through a 
purpose-designed microprocessor bus backplane. A basic system 
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consists of a procbssotj me~ory and an interface for RS232C serial 
communication. Additional cards for driving stepper motors or for 
reading encoders ~ay then be added as required. 
6.3.2 MMS FORTH Software 
The MMS runs FORTH software, chosen for its combination of. high 
execution speed, efficiency and powerful interactive command 
structure. 
FORTH was invented in the late 1960s for use with a radio telescope 
at the Kitt Peak Nati·onal Observatory (Moore, 1974). Sin(!e then, 
:l.t has been· adopted at many ohservatod .. es for a variety of 
applications ranging from telescope control to data acquisition and 
an~lysis. 
A go()d :l.ntroduct()t:Y ~ext to the FORTH language has been written by 
Brodie ( i981) ~ Some of :Lts more important concepts and the 
implementation of FORTH on the MMS are described briefly. 
(i) the dl~tionary 
FORTH is an interactive language that uses a linked 'dictionary' 
fot ,interpreting wor.ds input ftom a terminaL Each word (or 
deflrittid~~ in the dictionary defines a procedure for the execution 
of previciusiy entered words iower in the dictionary. 
A FORTH system contains a basic dictionary that includes 
definitions tised by most applications. Programming consists of 
adding ~urthet definitions to the dictionary to form an 
'application vocabulary'. Definitions may be entered either 
throJgh the terminal orj more usually, loaded from a disc. Logical 
jumps and loops, both definite and indefinite can al1 be 
implemented within dictionary definitions. 
Good FORTH programmes are constructed from definitions containing 
only a few logical structures. Because all definitions remain 
accessible to the user, each part of a programme may be checked 
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individually in a simpie interactive way. This is of great 
assistance in programme debugging and makes FORTH ideally suited to 
the development of instrument control systems at an engineering 
level. 
(ii) the parameter stack 
A parameter stack is usuaily used for the communication of data 
between sections of programme. 
also stored temporarily on 
Numbers input from the terminal are 
the stack from where they can be 
recovered liter by a definition. The use of a stack gives rise to 
rcvets_e poLish notation where arguments precede their operators. 
(iii) Promforth 
The FORTH software impiemented on the illts is called Promfotth 
{Parker; i98i). It contains all the standard features of FORTH but 
has been designed to run from a dictionary stoted in read-oniy 
memory. The software is configured so that on power-up, the 
microprocessor jumps to the head of the application dictionary and 
commences programme execution. This enables Uie development of a 
self...;contained .instrument conttoi system which will run from 
switch-on and which requires no additional programming by the user. 
6•4 A1,1tomation of FOS CCD Focus Actjtistment 
Figure 6.2 is. a schematic showing the optical 13.ssembly of FOS, the 
actuators and encoders of its automated mechanisms, and their connection 
to a iocal microprocessor controller. The automated mechanisms are 
treated as belonging to two independent subassemblies: the spectrograph 
camera and the Hartmann shutters. 
6.5 Spectrograph Camera Assembly 
The spectrograph camera assembly houses the optical components, the CCD 
and the focus adjustment: drive mechanisms. A cross-section through the 
camera enclosure is illustrated in Figure 6.3 and a photograph showing 
an external view of the a_ssembly is reproduced in Figure 6 .4. 
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The caiTie.r:a faceplate supports the grism cell containing the cemented 
assemlHy of _~-rating, cross-dispersing prism arid aspheric corrector 
plate. The came-ra mirror is mounted at the opposite end of the 
enclos'Ure~ Its flat annular edge is used as a reference surface for 
locatiog the field.,.f1ai:.tening lens in a position specified by the 
optical desigri. 
A fibreglass vane structure supports the field-flattening lens in the 
centre of the beam (Figure 6.5). The vanes are clamped to an annular 
ring, referenced from the camera mirror by three invar rods. A second 
annuiar r~ng and fibreglass vane structure supports a copper block and 
the CCD behind i:he f:i;eid .... flattening lens. The CCD is clamped to the 
front face of this block to ensure a good thermal contact. 
In operatio,rt, the CCD is co9led by c'ondtiction through a cold finger 
emanating from the copper block. This is connected via a flexible 
copper bra~f<;I· and a copper rod to the liq\fid nitrogen cryostat appended 
to the camera enclosure. The block is regulat-ed to a temperature of 
150 K by an external ser'v'o amplifier of the type described in Chapter 3. 
A small printed circuit board mounted beneath the CCD provides 
eleci:.tical ~orinections ftom the drive electronics. 
With a ,camera focal ratio of f/1.4, a precise optical alignment of the 
CCD is essential. The focus is adjustable by axiai and tiit 
displacement of the CCD with respect to the field-flattening lens. This 
is achieved by means of three -independent micrometer screws spaced 
equally around the CCD support ring at positions above the invar rods • 
A bearing is located .in the base of each of the male micrometer screws 
and the set of three bearings are registered in a kinematic seating 
arrangement at the ends of the invar rods. The matching female 
micrometer threads are fixed inside the CCD support ring, enabling the 
CCD to be displaced by rotating the screws. 
6.5 .1 t1o.torized Focus A9Justment 
The camera's focus adjustment mechanisms are motorized to enable 
their re1note ciperatiori. Oriel Motor Mike actuators were chosen for 
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this application because of their design for precision positioning 
coupl~d with the small physical size of their pi:kkaging • The 
employment of stepper motors was excluded by. the limitations of the 
space envelope surrounding the camera faceplate a,nd gr:i.sm cell 
(Figure 6.4). 
The Oriel Motor ~iike combines a miniature DC motor with integrai 
485:1 reduction gearing to rotate a fine-pitch micrometer screw in 
a precision threaded nut. The components are housed in a package 
similar in size to a conventional manual micrometer. 
High fesolut:lon positioning is ~thieved by stepping the motor with 
driye puls,es of 12 V DC. amplitude. Sp,eed is dependent ori drive 
;puh;e width arid duty cycle. Drive pulse polarity must be reversed 
to. change the dir,e·ct'ion of tr.avel. 
The l1otor Mikes are mounted outside the camera enclosure off the 
faceplate, and in this application, they are used as precision 
shaft rotators. Each is coupled to its corresponding focus 
adjustment micrometer by a linkage.· consisting of a shaft passing 
through the faceplate, a double ~<:nuckle joint and splines. G-ting 
seals located within the faceplate ensure that the vacuum inside 
the enclosure is maintained. A photograph showing the complete 
assembly of Motor Mikes, linkages and focus adjustment mechanisms 
is reproduced in Fig~re 6.6. 
6.5. 2 Eyaluation of .Motor ,Mike Performance 
The design objectives for focus adjustment called for: 
(i) axial d:lsplicement of the CCD over a 2 mm range. 
(ii) positioning to a resolution of 5 ~m. 
The manufacturer's specifications of the l1otor Hike suggested its 
performance to be more than adequate for this application, claiming 
unidirectional positioning to 0.01 ~m resolution. Initially it 
wa:s proposed that the focus position could be inferred from a count 
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of drive pulses applied to the motor; obviating the necessity for 
additional position encoding. However, soine doubt was expressed 
concerning the repeatability of positioning irt the presence of a 
varying drive load anci, in particular, backlash encounteced both in 
the Motor Mikes and the linkage coup\fngs to the focus adjustment 
micrometers. An extensive investigation of the Motor Mike's 
performance was therefore undertaken, the aim being to observe the 
variation in incremental displacement with drive pulse width and 
axial load, and ~lso the severity of backlash and the repeatability 
of positioning. 
Figure 6 .} :;;hows selected examples of unidJrectional drive 
chara'ttetistics obtained with a dial gauge attached to a Hotor Mike 
spindle to measure displacement. A pulse generator \Wrkirig in the 
'orie-shot' mode was used to ,drive the Hotor. 
The conclusions drawn from this work were: 
- a Motor Mike is capable of positioning to a resolution better 
than 1- ~m. 
- driving a 2 Kg load, the incremental displacement is proportional 
to drive p~lse width for pulses of width greater than 4 ins. 
- fat a given pulse width (10 ms @ 12 V amplitude), the incremental 
displa~ement decrea~es non-linearly with increasing axial load. 
- the backlash encol}n,tered 'in reversing the dire~tion of Motor Hike 
travel is of order of 6 ~m and_ load dependent. An iilttempi: to 
calibrate it in terms of a fixed number of drive pulses proved 
unsuccessful. 
Therefore, although smaLl incremental displacements can be 
achieved, the load dependence and the effects of backlash render 
repeatable p-ositioning impossible without additional encoding, 
especially in consideration of the complex loading presented by, the 
focus adjustment micrometers and their linkages. 
conclusions were: 
The overall 
- position encoders should be incorporated within th~ focus 
adjustment mechanisms. 
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5 
- the design of ele~tranics to drive the Notor ~li.ke from the local 
microprocessor controller should permit complete s.oftware 'control 
of drive pulse g~n~r~tion, thereby allowing the implementation of 
a 'clos~d-loop' control system for focus adj~s~ment. 
6 .S .3 Motor Mike Drive E.lectronics 
The design of the electronics to drive the Motor Mikes was largely 
dictated by the requirements for: 
- microprQcE!ssor softw?re control of dr:i.ve pulse width. 
- software control of drive pulse polarity to enable )ji~:firectional 
t r;avel. 
. . 
..,. inclepei1dertt control. fot each Hotor Mike. 
' : . . < ·- :. ' ·.· ·' . . ' 
- com(Jatibility with the. Mt'is stcmdind. 
A sch.ematic of a singie Motot Mike drive channel :l.s shown iri Figure 
6.8. A~al~gue ·switches are used to generate the drive pulses and 
defi-ne their polarity. 
- Switches SW3 art4 s,W4 enable the selection of either a positive or 
a negative 12 V DC drive voltage depending on ~he logical state 
of DRIVE DIRECTION CONTROL. 
- Switches SWl. and SW2 enable the selectfon of either the ± 12 V 
drive vo'it~ge or ground depending on the_ logical state of DRIVE 
PULSE CONTROL. 
Table 6.1 summarizes the control required to generate a drive 
pulse. 
The drive voltage signal output from SW1 and SW2 is passed to a 
unity voltage gain, high current amplification booster (MC1438R). 
This device incorporates an adjustable current limit to ±300 mA 
and is well suited to . driving the reactive ioad presented by a 
Motor Mike. 
An MMS compatible Eurocard was designed to enable three Motor Mike 
drive channels to be independently controlled from a Motorola 6821 
- 1?-4 ~ 
1-rj 
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OCl 
c 
t-f 
(t) 
0\ 
00 
MOTOR 
MIKE 
<r---:::L.. 
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MOTOR MIKE DRIVER 
ANALOGUE 5~1 ITCH 
DG 303 
SVJ1 
SW2 
GNO 
DRIVE VOLTAGE 
!12V 
1....----+-----1 0 DRIVE PULSE CONTROL 
+12V.:> I 0 
SW3 
-12V~W4 
·---+--1 
L...-.------------u DRIVE DIRECTION CONTROL 
peripheral interface adaptor (PIA), (Figure 6o9)o One of the PIA's 
registers is configured as an output port to provide DRIVE PULSE 
WIDTH and DRIVE DIRECTION CONTROL for each drive channel (Table 
6o2)o A combination of hardware address decoding (A2-Al5) and 
microprocessor programme control (AO, Al) is used to select the 
PIA's internal registerso These are configured during system 
initialization; thereafter, i:he Motor Hikes are controlled by 
loading instruction data into the appropriate registero 
Table 6ol HOTOR HIKE DRIVE CONTROL 
DRIVE PULSE CONTROL DRIVE DIRECTION CONTROL 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
CONTROL OPERATION 
No motion 
No mot i.on 
-12 V drive voltage 
applied (backward 
mot.ion) 
+12 V drive voltage 
applied (forward 
motion) 
Table 6.2 HOTOR HIKE PIA DRIVE CONTROL BIT ASSIGNHENT 
I CHANNEL 1 CHANNEL 2 CHANNEL 3 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------------l 
!PIA REGISTER BIT DO Dl D2 03 D4 D5 I 
1---------------------------------------------------------------------l 
I FUNCTION DIRECTION DRIVE DIRECTION DRIVE DIRECTION DRIVEl 
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6.5.4 Focus Adjustment Position Encoding 
The focus adjustment position encoding is provided by miniature 
Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) transducers 
supplied by RDP Electronics (type 222-0050). 
Figure 6.10 shows a schematic of the LVDT, its control electronics 
and electromechanical output characteristic. The transducer 
consists of a primary coil and two secondary coils symmetrically 
spaced on a cylindrical formel:". A rod-shaped annature which is 
free to move inside tl1e coil assembly provides a path for magnetic 
f~ux linking the prima~y and secondary windings. 
The primary coil is energized by a 5 V, 5 kHz AC supply provided by 
the tr.ansduce-r-'s external control electronics (RDP Electronics -
oscillator an:d demodulator, type D7). This induces a voltage in 
each of the secondary windings. These are connected series 
opposing so that tlie two voltages are of opposite polarity. The 
net output of the ttarisducer is the difference between th~se 
voitages, which is zero when the armature is in the central (or 
null) position, 
displacement: •. 
and which varies linearly with armature 
The differential oritput is cabled to a phase-sensitive demodulator 
in the control electronics. This genetates an analogue DC voitage 
output, proportional both in magnitude and polarity to the 
armature's displacement from nulL A TO kn output load impedance 
is needed for correct operation of the demodulator. Output ga:ln 
and offset are adjustable to allow user alignment and calibra~ion. 
In this application, it was convenient to use only ± 1.024 mm of 
the transducer's nominal working range of ± 1.25 mm in order that: 
the range of position encoding should match the binary output: 
encoding of an analogue-to-digital converter. The control 
electronics were adjusted to give ±4 V DC output over this range. 
The transducers are mounted inside the camera enclosure, one 
adjacent to each of the focus adjustment micrometers. Their coii 
housings are fixed in the field-flattening lens support ring and 
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their armatures are located by nylon screws mounted off the CCO 
support ring. The screws permit the alignment of each transducer 
during final stages of camera assembly. Rotating the focus 
adjustment micrometers displaces the ceo support ring, and hence 
the LVDT armatures, resulting in a corresponding change in the 
encoder outputs. (Note - the LVOTs were not fitted when the 
photographs reproddced in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 were taken). 
6.5.5 LVDT Signal Conditioning and Oigitization 
The analogue outputs from the LVOT demodulators have to be 
digitized in order that the microprocessor can read the focus 
position. An MMS analogue-to-digital converter (AOC) card was 
chosen for this purpose. 
Examination of the anaiogue output from the LVOT's demodulator unit 
revealed an inherent noise component of 40 mV peak-peak, 
attributable to the 5 KHz AC supply to the transducer's primary 
winding (see the upper trace of the scope photograph reproduced in 
Figure 6. i 1). For maximum encoder resoiution, this noise must be 
attenuated prior to digitization. Signal conditioning electronics 
incorporating a low-pass filter were designed for this purpose, 
taking into account the following aspects of the system. 
(i) The de!'Jign objectives of the focus adjustment system are 
satisfied by a design with positioning to 4 lJm resolution 
over a range 0-2044 ll m. Analogue-to-digital conversion of 
at least 9 bits precision is therefore required. 
(ii) The specifications of the HMS AOC: 
- 16 input channels to a sample-and-hold amplifier (3 
channels are needed) 
- sample acq uis :l tion time = 18 J.l s 
- 12 bit analogue-to-digital conversion 
- input signal range, -5 V to +5 V 
- 1 analogue-to-digital conversion unit (1 ADU or LSB) 2.44 
mV 
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(iii) 12 bit digitization over a 0-2044 ~m range provides position 
encoding to 0.5 ~m resolution. This permits the design of a 
closed-loop microprocessor software control system that 
attempts to position to 0.5 ~m accuracy, but which 
recognizes that an encoder readout satisfying the user 
requested position to 4 ~m resolution is acceptable, Le. 
the software only has to position to one of the 0.5 ~m 
positions within a 4 ~m window. The advantage of this 
system is that the possibility of drive control hunting to a 
position defined by least significant bit data is much 
reduced by having a range of values which are acceptable 
within the window. Repeatable 12 bit analogue-to-digital 
conversion (neglecting ±0.5 LSB conversion error) 
necessitates that the noise from the LVDT is attenuated to a 
level of less than 0.5 ADUs. 
(iv) The LVDT demodulator output of ±4 V has to be scaled to 
match the ± 5 V input range of the HMS AOC (i.e. a voltage 
gain == 1. 25 is required) • This means that the LVDT noise 
will be scaled proportionally to 50 mV peak-peak at 5 KHz 
( 200 ~ s period). Digitization to 12 bits precision with a 
sample acquisition time of 18 ~s, which is much smaller than 
the time period of the noise, will result in non-repeatable 
conversion amounting to 20 ADU peak-peak which is equivalent 
to 10 ~ m position resolution. The aim is to attenuate the 
noise to below 0.5 ADU at 5 KHz (i.e. to below 1.2 mV) while 
maintaining unity voltage gain at low frequencies so as to 
preserve the response time of the system at frequencies 
relevant to the servo control system. 
A Butterworth second-order, low-pass active filter (see for 
example: Hilburn and Johnson, 1973) was chosen to provide the 
necessary attenuation of the LVDT' s noise. A circuit diagram is 
shown in Figure 6.11. The components were selected to give a cut-
off frequency of 78 Hz, which is greater than the maximum 
digitization rate and which, with a voltage gain response 
characteristic of -12 dB per octave, gives 75 dB signal attenuation 
at 5 KHz. The response characteristic of the filter is shown in 
Figure 6.11. 
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The filter was found to have the desired effect, attenuating the 
LVDT's noise such that it could not be detected against ±0.5 LSB 
digi tization error. For comparison, the scope photograph 
reproduced in Figure 6.11 shows the filter's input and output 
signals and the resultant attenuation of the LVDT's noise. 
6.5.6 Signal Conditioning Electronics 
The design of the LVDT signal conditioning electronics is shown in 
Figure 6.12. There are three stages in the signal chain: 
(i) Input Buffer 
- a differential amplifier of unity voltage gain. This 
provides common-mode rejection of any extraneous noise 
induced in the cabling from the LVDT demodulator unit. The 
10' kn load resistance needed for correct operation of the 
demodulator is connected across the inputs to the 
amplifier. 
(ii) Low-pass active filter (as described above) 
(iii) Scaling amplifier 
- an amplifier of voltage gain 1.25 to scale the 
demodulator's ± 4 V outpiJt to the ± 5 V input range of the 
MMS ADC. 
An MMS compatible Eurocard was designed to accommodate three signal 
conditioning -channels. A circuit diag-ra,n is shown in Figure 6.13. 
6.6 Hartmann Shutter Assembly 
The Hartmann shutters provide a means of assessing the camera focus by 
taking CCD exposures of a comparison arc lamp and examining the Hartmann 
shift of spectral lines. The shutters are located in the f/15 diverging 
beam between the folding-flat mirror and the spectrograph camera. A 
photograph of the assembly is reproduced in Figure 6.14. 
Each shutter blade is connected by a shaft to a pneumatically operated 
95° rotary actuator (Kuhnke, type 701.000). The shaft is rotated by the 
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Figure 6.14 
application of compressed air through one of two pneumatic supply 
inlets. The direction of rotation is determined by which of the two 
inlets the supply is applied to. 
Soleno~d valves (Kuhnke; type 65.111) gate the compressed air supply to 
the actuator inlets. Gas pressure need only be maintained for the 
period of shaft rotation (approximately 2 seconds with a pneumatic 
supply of pressure 70 psi). In operation, the compressed air supply to 
the soienoid valves is obtained from an outlet on the IDS. 
Slotted proximity switches (Hettich, type SO 35 A/R) are used to encode 
the open and closed posit_ions of each Hartmann shutter. The switch 
contains a miniature oscillator and a det~ctor positioned on either side 
of a slot. The osciliator induces a signal in the detector which is 
interrupted by the ins~rtion of a metal b1ade inside the slot, thereby 
causing the switch output to change state. 
Two proxi~ity switches and a metal blade attached to the rotary actuator 
shaft encode the position of each shutter. The design ensures that the 
metal blade is located inside one switch when the shutter is open and 
the other switch when the shutter is closed. An open, closed or 
interni.edlate .· position of the shutter may therefore be determined by 
reading the output status of each switch. 
6.6.1 Microprocessor Control 
The Hartmann shutters are interfaced to the local microprocessor 
· controller through an MMS peripl~eral interface adaptor (PIA) card 
(Figure 6.15). 
Port B of the PIA is configured as an output register. Bits PBO-
PB3 are connected to the solenoid valves via open-collector buffers 
and enable independent drive control for each valve. To open or 
close a shutter, the microprocessor is instructed to set the 
appropriate register bit for a period \<lhich is sufficient ~or the 
pneumatic supply to complete the rotation of the actuator shaft. 
Port A of the PIA is configured as an input register. Bits PA0-PA3 
are connected to the proximity switches from which the 
microprocessor can read the position status of each shutter. 
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6.7 Local Microprocessor Controller Electronics 
A block diagram of the local microprocessor controller electronics is 
shown in Figure 6.16. The components and the:lr functions are listed 
below: 
(i) MHS microprocessor card - Hotorola 6800 microprocessor. 
(ii) MHS 16 Kbytes memory card (1) - populated as follows: 
8 Kbytes EPROH (Hex COOO - DFFF) containing Promforth. (A 
memory map is sbpwn in Figure 6.17) 
2 Kbytes EPROH (Hex F800 - FFFF) containing microprocessor 
reset and interrupt vectors. 
(iii) MHS 16 Kbytes memory card (2) - populated as follows: 
4 Kbytes RAM (Hex 0000-0FFF) containing FORTH stacks, 
variables and system v~riable~. 
6 Kbytes EPROH (Hex 1000-ZFFF) containing the application 
dictionary. 
4 Kbytes RAM (Hex 3000-3FFF) containing FORTH disc buffers 
and any additional appiicadon dictionary entered from the 
engineer's terminal. 
(iv) MMS buffer, reset, timer card - only the reset circuitry is 
used; it~ function is to activate the microptocessor reset line 
on switch-on. This causes the microprocessor to access its 
reset vector from which programme execution is directed to the 
head of the FORTH application dictionary. 
(v) MHS ACIA card - populated with two Motorola 6850 AG1As each of 
which is configured to operate at 9600 baud. One channel is 
dedicated to command and status communication with the 
telescope's instrumentation control computer. The other channel 
remains available for the connection of an engineer's terminal 
for diagnostic testing of the controller. 
(vi) MHS PIA card -for control of the Hartmann shutter assembly. 
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Figure 6.17 
(vii) Motor Mike driver card. 
(viii) LVDT signal conditioning ca~d. 
(ix) HNS analogue-to-digital converte~ ca~d. 
A Eurocard chassis houses the HMS components, the LVDT oscillator and 
demodulator units and power supplies. Military Pat te~n lOS connectors 
mourtted on the rear panel provide the wiring inte~face to the 
spectrograph camera, the Hartmann shutters and the instrumentation 
control computer. 
6.8 Software Development 
The local microprocessor controller software was developed on a Motorola 
Exorciser. This was connected through a User System Evaluation (USE) 
module to an l1MS chassis housing the electronics needed to drive the 
Motor Mikes, read the LVDTs and control the Hartmann shutter assembly. 
In this configuration, the microprocessor within the MMS chassis is 
replaced by the USE module so that programme execution and peripheral 
addressing is directed through the Exorciser's internal microprocessor. 
Floppy discs were used f~~ programme sto~age. The procedure used to 
develop the target appiication software is outlined below: 
(i) The software was written on the Exorcise~ using its facilities 
for programme editing. A compiled FORTH application dictionary 
was generated to run in RAH located within the Exorciser and its 
basic operation was tested. 
(ii) The software was modified to allow the generation of a dictionary 
which could be copied to RAM located within the MMS chassis to 
work in conjunction with Prornforth. 
(iii) A copy of the MMS RAM-based application dictionary was modified 
to link its header to the microprocessor's reset vector thereby 
creating a system which would run in a stand-alone mode from 
switch-on. This software was programmed into EPROMs and 
installed within the MMS. The USE module was removed and 
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replaced by an MHS microprocessor card thus completing the target 
system. 
6.9 Application Programme 
Figure 6.18 shows the organization of the local microprocessor 
controller application programme. It consists of an interrupt service 
routine and five background tasks which are executed :i.n a round-robin 
sequence. 
The iriterrupt service routine reacts to command messages received on the 
RS232C serial communication link with the telescope's instrumentation 
computet. It checks.the format of a received message to ensure that its 
instrument and task identification characters are valid (see 6.9.1 
Communication Protocol) • The data of accepted command messages are 
copied into a variable ~ttay ieferred to as the Command Table (SETTAB). 
The spec.t rograph' s mechanisms are controlled by four background tasks; 
three are dedicated to the Hotor Hikes, the fourth to the Hartmann 
shutte:r ... assembly. Each task interrogates the Command Table for new 
instructions, performs any nec~ssary control action and enters mechanism 
stat us iri a common variable array, the Status Table (STAT). 
The fifth background task (~ETURN) supervises the trarismission of status 
messages on the serial link in response to status request commands 
entered in SETTAB. Character transmission from the controller's ACIA 
Ghannel · is interrupt driven. A mechanism's status is sent either 
immediately or when the mechanism has completed its current operation 
depending on the nature of the status request command. 
6.9.1 Communication Protocol· 
A protocol was defined for command and status communication between 
the INT's instrumentation computer and the FOS microprocessor 
controller. Each message consists of a string of ASCII characters 
as outlined below: 
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INTERRUPT 3 - MOTOR- MIKE 1----~ 
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BACKGROUND TASK 
STATUS RETURN FLAGS 
AUTO-STATUS I TABLE ~- / A FLAG r--- RETURN FLAGS 
" 
AUTO-STATUS READY FLAGS. J' OFLAG ~-
STATUS FROM BACKGROUND TASKS 
(1) Command Messages 
Command messages ar-e divided into two categories (mechanism and 
status) but are of a similar for-mat: 
Command message: (Xxxxxxx 
'(' open-bracket is an instrument identification 
character for- FOS and is tr-eated by the controller 
as the star-t of a new command message. 
'X' X = A,B ,C, or D is an identif icai:ion character- to 
one of the mechanism background tasks. X = S 
identifies a request for status. 
'xxxxxx' six hexadecimal data digits which define the command 
type and the instr-uction data. 
(la) Mechanism ·command~ 
There ar-e thr-ee C01iunands available for the control of each 
mechanism: 
(i) STOP: (XOOOOOO 
STOP aborts the mechanism's cur-rent contr-ol action and 
sets it to an inactive (default) state. 
(ii) AUTOMATIC MOVE: (XlOxxxx 
AUTOHATIC MOVE instructs the mechanism's control task to 
initiate movement to a position xxxx. The task checks the 
instruction data to ensure that the requested position is 
valid, i.e. within a predefined r-ange. It monitors the 
pr-ogress of the movement and checks for possible system 
failure. When the instruction has been completed, 
AUTOMATIC MOVE is abor-ted and the mechanism is set to its 
default STOP state. 
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(iii) ENGINEERS~ (X30000P 
ENGINEERS is available for hardware diagnosis, enabling 
each component of a mechanism to be checked individtlally. 
The data 'p' defines how the mechanism is to be driven. 
(lb) Status request commands 
Two commands are available to request the controller to return 
mechanism status: 
(i) AUTOMATIC STATUS: (SlOxxxx 
.. 
Status may be requested for any number or combinadon of 
mechanisms using a single command. 
identifies a different mechanism. 
Each bit of xxxx 
AUTOMATIC STATUS 
instr~cts the background task RETURN to transmit the 
status of the mechanisms when they are set in a STOP 
state. If a mechanisrn is currently executing an AUTOMATIC 
MOVE command, RETURN waits for the move to be completed 
before sending the status. 
(:i.i) IMMEDIATE STATUS: (S30xxxx 
IMMEDIATE STATUS instructs RETURN to transmit the status 
of mechanisms identified by xxxx immediately, regardless 
of whether they are currently executing an AUTOHATIC MOVE 
command. 
(2) Status messages 
Status messages transmitted from the controller are of the form: 
Status message: )XPOxxxx CR LF 
')' close-bracket is an instrument identification 
character showing that the message was transmitted 
by the FOS microprocessor controller. 
'X' X = A,B,C or D identifies to which mechanism the 
status belongs. 
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'p' P = 0 shows the mechanism was set to a STOP state 
when the status was transmitted. 
p sho\vS the mechanism \vas executing an 
AUTOMATIC MOVE when the status was transmitted. 
xxxx' four hexadecimal data digits which are the 
mechanism's stattis data. 
'CR LF' status messages are terminated with carriage-return, 
line-feed characters. 
6.9 •2 1-:-MOTOR-:MIK.E Background Task 
1-MOTOR-MIKE is a background task dedicated to the control of one 
of the spectrograph camera focus adjustment micrometers. The other 
micrometers are controlled by similar background tasks: 2-MOTOR-
MIKE and 3-MOTOR-MIKI&. 
1-MOTOR-MIKJ& (mechanism identifier = 'A') enables focus adjustment 
in response to. STOP, AUTOMATIC MOVE and ENGINEERS commands: 
(i) 
(ii) 
STOP: (AOOOOOO 
- disables the drive voltage supply to the Hotor Hike. 
(Default s~ate). 
AUTOt-iATIC MOVE: (AlOOxxxx 
- enables focus adjustment to a position xxx as encoded by 
the Motor Hike's LVDT. xxx is in units of 4 llm in the 
range 0-2044 ll m (Hex 0-lFF). The following are 
monitored during command execution: 
(a) The total time for which the procedure has been in 
progress. If a system failure occurs which prevents 
the Motor Mike driving to the requested position, 
for example mechanical seizure, t~en a software 
timer aborts the procedure to prevent programme 
execution from cycling indefinitely. 
- q6-
( i:li) 
(b) The number of direction changes which occur during 
command execution. This is to prevent excessive 
hunting should the Hotor Mike continually overshoot 
the requested position. 
(c) Once the Motor Hike has driven to the requested 
position, a period is allowed for mechanical 
settling in the mechanism before control is aborted. 
During this period, any instability in the rest 
position shown by a changing LVOT reading causes 
positioning to be reactivated. 
ENGINEERS: (A30000P 
- enables the Hotor Hike to be tested by allowing d.irect 
access to its drive electronics. 
p 0 or 1 disables the drive voltage. 
p 2 applies a forward motion drive voltage. 
p 3 applies a backward motion drive voltage. 
The LVDT is not monitored and so it is possible to drive 
the focus adjustment micrometer outside the allowed 
range • The intention, therefore, is that this command 
should only be used to test the Hotor Hike after it has 
been removed from the spectrograph camera so as not to 
risk damaging the internal components. 
Figure 6.19 shows a structure diagram of 1-MOTOR-MiKE. The task is 
organized as an indefinite loop, executed within a round-robin 
sequence with the other background tasks. The main programme 
structures and FORTH definitions are outlined below: 
1-MOTOR-MIKE - the background task definition. At execution 
time, the task's parameter stack is constructed from default 
instruction data in the Command Table and some run-time 
condition flags. This is followed by entry of an indefinite 
loop. 
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Figure 6.19 
1NEW 
DISCARD OLD DATA AND 
FETCH NEW COMMAND. 
IF AUTO, ARRANGE FLAGS. 
IF ENGINEERS, OUTPUT 
DATA TO THE DRIVER 
PAUSE a FORTH definition which instructs programme 
execution to jump to the next background task in the round-
robin sequence. Programme execution proceeds from PAUSE when 
it returns to R-MOTOR-MIKE. 
The most significant byte of the instruction data currently 
held in the Command Table is tested to see if it is a STOP 
command. If true, l~TOP is executed. 
lSTOP - disables the drive voltage supply to the l1otor Mike. 
A non-valid STOP command causes a run-time flag held on the 
stack to be tested to see whether an AUTOMATIC l10VE procedure 
is currently active. 
directed to lAUTO. 
If true, programme execution is 
:D.AUTO - a structure diagram is shown in Figure 6.20. The 
com~and data is checked td en~ure that the r~qtiested position 
is valid, i.e. xxx is in the range Hex 0-lFF. If not, the 
AUTOHATIC MOVE procedure is aborted and the instruction in 
the Command Table is er~sed. 
lTIMER - maintains a count of the number of times iAUTO has 
been executed during the current AUTOMATIC HOVE procedure. 
System failure resulting in a count 'timeout' causes the 
procedure to be abotted. 
li.AGO - reads the LVDT to determine the current position and 
compares it for equality with the position requested in the 
AUTOHATIC MOVE command. 
!SETTLED 
satisfied. 
incremented. 
executed if the equality tested in iAGO is 
A counter of successive !SETTLED execution is 
The counter 'timeout' limit indicates 
mechanical stability in the mechanism in which case, the 
AUTOMTIC MOVE procedure is aborted. 
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Figure 6.20 
WRITE DRIVE 
BACKWARD DATA 
TO DRIVE 
SWITCH OFF 
1 ~~MOTOR~ MIKE 
TnEN LEAVE 
lHOHFAR - executed if the equality tested in lAGO is not 
satis~ied. The riumber of direction changes which have 
occurred during the current AUTOMATIC HOVE procedure is 
checked. A limit indicating excessive Hotor Hike hunting 
causes the procedure to be aborted next time lHOWFAR is 
executed. The difference between the current and requested 
position is calculated and a drive direction flag determined. 
The speed at which the Motor Hike is driven towards its 
target is decreased as it approaches to help prevent 
overshoot. iHOWFAR calculates how far to drive the motor in 
the current execution of lAUTO. 
lDRIV!Z - executes a loop in which power is applied to the 
motor and the current and destination positions are tested 
for equality. The loop is terminated when the equality is 
satisfied. 
iNEW - executed if the instruction data in the Command Table 
is not that of a STOP command and the run-tlme flag on the 
stack shows that an AUTOMATIC MOVE command is not currentiy 
in progress (Figure 6.19). New command data is retrieved 
from i:he Command Table and tested to determine the command 
type. For a new AUTOMATIC MOVE command, the run-time flag on 
the stack is set. For an ENGINEERS command, the instruction 
data are written directly to the Hotor Mike's drive 
electronics. 
!STATUS - reads the LVDT encoder and writes the data into the 
Status Table. A subsequent status request command results in 
the transmission of a status message of the form: 
)APOOxxx CR LF 
xxx the LVDT reading in units of 4 urn in the range 0-
2044 urn (Hex 0-lFF). 
p 0 
p 1 
indicates that the Motor Mike :is in a STOP state. 
indicates that the Motor Mike is currently engaged 
in an AUTOMATIC MOVE procedure. 
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6.9.3 HARTMANN Background Task 
HARTMANN is the background task dedicated to the control of the 
Hartmann shutter assembly. (Hechan:i.sm identifier = 'D'). Its 
programme structure (Figure 6.21) is similar to that of 1-MOTOR-
ID.Klll:9 organized as an indefinite loop with similar stack 
construction before loop entry and PAuSE control of task execution. 
The commands, the main task definitions and the status returned are 
outlined below: 
commands: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
STOP: (0000000 
- closes the solenoid ~alves thereby inhibiting the 
pneumatic supply to the rotary actuators. (default 
state) 
AUTOHATIC NOVE: (D10000nm 
- enables each shutter to be opened or closed. 
m 
m 
1 - close shutter A 
2 - open shutter A 
ENGINEERS: (D30000P 
n = 1 - close shutter B 
n = 2 - open shutter B 
- enables each solenoid valve to be tested individually. 
p 1 - open valve to close shutter A 
p 2 - open valve to open shutter A 
p 3 - open valve to close shutter B 
p 4 - open valve to open shutter A 
task definitions and status: 
4STOP - closes all solenoid valves. 
4AUTO - opens the solenoid valves as instructed in the 
command data thereby enabling the pneumatic supply to the 
rotary actuators. It maintains a count of the number of 
times 4AUTO has been executed during the current AUTOHATIC 
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DO EXECUTIVE * 
FOR EVER 
4STATUS 
READ THE PROXIMITY 
SWITCHES AND PUT THE 
DATA IN THE STATUS 
TABLE STAT. 
4NEW 
DISCARD OLD DATA AND 
FETCH NEW COMMAND. 
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TO SOLENOID VALVES . 
. I 
IF AUTO, RESET THE 
LOOP COUNTER 
MOVE procedure. The counter's timeout is calculated to 
ensure the valves a~e open for sufficient time for the supply 
to rotate the actuator shafts. 
4NEW - enables ENGINEERS control of the solenoid valves. 
'&STATUS - reads the proximity switches to determine the 
position of each shutter and writes the data into the Status 
Table. A subsequent status request command results in the 
transmission of a status message of the form: 
)DPOOaOb CR LF 
p 0 indicates the shutters are set to a STOP state. 
p 1 indicates the shutters are currently engaged in 
an AUTOMATIC Movg procE!dure. 
b (bit 0='i) shutter A is closed. 
b (bit 1=1) shutter A is open. 
b (.bit 2=1) shutter .B is closed. 
b (bit 3=1) shutter B is open. 
a (bit 0=0) attempting to close shutter A 
a (bit i='O) attempting to open shutter A 
a (bit 2=0) a·t.tempting to close shutter B 
.a (bit 3='0). atternpdng. to open shutter B 
6.9.4 Ertgineer's Termirtal Task 
The local microprocessor controller's resident software includes a 
terminal task which, under normal operation, plays a passive role 
in the control of the spectrograph's mechanisms.. Its function is 
to allow an engineer to test the system through a terminal 
connected to the controller's second ACIA channel. In this 
configuration, the engirieer has access to all of the FORTH 
definitions. In addition, new definitions may be entered which are 
compiled for temporary storage in the task's dictionary space. 
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CHAJP'Tl&R 1 
FOS COMMISSIONING 
7.1 Introduction 
FOS was assembled and optically tested at the RGO over the winter 
1983/84. It was shipped to La Palma in Hay 1984 and subsequently 
cominissioned on three separate observing runs in July and Decetnber 1984 
and in Hay 1985. 
The way in which FOS was set up on the INT during the first of these 
commissioning peribds is described briefly in this chapter. Also given 
is an outline of its operation, including its on-"line data reduction 
facilities, and a summary of its instrumental performance. 
7.2 Commissioning Schedule 
-- FOS was unpacked and reassembled on its handling trolley in an 
ingtrument test room within the INT building, nine days in advance of 
the first night of its allocated commissioning time on the INT. Doting 
the period leading up to its install~tion on the telescope, the initial 
alignment of the optics was unc\ed:aken, following a procedure dev.ised 
during laboratory testing at the RGO. _This required the ,lise of the CCD 
camera for obtaining test exposures, necessitating that the electronics 
were al~o ~et up in th~ te~t room and connected into the INT's c6mput~r 
data acquisition system. Besides enabling progress to be made with the 
.optical alignment, the presence of the ~lectronics in the test room also 
allowed the few remaining probierns with-. the hardware <imd its control 
software to be sorted out prior to FOS going on the telescope. 
FOS was installed on the INT during the afternoon preceding the first 
night allocated to observing. Host of the final optical alignment and 
focussing of the detector was completed during the ren\aining daylight 
hours, enabling the whole of the first night to be given over to 
observing. In all, five nights were aliocated to observationai 
commissioning of the instrument and assessing its performance. 
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7.3 Electronics and Computer Data Acquisition System 
A schematic of the electronics and the computer data acqui~ition system 
i.s shown i.n Fi.gure 7a L 
summarized as follows: 
The organization of the electronics can be 
(i) the ceo camera head electronics (preamplifier, digitization unit 
and temperature controller) were mounted within FOS' open-frame 
structure, immediately beneath the camera body assembly, in 
order that their connections to the inside of the camera vessel 
could be of minimal length. 
(ii) the ceo controiler and the local microproce~sor c6nttoller 
(connected to the camera head and focus adjustment mechanism 
subassemblies via 3 m cabling) were initially set up with FOS in 
the instrument test room in order to progress with the optical 
(iii) 
alignrfient. When FOS was later fitted to the telescope, t\:1ey 
were ins tal led in cubicles mounted off the bot tom of the INT' s 
mirror cell support structute. 
the CAMAC interface modules (the thre.e CCO camera modules 
described in Chapter 3~ and a_ commercial RS232C driver module 
for cominunication with the local microprocessor controller) were 
installed within a CAHAC branch crate in the CLIP (Control, 
Logic, Interconnection and Power) centr.e. This branch ctate is 
connected to the CM1AC system cr.;tte; located in the INT' s 
controi mom together with the- 'instrumentation computer: hardware 
and the astronomer's control console. 
The CCD controller and the local microprocessor controller were designed 
to be connected to their CAMAC interface modules through the multiple 
twisted-pair cabling installed between the INT's Cassegrain focus and 
the CLIP centre. However, this meant that in order to be able to 
operate the electronics in the instrument test room, it was necessary to 
have similar twisted-pair cabling temporarily installed in the ducting 
between the test room and the CLIP centre. 
The instrumentation computer control system supervises the control of 
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Figure 7.1 
all of the INT's instruments and the acquisition, display, reduction and 
storage of data from detectors. The heart of the system is a Perkin 
Elmer 3220 mini-comput-er which is equipped w:i.th the following 
peripherals: 
( i) a 98 Mbyte Ampex Winchester disc for the storage of data and a 
10 ~1byte Drico disc (5 Mbyte fixed, 5 Mbyte removable) for the 
storage of system software and application programmes. 
(ii) a Lexidata colour raster graphics display of 512 x 512 pixels 
with 12 bit planes (10 are used for the data display, the 
remaining 2 for graphics overlays). 
(iii) tw.o 9-track tape drives for archiving data. 
(iv) a line prihier with plotting capability. 
(v) system and user VDU consoles~ 
(vi) a 'mimic' display. This is an RGO-designed facility which shows 
schematically on a tv display, the current state of the 
mechanisms within each of the instruments in use (e.g 0 the 
various shutters, mirrors, filters etc.), and the light path 
thr6ugh the system in this conUguiadon. Relevant information, 
for example, slit width, dekker mask position, filter number 
etc., is also given. 
The computer runs Fortran software. in conjunction with Perkin Elmer's 
OS'--32 operating system. All instrument control and data acquisition are 
carried out using ADAM (Astronomical Data Acquisition Monitor), a 
software environment developed at the RGO. The approach has been to 
write the individual programmes which control the hardware and handle 
data in such a way that ADAM can tell them what they are to do, give 
them the data necessary to perform the required operationsJ and 
interrogate them for information. A powerful feature of ADAM is the 
facility for setting-up procedures to perform sequential tasks in a way 
not too dissimilar to the programming structure of. Forth. Standard 
procedures, generally involving complex series of operations, are 
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available within the basic system, but the ust';!r m~y also enter 
additlortal proced~res to s~~isfy specific requirements of the ob~erving. 
~.Jhile it is still possible to run the individual proetammes 
independently, under most circumstances the use of ADAt1 proced~res 
simplifies the operation of the instrumentation and thereby helps the 
user to make the m6st efficient use of the available observing time and 
to concentrate on the astronom1cal programme in hand. 
To integrate FOS' electroni_cs into the instrumentation control system, 
it was nece'ssary to write Fortr.an device handlet's which would operate 
within the AOAH envirot1ment (l'iartin, .1980). Thus, the software written 
to control the CCO camera on the labor.atory LSI-11/ 23 computer system 
had to be modified to run on t~e Perkin Elmer machine in conjunction 
with ADAM. Procedures also had to be written for communication with the 
local micropioriess6r crintroll~~. A mimic display specHic .·to FOS was 
not however .· devel.oped which me.ant th~t the standard display for the 
Acqi1isition and Guidance (A&G) unit and Intermediate Dispersion 
Spectrograph (IIJS) had to he used during commissioning, bearing in mind 
that only some of the information was relevant. 
Using FOS necessitates that the software is initialized, ADAM is 
star ted, . and the option of using FOS is selected on the observer's 
console. th·ereaf ter, the user has ac~ess to an extensive catalogue of 
.commands for controlling the inslru~entation~ obtaining status 
information froin it, and ex~=urtihing previously acquired data. These h~ve 
. . . 
been described in detail in the FOS user manual ( Breare et al., 1985); 
·but briefly' they include. commands for: 
(i) controlling the mechanisms within the A&G unit and IDS (e.g. 
mirrors, filter slides, slit width, dekker mask position, 
calibration lamps). 
(ii) controlling FOS' Motor Mike focus adjustment mechanisms and 
Hartmann shutters, and monitoring their status. 
(iii) taking a CCD exposure of the req~ired duratiori. When the 
exposure is finished' the ceo is automatically read out t the 
data displayed on the Lexidata, and during routine observing 
stored in a disc file. 
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( iv) changing the display options on the Lexidata (e.g. changing 
look-up tables to display the data in such a way as to highlight 
either the most significant or least Significant details of the 
data), zoom and pan control. 
(v) drawing a plot through an image and calculating the FWHt1 of a 
feature. 
(vi) arithmetic operations on an image and between a pair of image 
files. 
(vii) simple photometry functions such as calculating the mean and 
standard deviation of data within a pixel matrix, selected with 
the aid of a cursor. 
(viii) on~line data reduction of FOS data (to be-described later). 
7.4 Optical Alignment and Focussing 
Having assembled FOS in the instrument test room, connected the CCD 
camera electronics into the INT's computer data acquisition systemJ and 
es tablisl)ed that the camera was working satisfactorily, the initial 
alignment of the optics was undertaken following a procedure devised 
during laboratory testing at the RGO (Lowne, 1984). The procedure and 
the ways in which the necessary tests were performed are described 
below: 
(i). folding-flat mirror adjustment 
In order to ease the overall manufacturing tolerances, FOS' folding-flat 
mirror was designed to allow a small manual adjustment of its tilt so as 
to ensure that the beam from the slit could be made to fall centrally 
upon the camera grating. Setting the mirror to the correct position was 
necessary before any further progress could be made with alignment of 
the camera optics. 
The alignment was established with the aid of a purpose-built ~dummy' 
slit assembly (illustrated in Figure 7.2) comprising a tube with an 
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adjustable slit mechanism and an electronic shutter fitted at the top, 
and centrally positioned cross-t.;rires at the bottom. This was designed 
so that when bolted onto the FOS structure, the slit would be located in 
the same position as that of the IDS slit when FOS was later instailed 
on the telescope. 
The Hartmann shutter assembly was temporarily removed and the front of 
the camera strongly illuminated with a 60 W bulb. A white dot had been 
painted in the centre of the heat-shield assembly, located behind the 
CCD chip's support block (see Chapter 6, Figure 6.5), and this was used 
to trace the optical axis back to the slit. The brightest image of the 
dot as seen through the. aperture at the slit is its first order image as 
dispersed by the grating. The folding-flat was then adjusted until the 
red end of the dot'1:> image was seen through the slit to intersect the 
cross-wires, in which position the mirror is correctly aligned. 
The Hartmann shutter assembly was then refitted. 
alignment required that CCD test exposures were taken. 
(ii) camera angle ~djustment 
All subsequent 
'Having set the folding-flat to the position specified by the optical 
design; the next task was to ensure that the camera was set at the 
correct angle to the beam by observing the posi-tion of a spectrum on the 
CCD. FOS t.;ras desig-ned so that a line at 800 urn would image in first 
order in row 160, col~mn 289 of the CCD as illustrat~d in Figure 7.3. 
The camera vessel was designed with screw-adjustable ·kinematic seats 
spacing it off a mounting pl~te fixed within FOS' open-frame structure 
(Figure 7.2), enabling its angle with respect to the beam to be altered 
by rotating the screws within these kinematic seats. To set the angle, 
a portable copper-argon (CuAr) source was placed above the slit 
assembly, and a short CCD exposure was taken. Using the cursor facility 
on the Lexidata, the position of the 801 ilm line· within the CuAr 
spectrum was identified, this being sufficiently close to th~ specified 
800 om wavelength that it can be used to establish the alignment in 
pixel (160, 289) without making any significant difference to the image 
quality. The camera angle was then adjusted until the line was 
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eventually made to image in pixel (154, 301) , this being the nearest 
that could be achieved due to the rather coars~ adj-ustment on tli.e 
kinematic seats, but still within the tolerances specified by the 
optical design. 
(iii) detector rotation adjustment 
Here the objective was to align the CCD chip with the camera grating by 
rotating the ceo so as to align the columns of the chip to be parallel 
with the grating dispersion. To achieve this, the camera was designed 
so that the innermost part of the annular ring supporting the chip in 
the centre of the beam could be rotated through small angles by a 
linkage passing through the camera vessel's ~all to an external manual 
micrometer. The CuAr source was exchanged for a mercury (Hg) soUrce and 
tire position of the 546 nm line within the Hg spectrum, appearing in 
first and Second orders at opposing ends of the chip, was examined. The 
chiprs rotation was then adjusted until the 546 nm line was observed to 
fall in the sam~ ceo column (column 184). 
FOS was .now fitted to the telescope. Photographs showing FOS mounted 
beneath the IDS and the A&G unit are reproduced in Figure 7 ~4. Having 
also it1s"talle~ the electronics on the telescope ·and checked that the 
system was still working as expected, the temaining optical align1ilent 
and focussing of the CCD detector was car-ried out. The procedure was as 
follows: 
(i) realignment of the folding-flat mirror 
With FOS mounted beneath the IDS, the first task was to readjust the 
folding-flat mirror so as to correct for the small difference bet;ween 
the positions of the dummy slit and the IDS' slit, and thus ensure. that 
the beam from the IDS' slit was projected centrally upon .the camera 
grating. The alignment was examined by taking 10 second test exposures 
of the CuAr source within the A&G unit, with a narrow (50 lJm) slit, a 
short dekker, and a neutral density filter above the slit. The folding-
flat was then adjusted until the 801 nm line was made to image in pixel 
( 165, 286), the nearest that could be achieved owing to the coarse tilt 
adjustment on the mirror, but again within the tolerances specified by 
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the optical design. 
(ii) camera rotation 
Here the objective was to align the camera grating with the s1it by 
rot'ating the boay in its mounting plate to align the . camera so as 1mage 
of the slit to be parallel with the ceo rows. This was done by taking 
an exposure of the CtiAr source, with a long slit and a short dekker 
inserted, and examining the position on the ceo of the 826 nm line at 
either end of the slit image. To obtain a precise measure of its 
position, a programme called SLICE was used to obtain a profile through 
the line in the direction of dis~ersion, and to ~alculate the centroid 
of the line position by two methods: 
(i) by obtaini~g a gaussian fit 
(ii) by producing a weighted mean positi6n of th~ centre of the line 
In practice, the two methods were found to yield slightly different 
results; by as much as d.1 pixels in some cases, but with similar 
variations overall. The weighted mean method was arbitrarily chosen for 
obtaining the measurelllents reported below. After some adjustment of the 
camera orientation, c~rttroids for the position Of the 826 line at either 
end of the slit of 263.126 and 263.083 were obtained, the alignment thus 
differing by only 0.043 pii~ls along the lepgth of the,slit. 
-· (iii) axial focus adjustment 
Figure 7.3 illustrates the position of the three Motor ~likes with 
respect to the ceo chip. For convenience, these were labelled as S 
(slit), R (red) and B (blue).. The status information provided by the 
LVOT encoders is given as a number in the range 0--511 where 1 unit is 
equivalent to 4 \.im. These numbers on their own are not 
useful and consequently three other parameters were 
facilitate axial and tilt f6cus adjustment of the ceo: 
F (focus) 
particularly 
defined to 
the position at the centre of the ceo of a plane passing 
through S, Rand B, in LVDT units. 
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H (hangle) 
the tilt in LVDT units in the direction of main dispersion. 
V (vangle) 
the tilt in LVDT units in cross-dispersion. 
The necessary algorithms to convert the S, R and B numbers into F, H and 
V values, and vice versa, were written as subroutines within the Perkin 
Elmer software 
controller. 
for communicating with the local microprocessor 
Axial focus was optimized with the aid of the CuAr source, a narrow 
slit, the short dekker and the Hartmann shutters. In order to calculat.e 
the focus error, the centroid of the 826 nm line was measured from each 
half-aperture given by the Hartmann vanes in turn. The Hartmann ~hift, 
defined as the difference between the ~enttoids, in pixels (in the sense 
vane A open - vane 13 open), enables the focus error (in LVDT units of 
focus travel) to be determined from: 
Focus error Hartmann shift x Hartmann ratio 
The Hartmann ratib had been previously measured during laboratory 
testing at the RGO and found to have a vaiue of -15 (Lowne et al., 
1984) 0 
Having found a Hartmann shift of 0.4 pixels, and thus a focus er~or of 
... 6, the Mbtor Mikes were given comtilands to move by equal amounts so as 
to increase the F value by 6 LVDT units. In this new position, with 
focus position parameters of F = 293, ~ = 24 and V = 0, the difference 
in the centroids was found to be -0~003 pikels, giving a focus error of 
only 0.045 LVDT units. 
(iv) tilt adjustment of the ceo in cross-dispersion 
In order to optimize the tilt of the CCp in cross-dispersion, the long 
slit was installed, and the Hartmann shift of the 826 om line was 
measured at either end of the slit image. In the optimum position, the 
Hartmann shift should be the same along the length of the line. 
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The procedure of measuring the Hartmann shifts and making appropriate 
adjustments to the tilt of the chip was repeated iteratively untii 
shifts of -0.091 and 0.332 pixels were obtained with a tilt setting of V 
= 10. Although not equal in value, this position was found to give the 
minimum difference in Hartmann shift between the two ends of the line 
and was the.refore taken as the best focus position likely to be 
achieved. 
(v) tilt adjustment in main dispersion 
The final focus adjustment was to find the optimal tiit position of the 
CCD in the direction of main dispersion. This was done using the Hg 
source within the A&G unit and by measuring the Hartmann shifts of the 
546 nm line in the two orders. An incorrect setting of the tilt· should 
yield Hartrrian.n shifts which are equal in magnitude but of opposite 
polarity • HO'ileve.r, with the chip initiaily set with a tilt valUe of V = 
24, t11e shifts were found to be 0.163 and 0.088 pixels, both therefore 
positive in. value. In order to explain this, it was calculated that the 
surface of the chip 'ilaS bm-1ed to the extent of ± 10 )Jm. Several 
attempts were made to improve the focus, but it was eventually concluded 
that the original tilt setting with v. = 24 wa:s the best position likely 
to be achieved. 
(vi) final checks 
Having established a satisfactory focus of the detector, for which the 
focus position parameters were S = 273, R ~ 328, B = 280, F.= 293, H = 
24 and V = 10, a final assessment of the focus was \nade by measuring 
FWHMs for several lines within the CuAr spectrum, both on and qff axis. 
The results were in the range 1.2-1.6 pixels, largely depending upon 
whether a line fell centrally on a pixel or across two pixels, and in 
accord with the results obtained during laboratory testing at the RGO. 
The completion of the optical alignment preceded the first night of FOS' 
week of allocated observing time by a matter of only a few hours. 
During the course of the first night, it was discovered that when 
operating in one of the beam-switching modes (with two slots, each of 25 
arcsec width, and separated by 85 arcsec), the image from one 
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aperture fell on a dead column chip defect. Since it was felt that 
beam..,switching would prove to be a useful technique for simplitying sky 
subtraction, it was decided to readjust the folding~flat mirror so as to 
move the spectrum laterally. across the chip in cross-dispersion to a 
position away from the defect. This was done the following morning, 
when it was found necessary to move the spectrum tmvards second order by 
60 pixels, \vith the 801 nm line of the CuAr spectrum now appearing in 
pixe1 (220, 287) compared to the optimum position of (160, 289). In 
this position, chip defects were avoided in all but the long slit mode. 
The displacement was found to have introduced a small amount of 
vignetting at the ends of long slit images, but not to have had any 
serious .effect on the focus or image resolution. 
No further adju~t~ents to the optical alignment proved to be neces~ary 
during the r~maining week of commissioning. Over. this. period, for which 
there was no significant change in the ambient temperature inside the 
u6servirig dome, the focus position defined by the LVDTs w~s found to be 
stable to ± (units. It is important to note, however, that the LVDTs 
were never intended tb be treated a~ absolute position encoders and that 
their readings may be exp~cted to vary with the a~bient te~perature of 
. ' . . 
the camera body by approximately 0.6 LVDT uni.ts/°C, owing to the thermal 
expansion of the nyloh screws supporting the LVDT cores within their 
coil windings. This of course does not indicate a change of focus and 
in. fact over the 6 mo'nths following the commissioning run, during which 
"FOS was removed and refit t;ed to the IDS several times, the focus was 
reproduced to within measurement errors without any re-focussing being 
necessary.. The fact~ that the LVDTs -cannot ·be relied· upon as long-term· 
indicators of the focus, means that the only way to be sure that the 
camera is aligned correctly is to measure FWHMs for several lines from 
an arc source and compare the results with previously obtained values, 
summarized for reference in the FOS user manual (Breare et al., 1985). 
7.5 Operation 
Setting up FOS for an observing run necessitates: 
(i) configuring the IDS and FOS for FOS operation which involves: 
removing the folding prism within the IDS through an access 
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. ( ii) 
(iii) 
port so that the beam is allowed to enter FOS- through a hole 
in the bottom of the IDS. 
inserting a light-tight tube between the IDS and FOS. 
replacing the dekker and both of the below silt filter slides 
within the IDS 'with those specifically for FOS. 
vacuum pumping the camera-cryostat assembly (to ~10-S torr) and 
cooling the CCD to 150 K. This can take up to 12 hours and so 
must obviously be do.rie well in advance of observing. 
making apptopriat.e cable changes between the IDS' CCD and the 
FOS CCD data acqtiisition system (the IDS and FOS share the same 
cabling between Cassegrain and the CLIP centre) and; of course, 
swi~ching on the electtonics. 
These ~asks, howe~er, are all dtities of the LPO support staff. FOS has 
no moving- parts which the observer is required to adjust. There are, 
however, several checks that users can make to reassure themselves that 
t·he system is working as it should: 
(i) the most exha~~tive test is to initialize the FOS software and 
take a CCD exposure of an arc source. This test~ the e~tire CCD 
electronics, A&G, IDS arid FOS computer instrument control and 
data acqui~ition hatdware, and of course the control software. 
(ii) a second tiseful exercise is to check the focus of the CCD. The 
focus has proved to be very stable, however, since it was first 
set during commissioning, an'd so users are strongly "discouraged 
from attempting to aiter it. 
Having established that the system is wot"king as expected, the only 
decision to make is which mode of operatiqn to adopt. Thet"e are four 
possible modes of operation, selected by setting up one of the following 
dekker mask and field-lens/filter contigurations: 
Mode A: two S, 2 or 1.2 arcsec slots (12 arcsec centre to centre 
spacing) intended for beam-switching observations of point 
sources in both first and second orders. Each observation 
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requires ~ pair of ~x~osures (I & II) with the object positioned 
firstly in the left-hand aperture (L), and iecondly in the 
right-hand aperture (R). A 2-D sky-subtracted frame can then be 
obtained from (L-R)I + (R-L)II. 
Mode B: two 25 rircsec slots (85 arcsec centre to centre spacing) 
intended for beam-switching observations of extended objects in 
both first a.nd second orders. A clear field-lens is required 
beneath the slit assembly to avoid vignetting along the s.lit 
direction. 
Hade C: a 200- arcsec long siot for observing very extended or multi pie 
objects in first order only. A GG495 field-len~ is required ~6 
filter out the se'cond order ang ·to avoid vignetting along the 
slit. 
Mode D: a centralized 25 arcsec slot for single object work in first and 
second orders. 
The format of the data taken in these. modes is illustrated in Figure 
7 .5. The choice of which mode to adopt depends, of course> on the 
object(s) being investigated and the user's own personal preferences. 
Observing with FOS is sirriply a mati:er of setting up the required mode of 
operal:ion and running the system by entering the appropriate commands at 
the control console. , The most important is the RUN command which 
prompts for an object name descriptor, assigns a run number, clears the 
CCO, opens the IDS shutter for the reqUired exposure period~ and finally 
reads. out the data from the CCD to a disc file. Images are 
automatically displayed on the Lexidata. The FOS on-line data reduction 
package may then be used to assess the data while a new exposure is 
started. 
7.6 Data Reduction 
FOS' fixed-format design has allowed the development of an on-line data 
reduction package which aims to provide: 
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FOS OPERATING MODES 
(FORMAT OF THE DATA AS SEEN ON THt LEXIDATA DISPLAY) 
MODE A 
- two 1·2:' 2" or 5" slots, 
12·5 11 apart. 
both orders 
MODE C 
- 200" slot 
- yellow _field lens 
- first order only 
Figure 7.5 
MODE B 
- two 25" slots, 85 1' apart 
- clear field lens 
- both orders 
MODE 0 
- 25 1' slot 
- clear field lens 
- both orders 
(i) fully reduced and calibrated spectra a matter of a few minutes 
after the dat~ has been collected, thus enabling the astronomer 
to assess the dat~ in tandem with further observi~g. 
(ii) limited facilities for interactive classification and redshift 
determination for extragalactic objects. 
The package has already been described in detail by Parry (1986) and in 
the FOS user manual (Bteare et al., 1985). Here, therefore, only a very 
brief outline of its capabilities will be given. 
Table 7.1 summarizes the various modules within the data reduction 
package together with an indication of their functions. Those of most 
importance are the spectrum extraction and sky subtraction programmes. 
Taking each stage of the reduction in turn: 
(i) CCD column d~f~ct removal 
The programme ZAPCOLS allows the user to remove ceo column defects by 
prompting for the first and last columns def;lning an area to be cleaned 
by interpolation. Routine defect removal is unnecessary, however, 
because the sky subtraction programmes reject anomaious , pixels in the 
sky spectrum, and with the ceo chip currently installed in FOS, the 
object signal can only land on a column defect when operating in the 
long slit mode. The observer is expected· to take the necessary 
precautions to avoid this. 
(ii) cosmic ray removal 
If two similar exposures are taken so that two frames of data are 
available for comp~rison, cosmic ray events may be removed frbm the data 
using a programme NITPICK. This compares the ~wo frames, identifies 
deviating features above a specified significance level (usually 4 
sigma) in one, and replaces these pixels with the corresponding ones in 
the other frame. Photon noise is automatfcally allowed ~or using kno~n 
characteristics of the ceo. This routine is only necessary if the 
object signal is affeci:ed_as the sky subtraction software automatically 
applies a similar procedure across sky columns. 
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(iii) flat-fielding 
A flat-field correction can be applied using a programme DOFF which 
divides the raw data image by either a standard flat-field image file 
held on disc, or one generated by the user by taking several exposures 
of a tungsten source and combining them to produce a low shot noise 
average. 
(iv) spectrum extraction and sky subtraction 
Each spectral order has a. curvature which results primarily from the 
ctoss-disp~rsion introduced by the FOS optics but also atmospheric 
dispersion when the slit is close to the patallac~ic axis. This 
curvature can be mapped at. any zenith distance (z ~d) using a progtamme 
FOSCOFFS which is used to fit a high order polynomial to an observation 
of a bright poi-nt source. The polynomial coefficients are stored in 
named reference files. A set of default files (obtained from low z.d 
observations of numerous stars of extreme colours) are available which 
suffice in most circumstances. For observations at large z.a·, however, 
it is recommended that an ob~ervation of a bright star is obtai~~d and 
FOSCOFFS is Used to gene~ate a new set of coefficients. In this case, 
it is necessary to use ~APCOi.s to remove a hot column defect pre~ent on 
the current chip as this ~Qn~uses the software when searching for the 
spectrum. 
There are. two procedures avaiJable for extractin& the object and sky 
signals: EXTIUC. and l'RtM .. + CE}CEXT. Both t.ise the c'uivatt.ire files to 
define curved object and sky w~ndows from which a straightened sky-
subtracted spectrum is obtained. 
EXTRIC is a batch version designed spedfically for rapid assessment ·of 
unresolved objects obtained while operating in mode D. The programme 
automatically scans the CCD frame along the slit direction with a ZO 
pixel (25 arcsec) wide curved window und 1 it locates the position for 
which the integrated signal within the window is a maximum (i.e. the 
dekker area containing the overaii sky signal and thE! o~ject signal 
within it). A narrower window of user-defined width. is then scanned 
through the dekker area until the object signal is located. The data 
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are then ext~acted and sky-subtracted, using an interpolative sky 
subtraction to allow for non-uniform sky illu~in~tion along th~ slit. 
EXTRIC has been found to be satisfactory for objects which are l~ss than 
4 arcsec across (including faint galaxies) and centred within the middle 
two thirds of the mode D dekker. For more demanding cases (e.g. for 
extended objects or when observing several objects along the slit), the 
programmes TRI!1 and LEXEXT enable the object and sky apertures to be 
selected interactively on the Lexidata display using the cursor. Here 
the user first straightens the spectrum using TRIM ~1ich prompts for the 
width of the spectrum (sky and object) in the slit direction and 
reconfigures the pixels according to the cu.rvatur.e coefficients. The 
object and s~y windows are then defined using LEXEXT which prompts for 
appropriate cursor p6sitions. 
The resulting spectra from either TRUi and LEXEXT or EXTRIC are of a 
standard form: a spectrum pair containing the sky-subtracted object 
signai and the adopted sky spectrum. The wavelength to pixel number 
calibration is linear and so it is not necessary to resample the data. 
(v) flux calibration, atmospheric absorption correction and redshift 
estimation 
The remaining data reduction programmes are those for fl~x calibration 
of the data (usini a standard flux calibration spectrum) and correction 
for atmospheric absorption using a sky,...subtracted spectrum of a standard 
featureless star. A programme is . also available which takes commonly 
seen features in particu].ar types of object and redshifts them for 
comparison with the observer's data. 
(vi) spectrum plotting 
Wavelength calibrated spectra may be piotted graphically on the Lexidata 
display. The cursor may be used to determine the wavelength of spectral 
features of particular interest, and comments can be annotated on the 
screen. Hard copy plots from the Lexidata may also be obtained. 
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Table 7.1 FOS DATA REDUCTION PACKAGE 
ZAPCOLS CCD column defect removal 
NITPICK cosmic ray removal 
DOFF applies a flat-field correction 
EXTRIC spectrum extraction and sky subtraction 
(batch version for mode D only) 
or 
TRIM + LEXEXT spectrum extraction and sk:y: subtraction 
(interactive in conjunction- with the Lexidata display) 
ATABS flux cali-bration an,d atmospheric absorption correction 
FOSPLOT interactive spectrum plotting on the Lexidata display 
LEX PLOT hard copydump of FOSPLOT 
ZED tedshift estimation 
7.7 Commissioning c,>n,the Telescope 
FOS was firf?t -commissioned over 5 nights betweei1 the 18th and 22nd July 
1984. The objectives of this run were principally: 
(i) to determine the instrumental performance ot FOS. 
(ii) to refine the on~line data reductlori software a~d determine how 
to make the best use of it. 
(iii) to compile a catalogue of observations of different types of 
objects. The aim was to determine the types of faint objects 
most appropriate for investigation with FOS, and the S/N 
attainable for these objects as a function of magnitude. 
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7.7.1 Instrumentai Performance 
Fos- instrumental performance i.e. its measured efficiency and 
spectral resolution has already been reported (Breare et al., 1985, 
Breare et al., 1986a) but a brief summary· will be given here for 
reasons of completeriess. 
(i) throughput 
The efficiency of the FOS system (i.e. the throughput after losses 
in the atmosphere, telescope, FOS optics and the GEC CCD) was 
determined from observations of standard stars (Parry, 1986), and 
is shown for both orders in Figure 7.6. The peak efficiency is 12% 
in £irst order at 700 nm with the telescope at a z.d = 27- d~grees. 
In secdnd order, hbwever; the peak efficiency is only 1.3% at 500 
nm ,· due mainly to the poor blue response 'of the GEC CCD. 
It is interesi:ing to compare these figures with the original 
estimates made in 1980 (see Chapter 2, Table 2.1). For comparison, 
the predicted figures are also included in Figure 7.6. Although 
the relative va~iation of throughput with wavelength is ih 
reasonable agreement, the peak efficiency is some\vhat better thi:m 
expected, 12% at 700 nn1 in first order compared to the original 
estimate of 8.2%. There are two main reasons for this discrepancy. 
(i) the FOS optics are in fact more efficie1l.t than expected. The 
original estimates dld ~ot fully ac~ourit: for the r~flectivii:y 
and transmission obtainable from the various optical surfaces 
with the use of coatings (Powell, 1986). The efficiency of 
the grating was measl!red in the labor'atory at RGO, and from 
this, the peak throughput of the optics (with revised 
estimates for the. efficiency of the . optical surfaces) has 
been determined to be 70% at 700 nm (Lowne, 1983) co~pared to 
an anticipated efficiency of 45%. 
(ii) the peak QE of the GEC P8603 has proved to be better than 
expected(- 40% at 700 nm rather than the expected 31%). 
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Taking th~se figures with the original es"tiljlates of the throughput 
of the atmosphere and the telescope, one can deriVe a new estimate 
for the efficiency of 16% (at 700 nm) 1vhich is now greater than 
that actually measured. This can be attributed to the fact that 
the ot:'iginal estimate for the efficiency of the telescope w,:.ts 
rather optimistic wi~h regard to the reflectivities of the primary 
and secondary mirrors. A more realistic estimate for the INT's 
throughput is 
(Powell, 1986). 
o.s7 rather than the original figure of 0.67 
Substituting the revised estimate for the lNT' s 
efficiency yields a new estimate for the efficiency of the FOS 
system of 13.5% (at 700 nm), which, given the cumulative 
uncertainties in each part of the system, is now in good agree~ent 
with the measured figure. 
{H) spectral resolution 
The opticaL rgsolution seen with a narrow (·~ 0.25 arcsec) slit is 
1.2 pixels nniM' · ( 12.8 A in first order), independent of 
wavelength, and does not degrade significantly across a 4 arcmin 
slit. Under n~r1nal operating cond'itions (1 to 2 arcsec slit), 
however, the tesolution is 15-20 A FWHM in first order and 8-10 A 
FWHM in second ·order, depending on how features are sampled by the 
pixels. FOS is slightly undersampled for its resolution at iO. 7 
A /pi:X"el in first order. These results need to be compared with 
what one _would expect of the system. 
FOS' spectral resolui::ion.is dependent upon: 
( i) the slit width as projected onto the detector (a 1 arcsec 
slit is equivalertt to 17.6 pm on the ceo). 
(ii) the image spread at the detector ari~ing from aberrations in 
the optics. The design was optimized such that for a point 
source in the centre of the slif·, the image spread at the 
detector should be less than 20 ~m in the direction of 
dispersion at all wavelengths. This was confirmed 
experimentally during laboratory tests at the RGO when the 
image spread was found to be between 10 arid 20 pm depending 
on wavelength. 
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(iii) the sampling.by the GEC CCO's 22 ~m wide pixels. 
The cumulative effect of these factors (i.e. a position~! 
uncertainty interpreted as a cumulative image spread) may be 
estimated by their addition in quadrature (Worswick, 1986). Three 
cases are considered. 
(i) 0.25 arcsec Sli~ 
With a narrow sl-it (0 .25 arcsec is equivaient to 4 .4 11m on 
the detector) the resolution is dominated by the optics and 
the sampling by the pixels. Assuming that the image spread 
due. to.'aberratlons is in the range 10-20 ~m, an estimate for 
the- cumulative image· spread is 1.1 to 1.3 pixels ( 11.8-
13.9 A). 
(ii) 1 arcsec slit 
· Tht;! image spread due to the slit is closely matched to the 
s.ize of a CCD pixel.. Assuming again that the image spread 
due to aberrations is in the range 10-20 ~m, then the 
'estimate for the cumulative image spread is 1.4 to 1.6 pixels 
(1-5.0;...17,1 A). 
(iii) 2 arcs~c slit 
The resolution is now dominated by the slit width (2 arcsec 
is e~uival~nt to 35.2 ~m on the detector), The estimate for 
the cumul-ative image spread is 1.9 to 2.0 pixels (20.3-
21.4 A). 
Relating the figures for the estimated image spreads to ones of 
FWH~is is not straightforward because of the way in which images are 
sampled by the ceo pixels 0 The pixels are not discrete sampling 
points and so the results can be expec.ted to differ from what one 
might first expect from Nyquist sampling (i.e. FWHM = 2 pixels). A 
comparison between the estimated image spreads and the measured 
FWHMs does however allow the following points to be made. 
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(i) the optical resolution (i.e. that with a nauow slit) is in 
good agreement with that expected. 
(ii) the overall variation of resolution ~ith slit width, and the 
actual resolution for a given slit width, is consistent with 
that expected of the system. 
7.7.2 Data Reduction So(tware Development 
The data reduction software was initially developed on the Durham 
Star:link VAX 11/750 (Parry, 1986). Converting the code to run on a 
Perkin Elmer computer required much effort for the following 
reasons: 
(i) the VAX and Perkin Elmer machines handle bulk data (in this 
case CCD image files) in different ways. 
( ii) the Durha111 VAX is equipped with an ARGS display system 
whereas the LPO Petkin Elmer uses ~ Lexidata ~hich requires 
different driver software. 
(iii} th~ Perkin Elmer does not p~ovide any general purpose 
mathematical subroutine libraries (as available on the VAX) 
. which meant that the curve fitting routines to extract the 
spectra had to be written specially for the Perkin Elmer 
machine. 
Some of . this work was undertaken during several visits to the RGO 
while FOS was still being constructed. However, the bulk of the 
work had to be done during commissioning on La Palma because a 
Lexidata was not available on the Perkin Elmer at the RGO. This 
work·was the responsibility of I R Parry, A Purvis an,d R S Ellis. 
Experience gained through ob~erving and obtaining real astronomical 
data proved useful in highlighting those areas of the reduction 
package to benefit from some development and refinement of the 
software. For example, the facilities for wavelength calibrating a 
spectrum plotted on the Lexidata, and identifying the wavelength of 
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features of interest with the cursor, were developed in this way as 
their importance for speeding up the on-line analysis of the data 
became apparent. It was found that the ability to do immediate 
wavelength calibrations of features seen in faint object spectra 
facilitated line identification and thereby helped in determining 
their red,shift. 
The software was developed further and debugged during 
commissioning runs in December 1984 and May 1985, after which the 
package was released to the La Palma software team for common-user 
support. 
7.7.3 Observations 
FOS... first commissioning run on the INT was used extensively to 
investigate its instrumental performance and the nature of spectra 
obtained from a wide divers1ty of objects, rather than to embark on 
any. one individual programme of research. To this end, the 
commissioning period was used: 
(i) to observe standards from which the throughput could be 
determined. 
(ii) to compile a catalogue of spectra, both stellar and 
ektiagalactic, fot ciassific~tion purposes and comparison 
with future observations. 
Bright objects yielding nigh S/N were attempted first in order to 
invest.igate the nature of features sampled at low resolution, and 
the ease of l:lne identification. Fainter objects, more demanding 
of good sky subtraction, were then attempted, the aim being to 
determine the S/N, and hence the integration time for a given 
magnitude, necessary to enable classification and/or redsh'ift 
determination for different types of objects. During the course of 
commissioning, observations were made in each of FOS... different 
operating modes (i.e. slit type) in order to assess how to make 
best use of the instrument. 
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In an attempt to catagorize the types of objects investigated 
during commissionirig, a few examples from the observing log are 
given below. 
(i) calibration standards 
Several standard stars were observed in order that FOS' throughput 
could be determined. Amongst these were: 
VMa 2 
Wolf 1346 
LOS 749B 
GO -140 
GO 190 
(H) classification. work 
FOS' wide spectral coverage makes it ideally suited for 
classification work, both stellar and extragalactic. 
(i) stellar 
(a) spectral ciassification 
Faint star's can be classifie:d from studies of their 
continuum (i.e. colour), and their atomic and molecular 
~bsorption feature~. -A catal6gue covering specttal 
classification type was compiled to provide a basis for 
comparison with future observations. Examples of those 
objects studied are listed below together with their 
spectral type. 
NGC 6664 F B3 IV 
NGC 6664 M B9 v 
NGC 6664 A AO IV 
NGC 6791 15 F2 IV 
NGC 6791 20 GO v 
NGC 6791 1 KS III 
Wolf 1040 M5 v 
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(b) planetary nebulae 
The planetary NGC 7027 was observed, its well defined 
emission line features being a useful check of FOS' 
\vavelength calibration. 
(ii) extragalactic 
FOS' primary function is to obtain spectra of faint 
extragalactic sources, both for classification purposes and 
redshift determination. · Normal galaxies and active galactic 
nuclei (e.g. radio-sources, QSOs, Seyferts) .were observed. 
Examples are given below. 
(a) normal'galaxies 
NGC 5813 
Abell 655 
0658+49 
Jl836.10RC 
(b) active galactic nuclei 
Seyferts) 
3C390.3 
PKS2128-12 
4Cl6~;4 9 
3C345 
3C380 
OQ172 
3C454 
4Cl4.27 
4C53.24 
1012+008 
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(radio-sources, QSOs and 
(iii) unidentified objects 
FOS is weil suited to the investigation of unusual, faint, 
previously unidentified objects, providing an efficient means 
of classification and thus allowing the observer to assess 
whether to pursue follow-up observations. During the course 
of commissioning, three objects selected by N Reid (RGO) and 
design~ted 'funny faint red things' were observed. 
FFRT 16h t/21 
FFRT .22h 1!30 
FFRT 22h i/29 
Detailed results ftom a few selected examples will be presented in 
Chapter 8. 
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CH!AJE»TI&R. 8 
RJB:SULTS 
8.1 Introduction 
With the aid of selected examples from the commissioning period, this 
chap.ter aims to show the nature of spectra obtained with FOS from a 
vari~ty of objects. The main objectives are~ 
( i) to illustrate how FOS' wide wavelength coverage can be used for 
cla$s{fication work. 
( i i) to show the types of faint extragalactic objects ~or which·· a 
redshif t can most easily be obtained. 
(iii) 
(iv) 
to show the limiting magnitudes for which a redshift can be 
determined for different types of objects in a given exposure 
time. 
to highlight the problems of reducing and assessing the data 
f~om the instrument. 
Some new redshift measurements are included, the~e in .particular 
iflustratlng the difficulties which can be encountered in red1icing and 
assessing the data from an object whose signal is comparable· to that 
. . 
from-the sky backgrouna. 
Finally, spectra of Comet Halley obtained in December 1984 are 
present~d. 
8.2 The Observations 
Details of the relevant observations are listed in Table 8.1. 
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Table 8.1 OBSERVATIONS 
FIGURE DATE OBJECT VISUAL SEKING EXPOSURE 
MAGNITUDE (arcsec) (seconds) 
8.2 5 5 85 GD 140 12.50 (a) 1.2 20 
8.3 18 7 84 BL Lac 14.50 (b) 1.1 300 
8.4 20 7 84 NGC 6664 F 10.97 (c) 0.8 10 
8.5 20 7 84 NGC 6664 A 10.61 (c) 0.8 3 
8.6 20 7 84 NGC 6791 15 15.95 (d) Oo8 400 
8o7 20 7 84 NGC 6791 20 15 o02 (d) 0.8 160 
8o8 20 7 84 NGC 6791 1 13o35 (d) Oo8 20 
8.9 18 7 84 Wolf 1040 14.5 (e) 1.1 60 
8 010 21 7 84 FFRT 22h 1129 1.1 500 
8 .11 20 7 84 VB 10 18.9 (f) Oo8 400 
8.12 19 7 84 NGC 5813 12.0 (g) 1.2 300 
8.13 16 5 85 J1836.10RCa 21 (h) 1.5 3 X 1000 
8 014 18 7 84 PKS2128-12 15.-98 (i) 1.1 800 
8 015 19 7 84 3C380 16 o'8 (j) 1.1 600 
8 ~ 16 5 5 85 4C53.24 17.90 (k) 1.2 1000 
8 017 22 7 84 3C454 18o47 (j) Oo9 2 X 1000 
8.18 27 12 84 4C14o27 19.5 (j) 1.0 2 X 1000 
8 019 19 7 84 4C16.49 18o47 (1) 1.2 2 X 1000 
8o20 27 12 84 Comet Halley 20 (m) 2o4 5 X 1000 
(a) - Oke (1974) 
(b) 
--
He~itt and_ Burbridge_ ( 1.980) 
(c) - Arp (1958) 
(d) - Kinman (1965) 
(e) - Woolley et al. (1970) 
(f) 
- Liebert et al. (1978) 
(g) Sulentic and Tifft (1973) 
(h) - estimated visual magnitude (INT Cassegrain TV acquisition 
system) 
( i) - Craine ( 1977) 
( j) - Laing et al. (1983) 
( k) 
- Walsh and Carswell (1982) 
(1) - Mitton et al. (1977) 
(m) - estimated visual magnitude (I NT Cassegrain TV acquisition 
system) 
Note - Exposure times shown as n X 1000 seconds indicate that n 
consecutive exposures of 1000 seconds were taken. 
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8.3 Data Reduction 
Most of the data presented in this chapter were partially reduced on-
line at La Palma during observing. At that t.fme, however, the software 
was still being developed and the practice of fully reducing the data to 
give hard-copy, wavelength calibrated plots had not become routine. All 
these data were therefore subsequently reduced on the Durham Starlink 
VAX 750. 
The programmes to reduce the data on the VAX are similar to those used 
ai: the telescope but are written to work within the Starlink VAX VHS 
environment and with the VAX's ARGS display (Parry, 1986). 
The procedure used to reducE! the data, similar to that described in 
Chapter 7, is outlin~d below. 
(i) extraction and sky subtraction 
The first steps of the reduction procedure ar:e to extract the cur"ed 
obj ect+sky and sky spectra from the raw 2-D CCD image, and straighten 
the data by mapping the curvature with a high order polynomial derived 
from pre-determined coefficients stored in a set of standard curvature 
files. The sky spectrum is then subtracted from the object+sky data. 
Two methods were used:. 
(a) using a programme called EXTRICAtE (the VAX equivalent of the 
programme EXTRIC: described· in Chapter 7) which automatically 
searches for the object and sky signals and extracts them. 
The data ate then straightened and sky-subtracted to yield 
the object spectrum. 
(b) using the programmes TRII1 and ARGSEXT. This method requires 
that the user defines the object+sky and sky windows from the 
ARGS display after which i:he data are extracted and sky-
subtracted. 
A typical spectrum of the La Palma night sky (obtained in a 1000 seconds 
exposure dudng 'grey time' in May 1985) is shown in Figure 8.1. The 
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spectrum is highly structured, comprising in additibn tq the continuum, 
a number of emission lines, and bands of OH emission in the near 
infrared (Broadfoot and Kendall, 1968). 
As will be seen later, it is the degree to which these emission features 
can be re~oved frbm the data that determines the limiting magnitude for 
faint object spectroscopy with FOS. 
(ii) flux calibration and atmospheric absorption correction~ 
The programme ATABS was .used to remove the effect of atmospheric 
absorption bands fro~ the data and to apply a flux calibration. 
The most significant atmospheric absorpt:i..o~ features are seen :i..n first 
order in the wavelength region 6800 to 10000 A; there is no significant 
atmospheric absorption irt second order. The correttion for atmospheric 
absorption is therefore applicable only.to first order spectra. 
The absorption bands are removed using the (non-fluxed) first order, 
sky-sUbtracted spectrum of an otherwise featureless object. The object 
needs to be feattireiess only in the wavelength region where the 
atmospheric absorption features are seen; features found outside this 
region are ignored. ATABS automatically accounts for the colour 
dependence of the featureless object's spectrum so that this does not 
affect the final result (~arty, 1986). 
Observations of brighr, intrinsically featureles·s ob~jects, usually white 
dwarfs, were therefore made at regular intervals duJ;"ing commissioning. 
Two examples of these (non-fluxed) spectni (GD140, a white dwarf, and BL 
Lac) in which the various atmospheric absorption lines are identified 
(Allen, 1973) are shown in Figures 8.2 and 8.3. BL Lac (the prototype 
of the BL Lacertae class of objects) is an elliptical galaxy with a 
bright nucleus, known for its featureless continuum. 
Flux calibration uses a default calibration file held on the VAX, 
derived from an observation of a standard star (VMa 2) of known flux 
distribution. 
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(iii) spectrum plotting and wavelength calibratiori. 
Wavelength calibrated plots of the spectra were produced using the 
programme SPECPLOT. This enables the user to seleci: the wavelength 
range over which the spectrum is to be plotted and to add an object 
descriptor. A hard-copy plot of the data may then be obtained using a 
PRINT command. 
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8.4 Stellar Spectra a~d Stellar Classification 
Stars can be classified from studies of their continuum (i.e. colour), 
and their atomic and .. molecular absorption features. Stars covering a 
wide spectral classification were observed in order to compile a series 
of apectra for compatison with future observations. 
Figures 8.4 to 8.9 show a sequence of 6 stellar spectra. 
names and their spectral type are listed in Table 8.2: 
Table .8.2 FOS STELLAR SPECTRA- STELLAR CLASSIFICATION 
Figure 8.4 NGC 6664 F B3 IV 
Figure 8.5 NGC 6664 A AO IV 
Figure 8.6 NGC 6791 15 F2 IV 
Figure 8.7 NGC 6791 20 GO v 
Figure 8.8 NGC 6791 1 K5 III 
Figure 8.9 Wolf 1040 MS v 
The following points can be made. 
The object 
(i) FOS' wide spectral ·coverage allows one to see the change in 
continuum slope from early to late-type stars particularly well. 
Note the change from the blue continuum of the B star through to 
the .red continuum of the M ,star. 
(ii) The characteristically increasing strength of· the Hydrogen-alpha 
line (6563 A) from the early-type B star, to its maximum 
strength in the AO star, and its decreasing strength in the 
.biter-type F and G stars is clearly evident. 
(iii) Molecular bands, characteristic of late-type stars, are clearly 
evident from the wide absorption features seen in the spectra of 
the K and M stars. 
Note that in most of the spectra, the atmospheric absorption 02 A-band 
has not been fully removed by the data reduction. This is because the 
data were reduced using the spectrum of a featureless object which was 
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observed on a different night to that of the stars. The lesson to be 
learnt is that it is important to observe a featureless object for the 
purposes of removing these bands which is as close as possible, both in 
terms of its potition on the sky and at the time at which it is 
observed, to the main object of interest. 
These stellar spectra proved to be useful in later observations aimed at 
determining the nature of faint, previously unidentified extragalactic 
candidates. Figure 8.10 shows the spectrum of an object selected for 
observation, and designated a 'Funny Faint Red Thing' (FFRT 22h f/29), by 
N Reid (RGO). The exposure time was 500 seconds. 
The object is clearly very red but its spectrum contains molecular 
absorption bands similar to those seen in the two late-type stars, and 
thus appears to be from a low-luminosity late M dwarf. For comparison, 
the spectrum of VB 1.0 (a tyvical low-luminosity star), obtained with a 
400 seconds exposure, is shown in Figure 8.11. Many features seen in 
FFRT 22h 1129's spectrum are also clearly evident in that of VB 10, and 
are also seen in the spectra of other similar low-luminosity M stars 
(see for example: Liebert et al., 1978; Liebert et al., 1984). 
No further time was sp~nt observing FFRT 22h 1129 when it was found to be 
an M star. During the cours~ of commissioning, several other previously 
unidentified objects, including objects thought to be members of faint 
galaxy clusters, were also found to be faint M stars. 
,FQS' cwicie --wavelength coverage makes i-t a useful instrument for 
classification work; and on.,-line data reduction enabling a spectrum to 
be produced immediately after an observation has been made can prevent 
valuable telescope time from being wasted. 
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~.5 Extragalactic Spectra 
FOS is primarily intended for obtaining the spectra of faint 
extragalactic sources, both for classification purposes and redshift 
determination. 
Spectra of normal galaxies and active galactic nuclei (AGN) are 
presented in the following sections. 
8.5.1 Normal Galaxies 
Figure 8.12 shows fir~t and second order spectra of NGC 5813 Cmv = 
12 ,o), obtained with a 300 seconds exposure. NaiD (5893 )1.) and 
Mglb (5174 · )1.) absorption lines, and TiO molecular bands t::hat are 
attributable to late-type stars, can be identified. 
The second order spectrum is plo.tted in analogue-to-digital 
conversion (ADU) counts ·(after sky subtraction), i.e. it has not 
been fluxed. 1 ADU corresponds to l detected photo-electron. 
NGC 5813 is a relatively bright object for FOS, but it is already 
clear that weak absorption features will be difficult to identify 
until the (sky-subtracted) continuum S/N is good. Data obtained 
from Jl836.10RCa, a faint Cmv 21) galaxy cluster member, 
illustrates this point particularly well. 
'Three consecutive· 1000 seconds exposures were taken during 'dark 
time' in May 1985. Figure 8.13 shows the data at successive stages 
of reduction. 
Figures 8.13a and 8.13b show the object+sky and sky spectra from 
the first of these exposures. It is immediately clear that the 
signal counts from J1836.10RCa's continutim are comparable in number 
to those from the sky continuum. Identifying features which are 
attributable to the object will depend on how successfully the sky, 
and in particular the sky OH emission bands, can be removed from 
the data. 
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The resultant data after sky subtraction, and then after flux 
calibration, are shown in Figures 8.1Jc and 8.13d. Although the 
general form of the obJect's continuum is fairly clear, and there 
is at least some suggestion of a G-band, the S/N is not really 
adequate to identify other absorption features with any certainty. 
It is also ciear that the object's sky-subtracted continuum is 
contaminated with 'spikes', particularly at wavelengths greater 
than 7000 A. These are residuals arising from the subtraction of 
the night sky OH .emission bands, but in general th~y are too large 
to be attributable to the shot noise alone. Careful examination of 
the data reveals that- they mo~tly occu~ at the transitions between 
the night sky continuum and the sky emission lines. This is 
illustrated in Figur~s 8.13e and 8.13f. Ftgure 8 .13e shows the 
object+sky and sky spectrum . counts (recorded in on~ pixel wide 
windows) over the wavelength range 8500-9000 A •. Figure 8 .13f 
sh?\-lS the result of subtracting these data. Note the features 
marked A,B ,C and D ~.,rhiCl1 are all coincident with continuum-line 
transitions in the night sky spectrum. 
The effect is . attributable to poor low-level charge transfer 
efficiency in this particular ceo, arising because of a threshold 
at the interface between the chip's imaging. area ariel its output 
register (see Chapter 5). The- charge stealing at the threshold, 
and the resultant cbarge smearing, results in the precise 
wavelengths ~t which the sky iines appear in the object+sky and sky 
data
7 
bE!_ings1lghtly different. This mJsalignment gives rise to the 
observed residuais whgn these data are subsequently sky-subtracted. 
An extreme case of this is seen in Figures 8.13e and 8.13f at the 
leading edge of the sky line at 8630 A. Note that the red end of 
the spectrum is read out first ~o that the smearing is towards the 
blue. 
Returning to Jl836.10RCa, Figures 8.13g and 8.13h show the 
improvement in S/N gained by adding the data from a further two 
1000 seconds exposures. The spectra were added together after each 
individual spectrum had been sky-subtracted, but before flux 
calibration. G-band (4304 A), Mglb (5174 A) and H-beta (4861 A) 
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identifications are proposed, giving a redshift for Jl836.10RCa of 
0.275. 
It is clear from this example that weak absorption features only 
become recognizable when their widths distinguish them from the 
general pixel to pixei noise. It is also clear that the 
identification of weak absorption features will be difficult until 
the (sky-subtracted) continuum S/N is good. 
Redshift determinations for faint galaxy cluster members withotit 
strong emission lines will therefore rely primarily on the 
identification of strong absorption features such as G-band and 
Cali K and H (laboratory wavelengths 4304 A, 3933 A and 3968 A 
respectively) when these are redshifted sufficiently so as to 
appear in FOS' first ordet (C~Il K will appear in first order at 
5000 A when z = 0.27). 
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8.5.2 Active Galactic Nuclei 
The spectra of active galactic nuclei are generally characterized 
by the presence of strong emission line features upon a background 
continuum. One would therefore expect the classification of this 
family of objects to be easier than for absorption line objects 
since, even for faint objects with a low S/N (sky-subtracted) 
continuum, the emission features should stand out above the 
continuum. 
The first two examples to 
objects for FOS. Both 
be 
were 
presented 
obtained 
are relatively 
early in the 
bright 
first 
commissioning run and given long exposures in order to obtain a 
high S/N. 
Figure 8.14 shows the spectrum of PKS2128-12, a Seyfert I object 
(mv = 15.98~ z = 0~501, Craine, 1977), obtained with an 800 second~ 
exposure on the first night of commis~ionirig. 
A Seyfert galaxy is classed as a spiral gal~xy which has a bright 
c6mpact nucleus and an emission line spectrum. 
grouped into two categories: 
Seyferts · -are 
(i) Type I broad wings on the permitted lines and narrow 
forbidden line~. 
(ii} Type II '- narrow· excitation and ·forbidden lin·es. 
PKS2128-1i's spectrum clearly shows H-alpha (656_3 A), H-beta (4861 
A), H-gamma (4340 A) and [OIII] (4959 and 5007 A) emission. The 
broad wings on the permitted hydrogen liries are consistent with the 
object's Seyfert I classification. H-delta (4102 A), [Oil] (3727 
A), [Nelli] (3869 A) and [NeV] (3426 A) identifications are also 
proposed, these being consistent with a redshift z = 0.50L The 
absorption features at 7600 and 9370 A are residuals of the 
atmospheric absorption. 
Figure 8.15 shows the spectrum of 3C380 (1828+487) obtained with a 
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600 seconds exposure. 3C380 (mv = 16.81, z = 0.691) is classed as 
a QSO (Laing et al., i983). H-beta (4861 A), H-gamma (43LIO A), H-
delta (4102 A), [OIII] (4959 and 5007 A), [Oil] (3727 A), [Nelli] 
(3869 A) and [NeV] (3426 A) emission are identified at wavelengths 
consistent with the object's previously measured redshift. Note 
that H-alpha is redshifted beyond FOS' wavelength coverage. 
Relatively bright (Le. mv < 17) objects with strong emission line 
features are thus easily classified with FOS. In these cases, the 
counts from the object are relatively large in number compared to 
those from the sky. As fainter objects are observed, the counts 
from the sky become comparable, and eventually greater, in number 
to those from the object and so good sky subtraction again becomes 
important. 
Figure 8.16 shows the spectrum of 4C53.24 (1213+538), a mv = 17.9 
QSO (Hew.itt and Burbridge, 1980), obtained with a 1000 seconds 
exposure dur·ing 'bright time' in Hay 19_85. 
Walsh and Carswell. (1982) have reported a redslli.ft. z = 1.065 for 
4C53.24, based on identifications of [Gill] (1909 A_) seen at 3938 A 
and l'fgii (2798 A) seen at 5793 A. The FOS spectrum confirms this, 
with Hgll clearly visible at 5790 A, and H-ga~ma (l!340 A) s~en at 
8970 A. H-delta (4i02 A), [Oil]' (3727 A), [Nelli] (3869 and 3968 
A) and [NeV] (3346 and 3426 A) id~nt'ifications are also_ proposed, 
these appearing at wavelengths consis·tent with z = L065. 
Note that the continuum S/N is obviously less than in the two 
previous AGN spectra, and residuals from the subtraction of the 
night sky are beginning to appear. This becomes even more evident 
in the next example. 
Figure 8.17 shows the spectrum of the fainter Cmv = 18.47) QSO 
3C4_54 (2249+185) with redshift z = 1.757 (Laing et al., 1983). 
This spectrum was obtained by adding the data from two 1000 seconds 
exposures. Mgll (2798 A) and [CIIi] (1909 A) emission are 
identified (these being consistent with the object's previously 
measured redshift), but the lower continuum S/N is now making it 
difficult to identify weaker features with any certainty. 
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The objects discussed so far all have previously measured 
redshifts. It is obvio~sly fairly straightforward to identify 
features when one has a good idea of what fe~tures to look for, and 
where. A more useful test of FOS, therefore, is to attempt to 
interpret the sp_ectra from faint objects with unknown or 
unconfirmed redshifts. 
The remaining AGN spectra to be presented are of faint, identified 
radio sources, selected for observation from a compilation of 
optical identifications of bright radio sources at 178 MHz (Laing 
e t al. , 1 9 8 3) • The first object, the candidate for the central 
··-
core of the radio source 4C14.27, does not have a previously 
measured redsh{ft. In the case of the second object, the candidate 
for the central. core of 4Ci6 .49, a provisional redshift has been 
reported by Hitton et al. (19.77), but FOS data contradicts their 
result. 
The radio source 4Cl4.27 (0832+143) is thought to be associated 
with a mv = 19.5 galaxy (Laing et al., 1983). From its apparent 
magnitude, Laing et ril. have esttmat~d the galaxy's redshift to be 
~ 0.31. FOS spectra of this object were obtained with two 1000 
seconds exp9sures. the data, as outlined below, are shown at 
successive stages of reduction in Figure 8~18~ 
Figure 8.18a non-fluxed sky:-subtracted spectrum obtained from 
the first exposure. 
Figure 8.18b sky spectrum fwm the Urst exposure. 
Figure 8 .18c non-fluxed sky-subtracted spectrum obtained from 
the second exposure. 
Figure 8.18d sky spectrum from the second exposure. 
Figure 8.18e fluxed sky-subtracted spectrum from the first 
exposure. 
Figure 8.18f fluxed sky-subtracted spectrum from the second 
exposure. 
Figure 8.18g non-fluxed sky-subtracted spectrum obtained by 
adding the data from the first and second 
exposures, after sky subtraction, but before flux 
calibration. 
Figure 8.18h fluxed spectrum of Figure 8.18g. 
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ExaminatiOn- of the non-fluxed sky-subtracted spectrum and its 
corresponding sky spectrum obtained from each exposure reveals that 
the signal co1.1nts ·from the object's continuum. are comparable in 
number to those from the sky continuum. Residuals of the night sky 
OH emission bands are also evident. 
Moving on to the fuily reduced spectrum (Figure 8.i8h); although 
the redshift of this object is not known, note the three emission 
features seen at 9140 A, 6970 A and 6770 J1. o These could well be 
H-alpha.(6563 Ji.), [OUI] (5007 A) and H.-beta (486i A), which will 
all appear at these w~velengths in the spectrum of an object having 
a redshift z "' 0.4. The presence of several other emis::;ion lines 
seen at 6900 A, 6040 A and 5190 A and their association with 
[OIII] (4959 A), H..,-gamma (4340 A) and [Oil] (3727 A) confirms this 
hypothesis, and together these identifications yield a precise 
redshift z = 0.392. 
Note that the same recognizable pattern of H-alpha, [OIII] and H.-
beta lines also occurs in the spectrum of PKS2i2ti-12 (Figure 8.14), 
b1.1t at a slightly greater redshift z = 0.501. 
It is now interesting to el{amine the fluxed sky-subtracted spectra 
ol:!tained from the indlvidual 1000 seconds exposures· (Figures 8.18e 
and 8. i8f) o The spectrum from the fir·st exposure clearly reveals 
the H.-alpha, [OIII] (5007 A) and H-beta featiJTes, the suggestion 
being that a redshift could have been obtained from this spectrum 
alone. Note ·how H-:alpha .• is still seen -clearly amongst the 
continuum noise which becomes increasingly significant at 
wavelengths greater than 8400 A due to the residuals from the sky 
OH emission bands. The H.-alpha emission feature is also seen in 
the spectrum from the second exposure, and although [0111] cart also 
be seen, H-beta is not obvious. H-beta actually appears (at this 
redshift) close to the atmospheric Oz B-band and is to a certain 
extent obscured by this. 
The presence of several easiiy recognizable emission features 
within this object's spectrum therefore makes the redshift 
interpretation quite straightforward o H.-alpha, the two [01II] 
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lines and H-beta will appear. together in FOS' first order for 
redshifts up to z "' 0.5. As will be seen in the next example, it 
is much more difficult to determine a redshift when there ar-e-only 
one or- two features within a spectrum which c~n be ~ssociated with 
known emission ltnes. 
The second example, the candidate for the central core of the radio 
sour-ce 4C16.49 (1732+160), is thought to be associated with an 18th 
magnitude stellar-like object (Laing et al., 1983). This is 
virtually confir-med as a QSO because of its str-ong ultraviolet 
continuum (Wills and ... Wills, 1976). From its apparent magnitude 
Laing et al. (1983) have estimated the redshift to be "' 1.0. 
Mitton et al. (1977) have obtained a spectr-um of the object and 
report the marginal detection of two emission lines at 4500 J!. and 
5480 J!.. They identify these features with CIV (1549 A) and [CIII] 
(1909 A) from which they deduce a redshift z = 1.88, but conclude 
further observations to be essential. 
FOS spectra of the object were obtained with two 1000 seconds 
exposur-es. The object was found to be fainter than mv = 18.4 as 
reported by Ht tton et al. ( 1977), its visual magnitude being 
estimated at mv "' 19.5 from the Cas"seg~;:ain TV acquisition system. 
The data, as outlined b~low, are shown in Figur~ 8.19. 
Figure 8 .19a 
Figure 8 .19b 
Figure 8.19c 
Figure 8 .19d 
Figure 8.19e 
non-fluxed sky-subtr-acted spectrum obtained fr-om 
the first exposure. 
fluxed spectrum of Figure 8 .19a. --
non-fluxed sky-subtracted spectrum obtained from 
the second exposure. 
fluxed spectrum of Figure 8.19c. 
non-fluxed sky.,...subtracted spectr-um obtained by 
adding the data from the two exposures, after sky 
subtraction, but befor-e flux calibration. 
Figure 8.19f fluxed spectrum of Figure 8.19e. 
Examination of the final spectrum (Figure 8.19e) shows a broad 
emission feature centred around 6450 A. The tentative association 
of this feature with Mgli (2798 A) yields a redshi_ft z = 1.31. 
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Ideally, one would like to be able to identify othe~ features 
within the spectrum to support the proposed redshift. The only 
other feature of any significance is that seen at 8600 A which 
could be [011] (Jl'l.l A), this being consistent 1o1ith the proposed 
redshift z = 1.31. 
The emission line reported by Mitton et al. (1977) at 5480 A is 
not evident, and thei~ ~edshift of 1.88 would not result in any 
well known emission features appearing around 6450 A. Their non-
detection of the feature is somewhat su~prising and may point to an 
unusual variability in the spectrum of this object. 
More observations are essential to establish the ~edshift of this 
object with more certainty. In particular, a lange~ exposure to 
obtain a highe~ S/N is necessary if the proposed identification of 
[Oil] is to be confirmed. Identifications of weaker enlission 
features a~e also desirable, i.e. possibly [NeVj (3346 A, 3426 A), 
[Nell[) (3968 A). 
The ease with which a redshift can be determined from a low S/N 
spectrum therefore depends on how many features are visible. 
Spectra s"imilar to that of 4Cl4.27 are obviously easier to 
interpret than those like 4Cl6.49's with only one b~oad feature. 
From the examples of active galactic nuclei spect~a p~esented 
above, it is clear that FOS is well suited to the classification of 
objects with st~ong emission line features. In pa~ticula~, FOS' 
wide wavelength coverage p~ovides good probability for finding 
characte~istic lines for these objects over a wide redshift 
spectrum. 
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8.6 Cornet Halley 
Cornet Halley, during its recent apparition, was first detected on the 
16th October 1982 by D C Jewitt and G E Danielson using a Texas 
Instruments 800 X 800 pixel ceo on the 200 inch Hale Telescope at 
Palomar. At that time, and at a distance of 1600 million Kms (10. 7 AU) 
from the Earth, P/Halley (1982i) was estimated to have a visual 
. magnitude rnv = 24. 
During FOS' second commissioning period in December 1984, 13 months 
before P/Halley's periheli.on passage, an attempt was made to obtain a 
spectrum from which it was hoped that any activity from the comet might 
be identified, in particular molecular emission lines, attributable to 
the development of a gas coma. At this time the comet had a 
heliocentric distance r = 5.3 AU, and from its appearance on the INT's 
TV acquisition system, was estimated to have a visual magnitude fainter 
than my = 20. 
Five 1000 seconds exposures were taken on the night of 27 I 28th December 
1984 for which the weather conditions were poor, the seeing being 
estimated from the TV system at 2.4 arcsec. 
The resultant non-fluxed sky-subtracted spectra and their corresponding 
sky spectra obtained from the fi~e exposures are shown in Figures 8.20a 
to 8 .20e. It is immediately clear that the spectra are of low S/N and 
polluted with sky-subtraction residuals. 
In order to improve the S/N, the data from the five expo~ures were added 
together. The resulting non-fluxed sky-subtracted spectrum is shown in 
Figure 8 .20f. The presence of residuals from the sky subtraction are 
now even more apparent. 
Figure 8.20g shows the spectrum after flux calibration. It shows a 
reflected solar continuum. On first examination, it was thought that 
the emission line seen at 6300 A could be attributed to [OI], thus 
providing some evidence for the presence of a gas coma. However, more 
careful inspection of the raw data revealed this to be the result of a 
cosmic ray event detected during the fourth exposure (Figure 8.10d). In 
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fact, no emission features (lines or bands) arising from the comet have 
been positively identified. 
The FOS data confirms the results of others who also attempted to obtain 
an early spectrum .of Comet Halley. 
Spectra obtained on the F L Whipple Observatory 4.5m Hultiple-Mirror 
Telescope (MMT), the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) 4m telescope 
and the McDonald Observatory 2. 7m telescope between September 1984 and 
April 1985 have been reported in the International Halley Watch (IHW) 
Newsletter No. 7 (Wyckoff and Wehinger, 1985). Spectra obtained before 
1985 are all reported to 'show only a reflected solar continuum. The 
first evidence of a gas coma was found by Wyckoff et al. (1985) on the 
17th February 1985 when CN (3883 A) emission was observed using a 
photon-counting intensified reticon detector on the 4.5m MMT. H Spinrad 
is reported to have detected [01] (6300 A) emission at the same time 
using the KPNO 4m telescope. 
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8.7 Qiscussion and Conclusions 
FOS' wide wavelength coverage and its high throughput clearly make it a 
useful instrument for classification work and for determining _the 
redshifts of faint ext~agalactic objects. It is worth~hile swnmarizing 
the types o£ objects which are most suited for investi~ation, an<;! making 
some estimate of the limiting magnitudes for these objects for a given 
exposure time. 
FOS' low dispersion makes it most applicable to objects with strorig 
feature~. Weak features with widths less than 10-15 A will not be seen 
easily until the continU:um S/N (after sky subtraction) is good becau,se 
of the difficulty of distinguishing real features from pixel to pixel 
noise. Broad emission lirie active galactic nuc1ei (radio gaiaxies, 
QSOs, for example), and galaxies with strong .absorption· features (e.g. 
G-band, Call K and H), are thos apptdpriate targets. 
Absorption line objects will get1erally require a higher continuum S/N to 
determine a redshift compared to emission line objects. Emission 
features, because they stand out above a noisy, iky-subtracted 
continuum, are easier to see than absorption features which, unless they 
are strongi tend to be hidden amongst the continuum noise. 
Results obtained during commissioning suggest that sufficient S/N to 
determine a redshift can be obtained in a 1000 seconds exposure for: 
(i) most objects with strong emiss;ion _feat.11rt:!~ (!:!_.g. 11::-_a_l~ha, [ OIII] 
and H-beta, Mgll) which are brighter thati mv = 19.5. 
(ii) objects with strong absorption features (e.g. G-band, Call K and 
H) which are brighter than mv = 19. 
Exposures longer than 1000 seconds will generally be t1ecessary to obtain 
a redshift from objects fainter i:han mv = 19.5, although the limiting 
magnitude obviously depends on the number of visible features and their 
strengths. 
FOS' limiting magnitude is in fact largely dictated by sky subtraction 
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problems. 
polluted 
Spectra from objects fainter than mv = 18 become increasingly 
with residuals of the night sky emission lines and in 
particular the OH emission bands present at wavelengths greater than 
6800 A. The problem arises because of poor charge transfer efficiency 
at low signal levels in this particular ceo. causing the sky emission 
lines within the object+sky and sky spectra to be smeared by slightly 
different amounts. Subsequent sky subtraction leaves 'spikes' within 
the data which mask weak features and therefore hinder the 
interpretation. 
So far little has been said about FOS' second order; indeed only one 
second o1·der spectrum has been presented, that being from a bright (mv = 
12) galaxy. FOS' second order responsivity is low compared to that of 
its first order (see Chapter 7, Figure 7.6), and so for the fainter 
objects observed during commissioning, there was insufficient signal to 
make the reduction of the data worthwhile. It should be noted, however, 
that there are features which could be seen in second order which would 
prove useful identifications for redshift determination (!:!.g. Call K and 
H for low (z < 0.25) redshift galaxies). FOS would therefore benefit 
from having a blue sensitive CCD, particularly since there are fewer 
problems with sky subtraction at wavelengths less than 6800 A. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUS](ONS 
9.1 Introduction 
The last chapter of this thesis summarizes the achievements of the 2 .5m 
Faint Object Spectrograph, examines the limitations of the instrument, 
and assesses where progress is likely to be made in the future- with 
regard to instrumentatiort tor faint object spectroscopy. 
9.2 The 2.5m faint Object Spectrograph 
The development of the _ 2. 5m FOS has provided the LPO with a more 
efficient means of classifying and determining the redshifts of faint 
extragalactic objects. In terms of its throughput, FOS is approxi~ately 
2 to 3 times faster than the INT's Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph 
working at its lowest resolution and with a similar GEC P8603 CCD 
detector. 
The spectrograph is most suited to the investigation of broad emission 
line objects such as active galactic nuclei and absorption line ~bjects 
with strong features (e.g. galaxies with G-band, Cali K and H 
absorption). Objects with only weak absorption features will generally 
require a higher continuum S/N to identify features hidden amongst the 
sky-subtracted continuum pixel to pixel -noise. 
In good conditions (~ 1 arcsec seeing), an exposure of 1000 seconds 
will usually be sufficient to obtain an adequate S/N for determining a 
redshift 19.5 for emission line objects 
absorption line objects. 
and m = v 19 for 
In order to illustrate the types and diversity of research programmes to 
which FOS has been applied since it became a common-user ins_t rument, 
Table 9.1 lists the PATT (Panel for the Allocation of Telescop~ Time) 
allocations over the period May 1985 to January 1987 for which the use 
of FOS has been requested. 
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Table 9.1 REQUESTS FOR FOS - MAY 1985 TO JANUARY 1987 PATT AL1JOGATlONS 
Space distribution of radio quasars over large ranges of log Prad 
and reashift (Katiert, Leiden- 4 sep~r~~e obser;ing runsj. 
Low resoltiti:qn spectroscopy of a complete sample of lRAS galaxies 
(Rowan-Robinson:, Lawrence, QMC - 3 sepa'rate observing runs). 
Composition of large planetary nebulae (Mampaso, lAC). 
Filaments in the large scale structure of the universe (Sinith, 
Sussex). 
Spectra of globular clusters and other galaxies (Martinez, lAC). 
Physical studies of t~e interstellar medium (Alvarez, lAC). 
Search for hidd~n energy in quasar sp~ctra (~eckman; IAC). 
Probing Seyfert I nuclei over a large wavelerigth region (Prieto, 
vilspa). 
Optical identification conten_t of the Eridanus Deep X-ray Survey 
(Murdin, RGO). 
' . 
Redshifts of '"1 Jansky ... radio sources (Allington-Smith, UCL). 
A new search for primaeval galaxies (Ellis, Durham). 
Faint active-galaxy popul-ations from the lRAS deep fields (Keel, 
Leiden). 
Horizontal branch stars in globular clusters (Mocoroa, lAC). 
Bupergiants towards the galactic centre (Prieto, lAC). 
Detection of dust discs roun~ Vega type stars (iazaro, lAC). 
Further studies of cooling flows in nearby and distant galaxies 
(Fabian, Cambridge). 
Velocity structure of supernova ejecta in Cassiopeia A (Winkler, 
- - Camb:ddge) • 
Spectroscopic study of quasars (Kidger, lAC). 
Simultaneous optical ~nd infrared emission lirte observations of 
bright low redshift quasars (Yates, Edinburgh). 
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9.3 Limitations of the System 
The main limitation of FOS is currently its particular CCD. There are 
two reasons for this; 
(i) it has a threshold 
transfer efficiency 
problem which gives rise to 
at low signal levels. This 
poor charge 
results in 
severe smearing of emission lin~ features (including night sky 
lines) which, in cases where the object signal is small in 
comparison to the sky background, leaves sky residuals in a sky-
subtracted spectrum. 
( ii) the (thick) GEC CCD has poor blue response which means that in 
many cases, FOS' second order is largely wasted. 
Solutions to each of these problems warrant discussion. 
(i) A temporary solution to the threshold problem would be to 
install a preflash facility within the spectrograph camera to 
provide a background bias charge as discussed in Chapter 5. 
However, besides the fact that this would increase the readout 
noise; it would also present some practical proble\TIS. This is 
due to the difficulty of inst~lling a system within the 
spectrograph camera to provide uniform illumination at the CCD. 
The best solution would be to have a diffuse source of 
illumination at the centre of the camera m:i..rror. Some 
modifications to the camera would clearly be necessary. The 
longer term solution to the thresl1old problem is to find a 
better chip. 
( ii) There are two ways in which the blue response of the CCD could 
be improved: 
(a) fluorescent coating of the GEC CCU. This would improve the 
blue response of the system, increasing the GCi:J's RQE to 
~ 12% between 400 and 500 nm, but wouid not significantly 
affect its resppnsivity at wavelengths greater than· 500 nm 
(see Chapter 5, Figure 5.1). 
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(b) installing a different, thlnnedi type of CCD. RCA's 
achievements with their thinned CCDs (see for example: 
Thorne et al., 1986a) demonstrate how a suitable device 
could inctease the blue respori.sivity to 3-5 times that 
attainable from a coated GEC chip. Installing a different 
chip would of course necessitate remaking the CCD support 
block and modifying the electrical connections to the chip. 
The argument in favour of using a better GEC chip is that it would 
require no hardware modifications to FOS, although re-focussing would be 
necessary. Against this is the lower improvement to the blue 
responsivity of the system compared to that expected from a thinned CCD, 
and the not in~igrtifi~ant problem of finding a suitable chip. The most 
variable aspects of GEC CCDs are their low level charge transfer 
efficiency and their cosmetic quality. What is required, therefore, is 
a chip which, assuming it to be typical with regard to its quantum 
efficiency and readout noise characteristics, satisfies the additional 
requirements that it: 
(i) does not have a threshold. 
(ii) is cosmetically acceptable. 
However, experience suggests that such chi~s are a rarity and that the 
only way to find a suitable device is to have a large sample (pethaps as 
many as 10 to 20 chips) to choose from. 
In an attempt to find a solution to the problem, the RGO, in October 
1986, initiated an exercise designed to find several high quality 
astronomical-grade GEC CCDs for the LPO. Briefly, i cont~act ~as placed 
with EEV, the distributor of GEC CCDs, for 10 devices. EEV agreed to 
supply chips in batches of 10 from which the RGO wouid be allowed to 
make a final selection and return those devices deemed li11suitabie, this 
process being repeated until 10 acceptable devices were found. A 
statistical assessment of the exercise is somewhat difficult, howev~r, 
since of the first 18 chips to be te~ted, 1 were ~rodu~ed on EEV's new 
P8603 CCD production line at Chelmsford, while the remainihg chip~ were 
among the last to be produced at GEC's Hirst Research Centre. Bearing 
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this in mind: 
(i) of the 3 EEV prodticed chips: 
all were found to have good low-level chat:ge tt:ausfet: 
efficiency. 
2 chips were found to be cosmetically excellent, each chip 
having only 2 small trap defects. 
the third chip was found to possess 6 traps and a numbet: of 
partial column defects in the lower half of the at:t:ay. 
(ii) of the 15 GEC produced chips: 
7 were found to be good with respect to GTE, the others 
exhibiting some smearing -of cosmic ray events. 
only 4 chips could be deemed to be cosmetically acceptable, 
but still inferior overall to the EEV produced chips. 
Although this exercise is still to be compl~ted, the initial conclusions 
are that there is a high probability that good quality GEC CCUs will be 
available in the future from EEV. 
The alternative of using a different type of CCD has two main drawbacks: 
(i) the hardware modifications required inside the spectrograph 
(ii) 
camera. 
a thinned, low readout noise CCD is not currently available, 
although it is hoped that Tektronix and GEC will become new 
sources of supply in the future. 
The announcement by Tektronix of their intention to make thinned, state-
of-the-art CCDs (Blouke et al., 1985) has generated much interest within 
the astronomical community. Howevet:, like other manufacturers in the 
past, Tektronix have experienced production difficulties and as yet only 
a few chips have become available. Few details are known of the 
performance of these chips. Furthermore, one can expect that there will 
be some initial variation in the characteristics of the Tektronix CCD as 
the processing of the chips is refined. 
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GEC's programme to develop a thinned, back-illuminated version of their 
standard P8600 series CCD is a result of a contract placed in 1984 at 
the joint instigation of the RGO and the AAO. The project has been 
funded to cover an investigation of thinning t~chniques and the 
production of 12 working devices. Although some work is still to be 
done, it is hoped that the first prototype chips will be available for 
testing in late 1~87. 
Thus, although the availability of high quality, astronomical-grade CCDs 
is still far from satisfactory, efforts are underway to overcome the 
situation, and there is already some encouragement in the fact that the 
first GEC chips to be produced at EEV appear to be very good. 
9.4 Future Developments 
It is worth assessing where progress is likely to be made in the future 
in the development of instrumentation to increase the efficiency of 
f~int object spectioscopy. 
(i) optical efficiency of spectrograph systems 
It would appear that there is little that can be done to increase the 
optical efficiency of spectrograph systems. FOS' design, as discussed 
in Chapter 1, has a minimum of optical surfaces which is the important 
factor in achieving high throughput dver a wide spectral range. 
There is clearly still some room for improvement in the performance of 
CCD detectors. In terms of increasing observing efficiency, the 
important parameter of a CCD is its RQE. Increases of the order of 1 to 
2 times (in the wavelength range 350-1100 nm) are being predicted for 
the future through advances in CCD thinning technologies (see for 
example: Janesick et al., 1984, Janesick et al., 1985, Janesick ~tal., 
1986). 
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(iii) multi-object spectroscopy 
The most significant gains in observing efficiency are undoubtedly those 
to be made by the development of multi-object spectroscopy techiliqueos. 
The ability to record the s~ectra of many objects simultaneously has the 
potential for increasing observing efficiency by many time~ that ~hich 
could ever be achieved by the development of better CCDs, perhaps by 2 
to 3 orders of magnitude. 
Techniques for obtaining spectral information from more than one object 
in a single exposure have been in existence for some time (Parry, 1986): 
(i) slitless spectroscopy 
. (ii) narrow-band imaging 
(iii) long-slit spectroscopy 
However, current interest is focussed upon the development of multislit 
devices and fibre optic feeds to provide conventional spectrographs with 
a multi-object capability. These can yield tens of spectra at a time, 
thus off~ring considerable gains in observing efficiency, and hence 
equivalent savings in telescope time. 
Multislit devices make use of an aperture plate, placed at the focal 
plane ol the telescope, with precisely engineered slits that ailow the 
light from--the objects to enter the spectrograph (see for example: 
Butcher, i 982) . 
The use of fibre optic feeds for multi-object spectroscopy is now well 
established (Hill et ai., 1980; Tubbs et al., 1982; Gray, 1983; Lund and 
Enard, 1983; Powell, 1983). Optical fibres positioned in the focal 
plane of the telescope, usually via a pre-'drilled aperture plate, are 
fed to the entrance aperture of a spectrograph where they are arranged 
adjacent to each other in a line so as to form a pseudo slit. 
The relative merits of multislit and fibre optic multi-object 
spectroscopy have been discussed in detail by Parry (1986). Examples of 
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systems presently in use or under development are given below: 
(i) the AAT's fibre optic coupled aperture plate (FOCAP) system 
(Gray, 1986) which consists of SO fibres feeding from the 
Cassegr-ain focus to the slit of the RGO-AAT spectwgr-aph. 
(ii) AUTOFIB (Parry and Gray, 1986), an automated fibre optic coupler 
for the AAT to position 64 fibres in the field. 
(iii) the Steward Observatory's MX spectrograph, an automated fibre 
optic coupler for positioning 32 fibres. 
Hill and Lesser, i986). 
(Hill et al., 1982; 
(iv) LDSS, the Low Dispersion Survey Spectrogr-aph, a multislit 
aperture plate spectrograph designed specifically for multi-
object, low-:-resolution spectroscopy, initially on the AAT and 
later ~n the LPO 4.2m telescope (T~ylor, 1983). 
(v) a fibre optic coupler (40 fibres) for the 1.2m UK Schmidt 
telescope (Watson, 1986). 
9.4.1 Multi-Object Spectroscopy with FOS 
One of the main objectives in developing FOS was to provide a means 
of obtaining redshifts of faint objects in large numbers so that 
survey-type work could be pursued more efficiently. The next step 
to achieving this goal was clearly to provide FOS with a multi-
object capability. 
FOS has a usable field of 3 by 4 arcmin which is well suited to 
multi-object work in small clustered fields. Following initial 
discussions in 1983 between R A E Fosbury (RGO), R S Ellis (Durham) 
and D W Gellatly (RGO), a multislit unit was designed to replace 
the conventional slit assembly within the IDS. 
The unit was designed in detail by D W Gellatly and constructed at 
the RGO during 1984-1985 (Ellis et al., 1986). It consists of 10 
slit slides which move adjacent to each other in a direction normal 
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to the slits themselves. Each slit is 16 arcsec long and has a 
fixed width of 1.5 arcsec. The centce to centce spacing between 
the slit slides is 23 arcsec i.e. thece is a dead space of 7 arcsec 
between each slit. The slits need to be manually set to pre-
determined positions using an XY cocadograph before the unit is 
installed within the IDS. A GG495 field-lens is cequired to filter 
o~t the second ord~r.~nd to prevent vignetting across the field. 
The unit was commissi.oned on the INT in November 1985 and 
successfully used to ob~erve faint clusters in Februacy 1986. 
An automated version of the multislit unit is currently being 
developed in Durham which will allow the slitlets to be configured 
·remotely from the observer's console, thereby obviating the 
necessity for the unit to be removed from the IDS and re~onfigured 
for each observation (Breare et al., 1986b). 
9.5 4.2m HilT Faint Object Spectrogre1ph 
The success of the INT FOS has encouraged the construction of a similar 
i~strtlmerit for ~he f/11 Cassegrain focus of the LPO 4.2m William 
Herschel Telescope (WHT); the project again being a collaboration 
between the University of Durham and the RGO, and involving the author 
in its development~ 
The 4~2m FOS is scheduled for cbmmissioning in the latter half of 1987. 
Its function will be basically. the. same "as _that of the 2.5m FOS, i.e. 
for classification and redshift determination of the faintest of 
astronomical targets. However, the greater collecting area of the 4.2m 
mirror will in principle allow observations to approximately one 
magnitude deeper than those achievable with the 2.5m FOS for a given 
S/N. 
The overall optical design is similar to that of the 2.5m FOS, producing 
two cross-dispersed orders covering the wavelength range 350 to 1050 nm, 
and with a first order dispersion of 400 A/mm. 
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The original intention was to install a thinned Tektronix CCO of 512 by 
512 pixels which, with its anticipated blue responsivity, should enable 
the second order spectrum to be used to better effect than in the 2.Sm 
FOS. However, because of the uncertainty in the availability of the 
Tektronix CCO, it is now pl~nned to install a coated GEC CCO until such 
time that it can be replaced with a Tektronix chip. 
The camera assembly is designed to fit beneath the lolHT' s intermediate 
dispersion spectrograph, ISIS, in order that it can use ISIS' slit and 
calibration facilities in the same way as the 2.Sm FOS uses those in the 
IDS. A foldii.1g-flat mirror is not necessary, however, since there is 
sufficient tuum at Cassegraitt for the instrument to work in a 'straight-
through' position. 
- - -
The \olHT's Cassegrain spectrographs have been designed with multi-object 
work in mind. ISIS' slit assembly is to_ be modular, enabling the 
lntier tion of a convet1t-ional slit and dekker slide., a manually-preset 
multislit unit, or a fibre optic feed. 
The CCO camera is to be one of the new generat1on of CCD controllers 
currently being .developed for the HHT as a collaboration between the RGO 
and DWinge_loo in the Netherlands (Bregman and Waltham, 1986). A local 
microprocessor controller to allow remote focussing of the ceo is also 
being developed which will be very similar to the one designed for the 
2.Sm FOS. 
9 • 6 _.Summary 
The Faint Object Spectrograph is an important addition to the Isaac 
Newton Telescope's instrumentation. Its high throughput and wide 
spectral coverage promise to serve the community well in those fields 
which depend upon the classification of the spectra from the faintest of 
astronomical objects. 
The central problems in cosmology concerning the large scale structure 
of the universe, its age and its evolution are among those areas in 
which FOS can undoubtedly play an important role. Looking through the 
PATT allocations outlined earlier in this chapter, it is interesting to 
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see that the instrument is already being used to tackle these and 
relat~d problems. 
FOS can also be regarded as a success in terms of its development as a 
collaboration between the University of Durham and the RGO. The project 
has. involved many people. both at Durham and the RGO, with specialist 
interests in astronomy, optics, mechanical design, electronics and 
software. Further vindication of the project's success comes from the 
fact that a similar instrument is being constructed for the LPO 4.2m 
telescope, and that it is again being organized as a collaboration 
between the University of Durham and the RGO. 
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